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Racers move to within
eyelash of OVC crown

Lady Racers fall to
Tennessee Tech in fast-break contest
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Aziz returns to Baghdad with Soviet peace plan
By THOMAS GINSBERG
*11•0C1atild

MURRAY. KY

MONDAY
NEWS IN BRIEF
WORLD
TOKYO -- The government,
reacting to a nuclear accident
nine days ago, announced new
guidelines today on shutting
down nuclear power plants
when sudden increases in
radioactivity arc recorded.

Pr•••

MOSCOW — Iraq's foreign minister met with Mikhail S.
Gorbachev today as the Persian Gulf War threatened to
explode with an allied ground offensive, and headed for Baghdad with a new Kremlin peace proposal.
However, the Soviets gave no details of the proposal and
the Iraqi envoy, Tariq Aziz, apparently left the 31/2 -hour
meeting without commenting on its outcome.
Vitaly Ignatenko, Gorbachev's press spokesman, would
said only that the meeting was "very constructive" and that
the Soviet proposal "envisages political measures."
The Foreign Ministry said Aziz would leave for Baghdad

By MARIANNA ALEXANDER

SPORTS
DAYTONA BEACH, Fla. —
Ernie Irvan, helped by Dale
Eamhardt's continuing misfortune in NASCAR's premier
stock car race, captured the
Daytona 500 under a acution
flag. Earnhardt, who has never
.on the race, spun three laps
from the end. Last year, he
shredded a ore about a mile
from victory.

BUSINESS
WASHINGTON — The U.S.
merchandise trade deficit fell in
1990 to its lowest level in seven
years, the government said.
_Analysts said Friday's report
shOWed the.-OtiTY-Strong element.
of an economy in recession.

FORECAST
Showers and thunderstorms
tonight. Lows 50 to 55. South
wind 10 to 15 mph. Chance of
rain 90 percent. Showers and
thunderstorms likely Tuesday.
Highs in the mid-50s. Chance of
rain 70 percent.

LAKE LEVELS

Murray Lodger & Times Staff Wrtter

Murray State University hosted
the sixth annual Sweet 16 Academic Showcase, Saturday with 46
west Kentucky high schools in
attendance.
This year's turnout was comparable to other years, Mary Wathen,
director of the competition said.
Three local students placed .in
the top four positions and will
advance to state competition.
Journalism/feature writing, first
place from Calloway County High
School, Susan Lax, Art/two dimension, second place from Murray
High School, Jennifer Fairbanks
and chess, first place from Murray
High School, Peter Johnson.
First through fourth place winners receive plaques and an opportunity to go to the state finals to
vie for college scholarships.
"The idea behind the tournament
.is to recognize and reward academ-

ics, just as athletics has always had
recognition," Wathen said.
Six years ago, the program
began and more schools are participating each year, Wathen said, with
increased numbers in both schools
and students involved.
At the state level, scholarships
totaling $75,350 are awarded yearly. The requirement being that the
money must be used in Kentucky
post secondary schools, to keep the
funds and students in Kentucky.
The student.% who achieve first
place honors at state are then recognized on the floor of Rupp Arena
before a basketball game.
"Sweet 16 Academic Showcase
is the only academic competition in
the state that offers that amount of
money, that is how it differs from
the Governor's Cup," Wathen said.
The program is one of its initiators's, Lexington Mayor Scotty
Baesler's, favorite programs and he
felt so strongly to recognize these
kids, Wathen said.

(Cont'd on page 2)

396 students gathered on the Murray State University campus Saturday for the 6th annual Sweet 16
Academic Showcase. The drawing for placement took place in the Curris Center Saturday morning. Mary
Wathen, director of the competition, and employee of the Lexington mayor's office instructs the xarious
46 schools of their numbers to begin the competition.

Kentuckians backin Bush's handling of conflict
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — A
new survey shows most Kentuckians continue to support President
Bush) handling of the Persian
Gutrconflict.
The strong overall backing also
appears to have bolstered support
for his handling of the domestic
economy.
The Bluegrass State Poll, pub-

lished in Saturday's editions of The
Courier-Journal, shows the president's gulf policies garnered the
support of 83 percent of Kentuckians. The results were nearly the
same as those recorded in a poll
conducted Jan. 30 and 31.
At a time when statistics indicate
the economy may be sliding into a
deeper recession, the poll showed

the number of Kentuckians who
approved of Bush's handling of the
economy had risen slightly while
the number who disapproved had
dropped significantly since a
November poll. In addition, Kentuckians' overall perception of
their personal financial situations
was less pessimistic than it had
been in November.

Sweet job

Kentucky Lake
156.0, +1.0 below 319.6, -0.6
Barkley Lake
156.2, +0.5 below 342.0, -0.6

Overall, 55 percent of Kentuckians approved of the president's
handling of the economy, compared with 50 percent in the
November poll; 30 percent said
they disapproved, compared with
43 percent earlier. More are undecided now.
Among blacks, 61 percent said
they disapproved of Bush's hand-

ling of the economy, while only 25
percent said they approved.
In addition to blacks, those
groups whose support for the president's economic policies was lowest included those age 50 and over
(48 percent). those who don't have
a high school degree (42 percent)
(Cont'd on page 2)

Lawmakers work toward
end to special session
there was a 39-day meeting.
Senate leaders were generally
Associated Press Writer
receptive to the version of the solid
waste bill the House passed. One
FRANKFORT, Ky. - Efforts to
problem arose immediatetechnical
justify different versions of bills on
with an amendment that could
ly
driving
solid waste and drunken
allow unfettered open burning in
will top the agenda as the special
Fayette County that lawmakers
General Assembly session enters
to resolve.
promised
`
sixth
its
what lawmakers hope is
A
remained that the
possibility
and final week.
bill could end up
solid
waste
entire
The House version of the garof repcommittee
a
in
conference
substanis
Friday
bage bill passed
could
and
that
senators
resentatives
tially different than the measure
version.
new
entirely
an
produce
that the Senate approved, but the
That was the likely fate for the
distinctions may not be enough to
DUI bill, which is
House-passed
cause significant problems.
strong as senators
as
not
nearly
DUI
Senate problems with the
want. Despite the objections, there
bill passed by the House may actuappears little chance a compromise
ally cause more contention than the
bill will include the controversial
solid waste bill.
Monday is a holiday and no legi- section known as "administrative
slative meetings are scheduled, but per se."
House sponsors of the bill ackHouse and Senate leaders arc lookthere is virtually no
nowledge
ing at final adjournment on Thurswould go
representatives
mean
chance
day or Friday, which would
the session would have lasted 39 or along with the provision that would
mean automatic suspension of driv40 days.
privileges for registering a 0.10
ing
General
The last time the
Assembly held such a lengthy special session was in 1938, when (Cont'd on page 2)
By MARK R. CHELLGREN

IN
Two Sections — 22 Pages
12, 13
Classifieds
12
Comics
12
Crosswords
3
Dear Abby
8
Horoscope
6-8
Murray Today
14
Obituaries
4
Perspective
10, 11
Sports
8 Pages
FFA Section
Subscribers who habe not
receixed their home-delixered
copy of the Murray Ledger &
Times by 5:30 p.m. Monday
through Friday or by 3:30
p.m. on Saturday are urged to
call 753-1916 between 5:30
and 6 p.m. Monday through
Friday or 3:30 and 4 p.m.
Saturday. Regular office hours
are 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday
through friday and 8 a.m. to
12 noon Saturday.

Accompanied by Iraqi Deputy Premier Saadoun Hammadi.
Ant met first today with his Soviet counterpart, Alexander
Bessmertnykh, and Yevgeny Primakov, a presidential envoy
and Middle East expert. The officials then joined Gorbachev.
On Friday, two days after Primakov met with Iraqi leaders
in Baghdad, Iraq's rulers offered to withdraw from Kuwait
under conditions that were deemed unacceptable by the Bush
administration and its key allies.
Soviet officials said over the weekend that Gorbachev
would try today to obtain clarification of Iraq's offer, which
would link withdrawal from Kuwait to a U.S pullout from the
gulf region and Israeli pullout from the occupied territories.

Local students advance
in Sweet 16 competition

STATE
FORT CAMPBELL, Ky.
A sergeant who had returned to
Fort Campbell from Saudi
Arabia on emergency leave was
stabbed to death and her civilian
husband has been charged with
the murder.

later in the day, and Ignatenko said he would return to Moscow "very soon, as soon as pOssible."
Ignatenko said Gorbachev's plan was "fully in line with
the Soviet position that there should be an unconditional withdrawal from Kuwait." He said Gorhacho did not give President Bush or other Western leaders advance notice of his
peace plan but would brief them later in the day.
Ignatenko said the Iraqi foreign minister accepted Gorbachev's proposals with "interest and understanding.•' He said
Gorbachev expects a quick response.
Both Iraq and the United States had said they expected the
war to become bloodier if nothing came of today's Moscow
meeting. Nevertheless. Aziz was quoted beforehand as saying
he carried no new proposal to Moscow.

Kelly Wysocki prepares to glaze over two dozen donuts at a local bakery Monday morning. The popular
breakfast snacks take only about 90 seconds to cook and three seconds to glaze. she said.
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Az& returns...
(Co:it'd from page 1)
On Saturday, Iraq's envoy to the
United Nations suggested that his
country's call for Israel to leave the
occupied West Bank and Gaza
Strip might not be a fixed demand
linked to an Iraqi pullout from
Kuwait.
"Actually we shouldn't use the
word condition, we shouldn't use
the word linkage," the envoy.
Abdul Amir - Anban, told reporters at the United Nations.
In Friday's withdrawal offer,
Iraq also demanded reparations for
damages it has sustained in the
The Soviets have welcomed the

Vehicle reported
stolen recovered
in Henry County
A vehicle reported stolen Friday
night has been recovered in Henry
County. Tenn., according to a
report from the Murray Police
Department.
The car. a 1968 green Dodge
Dart, was reportedly taken from the
driveway of the home of Steven S.
Shaw of 1808A Monroe Drive
overnight Friday. police said.
The car, last seen arouncl 10 p.m.
Friday, was recovered late Sunday
afternoon by the Henry County.
Sheriff's Department
No other details are available at
this time. police said.

Newspaper rack,
money stolen
The Murray Police Department
is invesugaung the theft of a newspaper rack from the storefront at
Piggly Wiggly sometime Friday.
according to •a report.
Terry Rippy reported the theft of
a Louisville Couner-Journal paper
rack along with an undetermined
amount of change Sunday, according to police.

Perry promoted
at Mayfield Post
Mayfield Post I state Trooper
Steve Perry has been promoted to
detective effective Friday.
Perry has been with the state
police department for :5 years and
has worked as a trooper in Carlisle
County. where he resides with
wife, Kathy and son Eric. Another
son. Steve, is serving with the U.S
Army in Germany
Perry is a graduate of Reidland
High School and attended Paducah
Community College for two. years.

MONDAY, FEBRUARY 111, 1991

Iraqi offer only as a starting point,
saying that if held to the conditions
would make it meaningless.
Ant arrived in Moscow late
Sunday night on a Soviet Aeroflot
jetliner from Iran. He was forced to
travel overland from Baghdad to
the Iranian capital of Tehran
because the allies would not guarantee him safe passage through the
air.
En route to Moscow. Aziz said
Iraq had made its withdrawal offer
to expose the "sinister intentions"
of the United States and its allies,
Iranian radio reported in Tehran.
"They have today proved that they
do not seek to defend international
law but to deploy force."
The radio also quoted Aziz as
saying he was not bringing any
new proposals to Moscow. Ail/
said it was up to the anti-lraq
alliance to answer Iraq's offer.
"We have taken our step and now
it is the turn of the ether side to
show its goodwill," he said before
boarding the Soviet plane.
"If the U.S. rejects our offer ...
we would have no alternative but
to continue our struggle," he said.
Bush on Sunday acknowledged
the Soviet effort but added, "We
are determined to finish this job
and do It nght." Calling the Iraqi
cease-fire proposal a "cruel hoax"
on Friday, he called on the Iraqi
people to overthrown Saddam
Hussein.
That call went beyond the
demands of the U.N. Security
Council, which has insisted primarily that Iraq withdraw from Kuwait
without conditions.

Lawmakers...
(Coat d from page 1)
percent blood alcohol level.
The Senate Judiciary Committee
is scheduled to consider as own
version of a DUI on Tuesday.
Also on Tuesday. the House
Appropriations arid Revenue Committee will get is first look at Sen.
Benny Ray Bailey's proposal to
expand Medicaid funding. The
plan, which passed the Senate
•,v:thout debate, would effectively
charge health-care providers and
use that money to obtain federal
Medicaid matching dollars.
The. Senate and House will also
spend part of this week reviewing
Gov. Wallace Wilkinson's nominees to the State Board of-Education. Four • nominees arc awaiting
confirmation because earlier
appointees withdrew or were
defeated by the legislature. which
must approve all 11 gubernatorial
nominees before the new board
may begin to function.

Roy's Discount Pharmacy
OPEN EVERY DAY
To Better Serve You
M-F 9 a.m.-S p.m.
Hwy. 641 N.

DNE

-

Sat. 9 a.m.-7 p.m.
Olympic Plaza

Sun. 1-5 p.m.'
753-2380
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Tourism in Capital hurt by fears of terrorism
By ROBERT M. ANDREWS
Assiscasloal Press Wrflor

WASHINGTON
Widespread
fears of terrorist attacks spawned
by the Persian Gulf War are dampening prospects for a busy tourist
season in Washington, where cherry blossoms and bus loads of high
school students are the traditional
harbingers of spnng.
Tour cancellations and a sudden,
sharp decline in visits to Smithsonian museums and historic monu-

MSU's Student
Alumni Association
to sell bracelets
for arena campaign
At the final home game of the
basketball season, Murray State University Racer fans will have the
opportunity to contribute to the regional special events center fundraising campaign while also showing
support for the American troops in the
Middle East
Members of Murray State's Student
Alumni Association will be giving
red, white and blue Inendship
bracelets in exchange for each contribution made to the special events
center at the Racer/Middle Tennessee
State University game Saturday, Feb.
23. Contributions of any amount will
be accepted, with a SI minimum
contribution from young Racer fans
suggested to receive a bracelei
Murray State has begun a S2 million fund-raising campaign in support
of a new special events center on the
campus. The center was funded by the
Kentucky General Assembly in as
1990 session through a $10 million
economic development bond issue.
Projected costs for the facility range
from $13 to $19 million, depending
on the scope of the project. An
architectural study is underway.
Information about a $500chair seat
plaque campaign will also be available at the Raccr/MTSU game.

ments have sent a chill through
Washington's $2.4 billion tourist
industry, the biggest local employer after the federal government.
Political and business !cadet's arc
scrambling to deny false rumors
that the capital's major tourist
attractions have been closed for
security reasons. The District of
Columbia. declared Mayor Sharon
Pratt Dixon, "is one of the safest
places in America to visit.'
Washington tourism is suffering
from the "double whammy" of
war jitters and the economic recession, which have combined to discourage vacation travel, said
Smithsonian Institution spokeswoman Madeleine Jacobs.
She reported that 170,900 fewer
people had visited the Smithsonian's 14 museums and galleries in
the first six weeks of this year, a
12 percent decline from the same
period a year ago.
"A lot of school groups, both
local and out of town, have told us
they're not coming because of fears
of terrorism," she said.
Fewer school buses arc parked
near the Lincoln Memorial, the
Washington Monument and the
Vietnam Veterans Memonal, where
visits in January also were 12 percent lower than a year earlier,
according to National Park Service

By JOE EDWARDS
Assetleted Prom Whoa

NASHVILLE, Term. — There's
a red-white-and -blue flavor running
through country music tunes that
normally' whine and twang about
drinking and infidelity.
In a push of patriotism inspired
by the Gulf War, country performers are singing about the strength
of the United States and the virtue
of _standing up for beliefs. They
also .a,re warning Iraq and praying
for American troops.
"There's a great precedent for
(Cont'd from page 1)
this viewpoint," Ronnie Pugh, a
and those in households with music scholar with the Nashvilleincomes below $15,000 a year (41 based Country Music Foundation.
percent).
said last week. "There's a history
The latest poll was conducted of this going back to World War
Feb. 6 through 13 as Bush and 11."
allied commanders weighed the
The song "You've Got to Stand
effectiveness of the air campaign for Something" by new performer
Aaron Tippin was No. 6 last week
against military targets in Iraq and
Kuwait. leading to Bush's decision nationally on the country music
early this week to hold a ground charts.
"You've got to stand for someattack -in abeyance while the bomthing or you'll fall for anything,'•
bers continue their work.
While 83 percent of Kentuckians Tippin sings in a song about a man
supported the way the president has who didn't like trouble but stood
handled the gulf situation, slightly for what was right.
The song became associated with r
fewer — 77 percent — said they
approved of the United States hav- the war effort, however, and after
that Tippin joined Bob Hope entering gone to war with Iraq.
The president's handling of the taining troops in the Middle East.
Hank Williams Jr., known -for his
gulf crisis had the support of 85
percent of men and whites, and of ''let's party" style, released
92 percent of Republicans. Support "Don't Give Us a Reason" last
stood at 30 percent among women, August...shortly....after.lraq..invaded.. .
41 percent among blacks and 80 Kuwait.
percent among Democrats.
'Don't give us a reason to come
Although the sample of blacks gunnin' for you ... you can take
was small because they make up a that poison gas and stick it in your
small percentage of the state's sassafras," Williams sang.
population, the poll found that they
Donna Fargo reprised the song
were evenly divided in their sup- "Soldier Boy," a rock 'n' roll hit
port of Bush's gulf policies. How- for the Shirelles nearly 30 years
ever, blacks disapproved of the ago. Included in Fargo's version is
decision to go to war by a margin a prayer for troops fighting in the
of about 2-1.
Persian Gulf.
The survey, which reached 805
And Boxcar Willie, a Grand Ole
adult Kentuckians. has a margin of Opry star, has just released the
error of 3.5 percentage points. That album "Spirit of America," a colmeans in theory that in 19 of 20
cases the results would differ by no lection of mostly patriotic songs.
"I want these soldiers to come
more than 3.5 percentage points
home
and know we arc proud of
from the results that would have
them."
he said of the record.
citiestioning
all
been obtained by
Some
radio stations have added
adults in Kentucky with
statements by President Bush and
telephones.
Defense Secretary Dick Cheney to
The Bluegrass Irate Poll. publtshul
Waylon Jennings song "The
today's editions of The Couner bums:, askee
the (oilman(
Eagle." The tune written in 1986
• Do you apprcwc or thsapprove of the *ay that
was included in an album last year
George Bush ut hanctlIng the satuauon in the
before the war broke out.
Pers,an Gulf' Is that strongly (approve,
disapprove) or somewhat lapProveidisapprove;'
"It sure seems to fit," said JenDo you approve orCItsapprove of the way that
nings,
who said he thought about
George Bush a handling the economy' Is that
the song when he first heard that
strongly tapprove/dasapprove, or somewhat
Is pprovehltsapprove "
the allied forces were bombing
Do you approve or disapprove of the Uruteet
Iraq.
States having gone to .IT Intik Iraq' Is that
Some of the lyrics from "The
strong:y "approve/disapprove) `11“ tomerttai
rapqmveki,sapprove,'
Eagle".

Conflict...
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Aside from the White House and
the Pentagon, all major tourist
attractions in and around Washington arc open for business as usual.
Local officials were incensed
when Rep. Jim Cooper, D-Tenn.,
issued a news release in late January advising his constituents to
especially school students
stay home this spring.
"Everybody knows that
Washington, D.C., would be a
prime target for terrorist bombings
because of the large number of
tourists and public officials,"
Cooper wrote.
Eleanor Holmes Norton, the District's nonvoting delegate to the
House of Representatives, was
alarmed. She quickly sent a "Dear
Colleague" letter to all 535 members of the House and Senate urg-

ing them to reassure their constituents that Washington "is entirely
safe."
has been a recent upsurge in visits
to the Vietnam Memorial.
Traffic at National Airport and
Dulles International Airport
appears to be slackening. Several
restaurants and tour guide operators
say business is slower than usual,
although the Washington Convention Center says its bookings have
held firm without any
cancellations.
Cancellations for the spring tourist season, which begins with the
annual, week-long Cherry Blossom
Festival in early April, are starting
to worry tourist officials.
Connie Buck, sales director for
the Gold Line tour bus company,
said school and foreign tour groups
— the firm's biggest customers —
started canceling spring reservations shortly after U.S. and allied
forces began the war against Iraq.
Cancellations soared to 30 percent in February, she said, and
most people cited fears of terrorist
bombings in Washington.
Renee Loosbrock, whose Guide
Service of Washington supplies
licensed guides for 10,000 tour
buses annually, says her business
has dropped 20 percent from a year
ago.
She blames members of Congress who are urging their constituents to stay away from Washington "instead of promoting the capital and saying we don't want to be
hostages of Saddarn Hussein."
Frank Harvey of Houston, whose
firm arranges Washington tours for
more than 1,200 schools in 42
states, said media-fanned war fears
had provoked "a lot of panic"
among parents and resultedjn a
loss of 10 percent of his bcxikings
for February and March.
Tam Murphy, a spokesman for
the Washington Convention and
Visitors Association, said the
"very strange rumors" circulating
around the country included one
from an Iowa caller who said he'd
heard that the federal government

Red-white-and-blue flavor
runs through country music'

,' a^

Saw once,farSectrve throAqtSaturowo Fatroary 23

spokeswoman Sandra Alley.
The trend at the monuments on
the National Mall continued into
February, she said, although there
lad banned all travel to
Washington.
Marie Tibor, the association's
director of tourism, said she
believes the rumors began in midJanuary when public tours of the
White House were canceled for the
first time since World War II as a
security precaution.

PIZZAS, SUBS & MORE
*FREE DELIVERY*

"Lately I've heard rumors,
"That the eagle may be lame.
"Just because I've been idle,
"Don't mean that I'm tame."
Patriotic themes are nothing new
in country music, Pugh said. In
World War II, for instance Elton
Britt wrote the song: "There's a
Star-Spangled Banner Waving
Somewhere."
During the Korean War, country
music sometimes made a pitch for
anti-communism, such as in "The
Bible on the Table and the Flag
Upon the Wall" by Gene Autry
and Little Jimmy Dickens.
During the Vietnam War, Kris
Kristofferson came out with
"Vietnam Blues," a pro-war song
despite its title, Pugh said.
"Country music has taken on a
largely conservative cast politically," Pugh said. "There have been
some exceptions. but rare."

Prisoner starts
fire with clothes
at county jail
The Murray Fire Department
responded to a structure fire at the
Calloway County Jail Friday,
according to a department
spokesperson.
According to reports, a prisoner
took off his clothes and set them
afire around 3:26 p..m. The flames
were reportedly put out by another
inmate and firemen used exhaust
fans to clear the jail, according to
reports.
No injuries were reported during
the incident,, according to reports.
Calloway County Jailer Pat Paschall was out of the office and
unavailable for comment Monday
morning.
The department also responded
to a smoke scare Saturday around
10:47 p.m. at 402 N. 17th Street.
No fire was reported.
r

Bunning's son
flies first mission
WASHINGTON (AP) -- The
son .of Rep: Jim Bunning has flown
his first combat mission in Operation Desert Storm, the Republican
congressman from Southgate said.
Capt. Bill Bunning, 32, is an
electronics warfare officer on an
Air Force EF-111A Raven electronics warfare jet. The elder Bunning said his son flew his first mission Tuesday.
On Wednesday, two of his fellow airmen from the 390th Electronics Combat Squadron were
killed when their plane crashed in
northern Saudi Arabia.

4
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Fri. & Sat. 11 a.m.-1 lAidn ht

C•ntral Cantor
(Nast to Big B)

FORT CAMPBELL, Ky. (AP)
— A sergeant who had returned to
Fort Campbell from Saudi Arabia
on emergency leave was stabbed to
death and her civilian husband has
been charged with the murder.
Sgt. Deborah L. Honaker, 35, of
Headquarters Company, 9th Battalion, 101st Aviation Regiment, was
stabbed Thursday at her home in
Lee Village on the Kentucky side
of the post, said Fort Campbell
spokesman Bill Harralson.
Keith L. Honaker, 32, was hospitalized for self-inflicted stab
wounds. He was in fair condition
Saturday at Vanderbilt Hospital in
Nashville, Tenn., a hospital spokesman said.
Honaker has been charged with
murder in the federal court for the
western district of Kentucky, said
Bill Cheek, spokesman for the FBI
in Louisville.
Reading from an FBI affidavit
accusing Honaker of the crime,
Check gave this account:
Deborah and Keith Honaker
argued and he left the room, returning with a "bayonet-type knife."
The husband said, "If I can't have
you, nobody can," and then
stabbed his wife in the chest and
back. He then stabbed himself in
the chest.
Mrs. Honakcr's mother
witnessed the stabbing, Check said.
Officials did not explain why
Mrs. Honaker was on emergency
leave.
The couple has two sons, ages
12 and 2, and a daughter age 9, he
said.
The Fort Campbell Law Enforcement Command is participating in
the investigation with the FBI, Harralson said. The FBI investigates
crimes committed by civilians on
federal land.
Mrs. Honaker, whose home of
record is McKeesport. Pa., entered
the Army in 1979 and was assigned
to Fort Campbell in September
1988, Harralson said.
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just a convenient fuel and food stop
on Interstate 90 between Seattle
and Spokane.
That wasn't what Charlie Brown,
who died in 1975, had in mind
when he bought the proposed town
site from the U.S. Bureau of Reclamation in the late 1950s.
But according to The World
Book Atlas, George, Wash., is thc
only U.S. community that has al&
full name of a president anc
Washington is the only state named
after a president

GEORGE, Wash. (AP) — What
better place to celebrate Presidents'
Day than a town that is this Country's only George, Washington.
But .this town named after the
father of our country has a scant
263 people, down eight from the
1980 census figure.
George, nevertheless, is celebrating today, even if the holiday is
now known as President's Day and
there is no Martha, Washington.
A giant cake for 700, a cherry
pie bakeoff contest, tables where
people can write postcards to area
soldiers in the Persian Gulf and
free yellow ribbons were planned,
said organizer Carole Michael.
George, incorporated in 1%1, is
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"It can only be done in
Washington," boasted Edit!
Brown, wife of the town founder.
"There couldn't he another."

Ross Insurance Agency
The winners of the Calloway County Middle School Model Truck
Contest are, from left, Terry Warner, second place; Billy Cox, first
place; and David Therrian, third place.

r

The judges for the Calloway County Middle School Model Truck and
Car Contest were, from left, Tripp Purdom, from Purdom Motors,
Inc., and David York, from Dwain Taylor Chevrolet. Peter O'Rourke,
sponsor of the Car Club at Calloway County Middk School, said "the
contest was an overwhelming success. We will have another contest
this spring. This is a good way for our students to share their interests and talents."
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The winners of the Calloway County Middle School Model Car Contest are, from left, Michael Molar, second place; Andrew Murrell,
third place and best overall; and Todd Forsyth, first place.
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Galen Thurman Jr. was
strong for Murray, community
Murray lost one of its champions of downtown business
with the death of Galen Thurman, Jr. on Feb. 13. This Calloway County native served in the Marine Corps and attended
Murray State University. He was one of the leade-s in organizing the athletic boosters of MSU in the 1950s.
He set up Thurman Furniture in 1949 and this business has
remained viable over the years. His leadership was always
there when support was needed for downtown, the community and hundreds of civic projects.
He served on the Murray City Council and backed progressive moves to build a stronger Murray. If it was a benefit
for the community, he stood ready to do his part.
Galen had a host of friends and was there when friends
needed him. He will be missed by them.
He was a fighter and when bad health hit him, he continued to bounce back time after time and resume his service
to the community. He faced difficulty with a smile.
He will be remembered as a strong advocate of Murray
business, a friend to many and proud of his family.
For his leadership and contributions over many years, we
can say thank you.

Today In History
Today is Monday. Feb. 18. the 49th day of 1991. There are 316 days
left in the year,.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Feb. 18. 1861. Jefferson Davis was sworn in as president of the
Confederate States of America in Montgomery. Ala.
On this date:
En 1.546. Martin Luther, leader of -the Protestant Reformation in Germany:, died.
In 1564, the artist Michelangelo died in Rome.
In 1735. the first opera presented in the U.S. -- "Flora. or Hob in the
Well" - was performed in Charleston. S.C.
In 1885. Mark Twain's "Adventures of Huckleberry Finn" was published in the U.S. for the first time.
In 1930. the ninth planet of our solar system. Pluto, was discovered.
In 1953, "Bwana Desil," the movie that heralded the "3-D" fad of the
1950's, opened in New York.
In 1960. the eighth Winter Olympic Games were formally opened in
Squaw Valley. Calif.. by Vice President Richard M. Nixon.
In 1970, the Chicago Seven defendants were found innocent of conspiring to incite riots at the 1968 Democratic convention.
In 1972, the California Supreme Court struck down the state's death
penalty.
In 1977, the space shuttle Enterprise. sitting atop a Boeing 747, went
on its maiden "flight... reaching altitudes of up to 16.000 feet abose the
Mojave Desert
In 1984. Italy and the Vatican signed a revised concordat under which
,
Roman Catholicism . Ceased to be the state religion of Italy.
Ten years ago: In an address to a joint session of Congress. President
Reagan urged lawmakers to approve his proposed tax and spending cuts,
saying his plan would halve the inflation rate. create three million new
jobs and balance the federal budget by 1984
Five years ago: A bomb placed in the car of a U.S. Embassy' Marine
exploded in the embassy compound in Lisbon, Portugal. sending flames
and shattered metal slashing through the air but causing no injuries.
One sear ago- In general elections. Japan's conservative governing parts. held onto its 34-year-old majority in the Parliament's lower house.
Today's Birthdays: Actor Jack Palarice is 71. "Cosmopolitan" editor
Helen Gurley brown is 69. Actor George Keynried!, ts_66. Sen. John Warner.,R-Va.. is 64. Mos•le director Milos Forman is 59. Singer Yoko Ono is
58. Actress Csbill Shepherd is 41. Singer Juice Newton is 39. Actor John
Travolta s 31. Game show hostess Vanna White is 34. Actor Matt Dillon
is 27. Actress Molly Ringssald is 23.
Thought for Today: "Temperament is temper that is too old to spank.-- Charlotte G--.,-cnwood, Arr"crian. a:.tress-cornedlan 1%93'

LOOKING BACK
By JO BURKEEN
Ten years ago
Chapter 50 of Disabled Amencar Veterans and Murray-Calloway
Ministerial Association will sponsor a community service of patrioton Feb. 16 on lawn of county
courthouse. and a dinner for veterans on Feb 27
Births reported include a boy to
Mr and Mrs Robert Phillips, Jan
14. a boy to !win and Mrs. Doug
Wynn. Feb 2, and a boy to Mr.
and Mrs Stanley' Dale Stewart.
Feb 4.
Mike Littrell and Hubert Deering
are pictured with 71 crappie taken
in four hours on Feb. 6 while fishing in Blood River area of Kentucky Lake.
The Rev Ricky Cunningham is
the new pastor at Owens Chapel
Baptist Church.
Twenty years ago
Calloway County's official
population in the 1970 census is
listed at 27.692. up 32.0 percent
from 1960 figure of 20,972.
according to figures released by
Bureau of Census of U.S. Department of Commerce.
Wilson Gantt has been named
chairman of 197! Easter Seal Campaign for Calloway County.
according to Dr. Harry M. Sparks.
state campaign chairman.
Craig Banks and Talmadge Tutt
won awards at a meeting of MidSouth Horse Show Association
held at Jackson. Tenn.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs_ Paul Henson, Feb.
'11
Thirty years ago
Johnny Unitas, star quarterback
for Baltimore Colts, professional

football team, spoke for Backboard
Club and other guests at Student
Union Building. Murray State College. About 500 persons were
present.
New officers of Calloway' County Farm Bureau are Harnp Brooks.
Noble Cox and Ray Broach.
Dale Sykes. Eddie West and
Steve Douglas, all members of Boy
Scout Troop 45. were presented
their God and Country Awards in
Scouting at First Methodist Church
on Feb. 12.
Murray Lions Club held its Valentine Ladies Night program at
Murray Woman's Club House with
Robert Hendon as master of
ceremonies.
Forty years ago
James M. Lassiter has been
appointed chairman of 1951 Red
Cross Fund Campaign, according
to Waylon Raybum, chairman of
board of Calloway County Chapter
of American Red Cross.
Robert E. Rose of Atomic Energy Commission spoke on "The
Impact of Atomic Plants on the
Community" at a meeting of MurRotary Chit) at Murray
ray
Woman's Club House.
In high school basketball games.
New Concord beat Murray High
and Murray Training beat St.
Mary's. High team scorers were
Rowland for New Concord, Lash
for Murray High, Magness for
Murray Training, and Bennett for
St. Mary's.
Mr. and Mrs. C.R. Eslinger of
Forrest Grove, Ore., are the guests
of their daughter. Mrs. Alfred Taylor and family_

Ground wars: the best is yet to come
Saddam Hussein has boasted
that, after a month of perhaps the
heaviest bombing in the history of
warfare, he has withstood the best
Amenca has thrown at him. This
prompted Desert Storm commander
Gen. H. Norman Schwarzkopf to
respond, "The best is yet to come "
Was this a case of Saddam'
braggadocio against Schwarzkopfs
bravado, or was Schwartkopf sug
gesung that America and its allies
have not yet begun to fight?
It is most likely that Schwarzkopf was sending Saddam and the
rest of the world a message: after
the dazzling performance of the
Patriot missile and thousands of
pinpoint bombings, the new front
about to open on the ground will
revolutionize combat
When most of us think of a
ground war, we envision an infantryman with a rifle exposing his
body to machine guns. artillery fire
and land mines. Yet, just as American technology has given us
mastery of the skies, there have
been important advances made in
ground combat weaponry that put
Arncnca and its allied forces in the
position of delivering a quick
knockout punch to the best that
Saddam Hussein has been able to
muster.
According to the Center for

tems and communications - the
Iraqis have that operates in the
clectromagetic spectrum. Some
systems permit "deceptive imitative
communications." There is speculation by some familiar with these
systems that the battle for the
By Cal
Saudi Arabian town of Khalil,
Thomas
which was a catastrophe for Iraqi
forces, may have been stimulated
by phony orders clandestinely
issued by allied electronic warfare
Strategic and International Studies. wizards.
which has compiled a list of some
The Joint Surveillance Target
ground combat weaponry from
Attack Radar System, mounted on
unclassified documents, allied for- a modified Boeing 707, tracks
ces will have at their disposal the moving vehicles on the ground. It
most spectacular weapons and sup- can distinguish between a tank and
port hardware ever brought onto a a truck and sends precise location
battle field.
data to short-range ballistic missiles (AFTCAMS), which can hit a
Allied ground forces are
half-dollar 100 miles away. It can
expected to operate almost exclu- also send information to the Multisively at night and to hide during ple Launch Rocket System
the day. Apache helicopters. (MLRS), which lays down a sheet
Abrams tanks and Bradley fighting of steel fragments large enough to
sehicles perform better at night cover seven football fields 40 miles
than do Iraqi systems in daylight. away.
Forget the old war films showing
One device allows allied forces to
sec up to 10 miles in darkness and troops coming to ashore and imme40 miles in daylight. The array of diately exposing themselves to
electronic gadgets ready to confuse ground fire. Gone are the days to
Tarawa and Inchon when Marines
Iraqi forces is. unprecedented.
had to slog their way across seaside
Allied forces can jam anything minefields and withering shore bat- including missile guidance sys- tery fire to seize and hold a beach-

CAL'S
THOUGHTS

head. Today's Marines will use
superfast air cushion vehicles, Harrier jump jets and armored assault
vehicles and will take the beach
from postitions over the horizon.
The armor plate on the front
slope of the M-1 tank, as well as
the British Challenger, has a secret
design that makes it virtually
impervious to any anti-tank weapon in the Iraqi arsenal. The M-1
Lank gun has a super-hard penetrator that not only punches through
any tanks the Iraqis have, but when
it comes through to the interior it
shatters into hundreds of phosphoritic fragments that ignite anything
inside.
Saddam is now taunting the allies, calling them "cowards" for not
engaging his forces in a ground
war. President Bush is wisely biding his time, waiting for the air war
to do more damage before putting
ground forces in jeopardy.
Given the awesome arsenal the
Americans and our allies have
assembled, it appears that while
casualties will certainly be higher
than in the air campaign. Saddam's
ground forces are about to get an
unprecedented technological lesson
in a field test of the most powerful
and sophisticated ground combat
equipment ever employed in
warfare.

It's easy to figure pro-war students
Some 'people arc purzled by the
pro-war attitude of America's college
students. During the Vietnam War,
students were among the most zealous
peaceniks.
But now, "support the president
groups are springing up on campuse
all over the country. Pro-war rallies
are drawing big, enthusiastic crowds
Some campus papers carry articles by
students deriding peace activists as
naive. unpatriotic, sniveling cowards.
So experts arc trying to probe the
hearts and minds of these hard-nosed
students Lb see how they got that way.
,
And therciare many theories.
Curious myself, I asked Dr. I.M.
Kookie. one of the world's leading
experts on lots of stuff, if he had any
insights.
Could it be. I asked, that tii
generation of students could be *ing, even subconsciously. to make .
amends for the shabby way mar.
Vietnam veterans were treated?
-Anything is posSible," Dr. Kookle
said. But based on my clinical research. I would have to say, nah. no
way

Then could it he that they have
somehow become a genetic throwback to earlier generations that were
willing to rally 'round the flag-- those
who Lame of age in the Great Depressin and fought World War II, and
their ()Linger brothers who quietly
went to Korea. even though the,
didn't know where it was?
.-That's possible. too," Dr. Kookie
said But according to my studies.
forget it."
Then what is behind their surprising enthusiasm for the war?
To understand that, you have to

ROYKO
SAYS
By Mike
Royko
have a background in mass psychology. which I do. among many'
other s.:hjeits. And it is very hard to
explain it in terms that non-experts
can cnderstand."
Yes. hut I'll try.
"OK. Then tell me this. What scares
most pope more than anything
else?"
_
Snakos? Or maybe big hugs? Or
((xi:steps on, their roof at night?
-Yes. those are all scary. But the
th;n; thu: 'arcs people the most is
Leas:ng to he.
Cea,.742 to he!
"Yes. Or in scientific terms, croak
mg.Y.01.1 mean dying?
"Yeah. you could put it that way.
When somebody is murdered, it gets
in the paper. But if they are scared by a
snake or a bug. who cares?"
I see ,:our point.
"So let us look back to the student.s
of the Vietnam era and what motivated them.'
We all know that. They were
against war. They.
Were.app3llat
the mass destruc‘ion and waste of life.
"Yeah, some, maybe. But most of
them were appalled by the chance that
it was them who mighi, louse another
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were hit by: Baghdad taxicabs and
Saddam, is just faking it."
You seem to be saying that if we
still had the draft, their attitude would
be different.
"Yes,that's fair to say. I think that if
we had a draft, instead of bravely
signing petitions saying they support
the troops and president, and telling
TV reporters that they are a new:,
different generation, they would be
having fits of hysteria, jumping up
and down, screaming and hiding in
their closets.
"Sure they' support the troops. Because the troops are there instead of
them. And they support the president
because he says there won't be a draft.
The day he says he's running short of
warm bodies and is drafting them,
they'll start putting up old Abbie
Hoffman posters."
Do you have any scientific data to
support your theory? •
"Sure. LoLs of it. You can check it
out yourself."
How?
"Whenever there is one of these
pro-war campus rallies, and they strut
around saying they: support the prez,.
and we are fighting for democracy
and to stop the spread of whatizs and
the threat of whoozits, go up to the
students and ask them one question."
What question?
"When are you going to enlist?"

Letters to the Editor

Reader warns of calls from
Colorado-based company
Dear Editor,
Murray residents are receiving
phone calls which ask that they
provide personal information to be
included in a "city directory."
The source of these calls is a
Colorado-based company. The
information residents provide for
free will then be compiled, printed
and sold.
I fail to see how this will
benefit/advance Murray since the
money will be in Colorado.
If this information has "monet-

ary value" why are we not being
offered payment for our time and
information.
It would also be possible to provide information which is worthless. They appear to take anything
you tell them as fact. This would
seem to reduce the value/credibility
of the publication to be sold.
Sincerely,
Fred K. Katz
P.O. Box 2266 University
Station
Murray, Ky:. 42071

POW's daughter asks support
for effort to honor father
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scientific term be zapped. Remember.
we :had 'a draft."
Yes,but those who stayed in school
were deferred.
'Sure, but they' couldn't all stay in
school. And they couldn't all get jobs
teaching in inner-city schools so
they'd be deferred. And most of them
didn't have enough clout to get them \elves into some National Guard
outfit with the politicians' sons and the
professional football players."
Are you saying the students' antiwar movement in those days was
based on personal fear? •
"Not all of it. Maybe 90 percent."
That is a harsh judgment.
"Maybe. But after the draft was
abolished, most of those inner-city'
schoolteachers said: 'Bye. kids, I got
to go make a buck.71
But what about today's hard-nosed
students"! How 'do you explain their
attitudes?
"I thought I explained it. There is
no draft. So except for the ones who
are in reserve outfits that got ale
up, there's no chance that they'll get
zapped. Their lives aren't being disrupted. They don't have to go teach
slum kids or run away: to Canada or do
anything but watch the war on TV.
"And so far, it's a neat and clean
war, except when CNN shows some
Iraqi kids in hospitals. And even then,
a lot of people figure that those kids

Dear Editor,
My father is a Vietnam Veteran 2111 Joan' Shelton, the daughter a Prisoner of War gone almost 26
of Col. Charles E. Shelton who is years. Besides bringing he and the
the only official Prisoner of War other heroes homc - let's honor
(POW) listed alive in Southeast them and fly their flag.
Asia by the United States governIf you believe as I and many
ment. I recently moved back to other Americans, then write:
Kentucky, the state in which my
B.G. Michael W. Davidson,
daddy was born and raised, only to Adjutant General
find in grave dissappointment that
Dept. of Military Affairs
at the Vietnam Veterans Memorial
Boone National Guard Center
of Kentucky in Frankfort, that there
Frankfort, Ky. 40601
is a very important part of any U.S.
We must not forget our POW/
war memorial missing ---- a Prison- MIAs, past or present. Our Kener of War flag.
tucky Vietnam Veterans Reunion
There are still 2.296 Americans (L.Z. Bluegrass) is May 17, 18 and
unaccounted for in Southeast Asia, 19 in Frankfort, KY. We would
and unfortunately, 8 POWS and 27 like to fly the POW/MIA flag then
Missing-In-Action (MIA) in the and from now on in honor of our
Persian Gulf. What does it take and heroes.
how many more missing until we
Joan Shelton
will fly the POW flag at the Ken1118 Schiller Avenue
tucky Vietnam Veterans memorial.
Louisville, Ky. 40204
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Q-fever

xicabs and

think that if
of bravely
they support
, and telling
are a new,
.y would be
jumping up
id hiding in

ner, an agricultural engineer with
UK's Colicge of Agriculture, who will
discuss ptublems of sealing and
pumping in pond construction.
Jim Dinger, head of the water
resources division of the Kentucky
Geological Survey, will discuss
groundwater in western Kentucky,
and Bob Durborow, another aquaculture specialist with Kentucky State
will speak on permits and regulations.
Durborow also speak on symptoms,
diagnosis and treatment of fish diseases.
Forest- Wynne, an area Extension
specialist in aquaculture, will speak
on watershed and low management
aquaculture.
Wurts will discuss the status and
trends of Kentucky aquaculture.
In addition, Jim Tidwell, coordinator for aquaculture research at Kentucky State, will give an update on
that school's research programs and
Harold Benson, director of land grant
programs for the school, will give an
overview of the 1890s Land Grant
Programs.
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It's mostly an obscure disease that
atypical pnciimonias.
causes little damage to the host aniIt is an occupational risk for vetermals, but Q-fever remains a disease
inarians, livestockmen, laboratory
transmitted from animals to man- personnel, slaughterhouse workers
(zoonosis) which can cause considerand sometimes dealers in wool and
able discomfort and expense, though
hides.
it is seldom fatal.
'- is low, less than I per
Mortality
Q-fever is caused by a rickettsia
(Coxiella burnetti) which is distri- cent of those who are not treated and
buted worldwide and has been found even lower for persons who are
in most mammals and a few species of properly diagnosed and treated. But
illness and treatment are prolonged
birds.
Domestic cattle, sheep and goats and can be expensive.
Also,about a third of those with the
are particularly susceptible, and the
protracted
form of Q-fever develop
disease is usually common in areas
where there are cattle, sheep and goat hepatitis, and a few develop endocarditis.
industries.
Tetracyline and chloramphenicol
Transmission between animals
takes two routes. In one, at least two have proven effective, but prevention
kinds of tickets carry the disease is the best route for humans and the
between wild animals. Domestic ru- only route for animals. Milk pasteuriminants0
-4 more apt to spread the zation is essential, dust control in
disease thriough contaminated milk,or pertinent industries must be used and
placenta and post-partum discharges infected placentas, feces and urine
with aerosols from each becoming a silidUld be burned.
Animals known to have the discasfi
major source of infection.
should
be separated from animals free
It is usually transmitted to man
through milk or by aerosols. •••-' of the disease, and burning or burying
Infection seems to have no particu- reproductive products of infected anilar effect on most animals, except that mals is recommended. The organism
it sometimes causes anorexia and is highly resistant to chemical and
physical agents.
abortion in sheep and goats.
Your veterinarian is quite compeIn man, the disease is far more
tent
to diagnose Q-fever, and can also
serious.
The incubation period ranges frolf recommend preventive measures for
work around
-nine to•28--days,•and -cinsct- is 'abrupt- use
animals.
The
prime
value of
infected
with fever, chills, severe headache,
severe malaise, muscular pains and knowing if your animals are infected
often chest pains. Fever may rise to would be to protect humans. This is
104 degrees, and stay there for as long one of the aims of veterinary medias three weeks,and a form o pneumo- cine, by the way, to better protect
human life.
nia may develop.
Your physician is your source of
Medical attention becomesriecessary because the disease can be treatment for the disease, but you
confused with the febrile stage of should tell him or her if there is a
brucellosis, with infectious hepatitis, chance you have been exposed to
with leptospirosis and with various infected animals.

PADUCAH LIVESTOCK MARKET
Cattle 390 calves 3 compared to last week. Slaughter steers and heifers
untested, limited. Cows 1.00-2.00 higher, bulls steady, calves and vealers
untested, feeder steer and heifers, 1.00400 higher.
Slaughter cows: streaking utility 2-3 45.00-46.00, cutter and boning
utility 1-3 45.00-54.00.
Slaughter bulls: yield grade 1-2 1,150 lb. indicating 78 carcass boning
percent 55.50. Feeder steers: medium and large No. 1 200-300 lb.
95.00-110.00, 300-400 lb. 98.00-122.00, mosr 98.00-110.00,400-500 lb.
94.00-110.00, 500-600 lb. 8900-103.00, lot of 10 514 lb. 106.00, 650 lb.
86.50, medium No. 2 270 lb. 95.00-96.00, small No. 1 300-400 lb.
78.00-85.00, 500-600 lb. 71.00-94.25, 815 lb. 81.00
Heifers: medium and large No. 1 200-300 lb. 99.00-116.00, 300-400 lb.
94.00-110.00 individual 115.00, 400-500 lb. 89.00-103.00, 500-600 lb.
79.00-88.00, 600-700 lb. 81.00-85.00, 700 lb. 75.00, medium No. 300-500
lb. 78.00-97.00, small No. 1 265 lb. 71.00, 300-400 lb. 61.00-72.00,
500-600 lb. 70.00-75.00.
Stock cows and calves: medium No. 1 70-830 with 250-300 lb. Calves
at side.
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Murray State University students and faculty hosted the 2nd Annual
West Tennessee FFA Speaking Clinic and Contests.

U.S. corn, soybean acreage
expected to rise this spring
By DON KENDALL
AP Farm Writer

WASHINGTON -- Farmers
intend to boost corn plantings 4
percent this spring to a six-year
high of 77.5 million acres, the
Agriculture Department said
Monday.
Soybean plantings are expected
to rise 1 percent to 58.5 million
acres, the department's Agricultural Statistics Board said in a report
on a special survey of 19,000 farmers during the last two weeks of
January.
Some farmers could change their
plans before planting time, the
board cautioned.
Total wheat plantings for the
1991 harvest, including winter
wheat planted last fall and springplanted varieties, were forecast at
about 68.6 million acres, down 11
percent from last year.
No production estimates were
provided in the report. The department's first estimate of 1991 winter
wheat production will be issued
May 9, and the first figures for all
kinds of wheat on July 1 1. The first
corn and soybean production estimates will be released Aug. 12.
The acreage report also indicated
farmers will plant more sorghum,
up 19 percent; oats, 14 percent;
barley 11 percent; rice, 2 percent;
cotton. )8 percent; and sunflowers,
36 percent.
Only national figures for
selected crops were reported. A larger annual survey will be conducted next month and will include
state figures. It will b released
March 28.
The special January survey

Dunwell returns
to Calloway for
class on growing
vegetable crops
Tomorrow night at the Calloway
County High School ag classroom,
an old friend returns to Murray.
At 7 p.m., Dr. Win Dunwell will
speak to all those who are interested in bettering themselves in
growing vine crops (squashes,
cucumbers, pumpkins), cole crops
(cabbage, broccoli, cauliflower,
brussel sprouts), legumes (peas and
beans) and other vegetables for
home or commercial use.
Dr. Dunwell comes to us from
the UK research station in Princeton and has become a regular, during the summer months, in the
Murray area.
During the winter months, he
travels to different counties teaching growers of not only vegetables
but floraculture and nursery crops
as well.
In the summer, he travels to
those who are having problems
with the above mentioned crops.
He can be reached through the local extension agents.
We encourage anyone having a
desire to grow plants, fruit trees,
vegetables or lawns better this year
should plan on attending this, the
seventh of nine classes.

showed fewer than 10 percent of
those questioned were undecided
on what to plant this year. Farmers
in the eastern Corn Belt were said
to be the most uncertain.
One of the hurdles for farmers
this year apparently is trying to
understand the new farm law
signed by President Bush on Nov.
28. The five-year law includes cutbacks in direct payments for participants, along with more flexibility
on what to plant.
About one-fourth of the farmers
surveyed who participated in the
last year's program under the old
law said they are still undecided as
to whether they will do so in 1991.
"A large portion of all farmers
surveyed indicated they did not
understand major provisions of the
1991 farm program," the report
said.
Signup in this year's program is
scheduled to begin March 4 and
run through April 26 at county
offices of the department's Agricultural Stabilization and Conservation Service.

Murray State students,
faculty host 2nd Annual
FFA Speaking Clinic
Students and faculty of the Murray State University Department of
Agriculture recently traveled to
Peabody High School in Trenton,
Tenn., to host the 2nd Annual West
Tennessee FFA Speaking Clinic
and Contests.
This event, a joint effort between
MSU Agriculture faculty, the MSU
Agriculture Club and FFA chapters
across west Tennessee, provided
training and competition in FFA
Creed, Extemporaneous and Prepared Speaking events.
The event was designed to help
FFA members and advisors prepare
for upcoming district and regional
competition, to provide additional
leadership and technical experiences to MSU Agriculture Club
members and to allow departmental
faculty the opportunity to interact
with secondary agriculture instructors and students in the west Tennessee area.
A total of 10 schools and 50 of
the best and brightest west Tennessee agriculture students participated in this event. MSU agriculture students who helped coordinate and conduct this event were:
Tracy Cottongim, Jay Morgan.
Chad Batts, Jimmy Dan Hicks. .1a,
Graham, Michael Wood, Dehti,c
Knight and Paula Wilson. Agricul
ture faculty and staff who helped
judge the individual contest areas
were: Shawn Driskill, Dr. Eldon E.
Heathcott and Dr. Tony Brannon.
Retired faculty members Dr

am)
ilkigh,

ASK ME ABOUT
Life, Major Medical, Annuities,
Medicare Supplement, Nursing
Home, Home Health Care.

Purdom, Thurman
& McNutt
407

Maple

Lloyd Jacks and Robert Hendon
also assisted in judging. Other
department faculty and staff helped
in set-up and preparation.
According to Dr. James Davis,
departmental chairman, "We hope
that this event will help young people to develop their agricultural
leadership skills. Agriculture is in
need of leadership and there is no
better training than that received
through the FFA. We hope that we
can continue to offer this opportunity in the future and that it will
become bigger and better.
"Of course, this event will
become an integral part of our
departmental recruiting plan. It is
an excellent public relations activity for our department and provides
us an opportunity to showcase our
program to people who otherwise
might now know about it. In other
words, if prospective students do
not come visit us. we will take our
show on the road and go visit
them. We anticipate some excellent
results from this activity."
The department of Agriculture at
Murray State offers programs leading to baccalaureate degrees in
Agricultural Science. Animal Science. Animal Health Technology.
Science, Agronomy, Agricultural Education, Agricultural
Mechanization. Agricultural Communications, Horticulture and Agribusiness Economics 'and pre professional programs in Preveterinary Medicine and Preforestry.

DAN McNUTT
7534451

Announcing
New
NO-MONEYDOWN
Heat
Pump Now you can
Loans!

put the best to
work in your own

home with no-money-down, easy low-cost financing
through our Heat. Pump Financing Program.
The modern electric heat pump is the only system
on the market today that does it all . . . heats in
winter, cools in summer, and is safe and energyefficient all year 'round.
Call us today for all the exciting details or see your
local participating heat pump dealer.

Septic Tank Service

Murray

Excavating • Hauling l• Pumping
Asphalt Cutting • Sewer • Water
U.S.T. & Contaminated Soil Removal

$1 00
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Fish farmers, potential producers
or the general pilbfic interested in
knowing more about Kentucky fish
farming could be interested in attending the 1991 West Kentucky Aquaculture Conference on March 7 in
Princeton.
The day-long program will be held
at the University of Kentucky's Research and Education Center in Princeton with registration beginning at
8:30 a.m., said Bill Wurts, Extension
aquaculture specialist with Kentucky
State University and coordinator of
the meeting.
"Those attending will be invited to
a sponsored fish fry featuring farmraised fish," Wurts said.
One of the highlights of the meeting will feature Michael Masser,
Extension fisheries specialist from
Auburn University who will speak on
''Water Quality for Fish Production."
Other participants include Paul
Howell, a geologist with the Soil
Conservation Service, who will discuss criteria for site selection and
pond construction and Richard War-
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Hodges-Luffman wedding on March 9 Shimkus and Suiter wedding planned
-

Thc engagement and approaching marriage of Miss Carol Lee
Hodges of 807 Vine St.. Murray.
and Bryan Wayne Luffman of Rt.
5, Murray, have been announced
Miss Hodges is the daughter of
Jerry and Martha Norsworthy of
807 Vine St., Murray, and of Randall and Gisela Hodges of Huntingdon, Tenn.
She is the granddaughter of C.R.
and Rebecca Avery of New Concord, Douglas and Eula Hodges of
Palmyra. Tenn.. Reldon and Nell
Norsworthy of Murray. and Mr.
and Mrs. Erik W'utzoke of Huntingdon, Tenn.
Mr. Luffman is the son of Mrs.
Joy Luffman of Rt. 5, Murray.—aild
the late Douglas Luffman.
He is the grandson of Arthur and
Opal Luffman of Dover. Tenn..
Mrs. Francis Boyd and the late
H.W. Boyd and the late Jack
McKeel.
The bride-elect, a 1990 graduate
of Murray High School. is now
attending Murray State University
She is also employed at Overbey
Law Firm and Sirloin Stockade
The groom-elect is a 1.989
ate of Murray High School. He is
employed at Thornton's Heating
and Air and at Fisher Pncc.
The wedding will be solemnized

Iv

Carol Lee Hodges and
Bryan Wayne Luffman to marry
on Saturday. March 9. at 3 p.m. at
Blood River Baptist Church.
A reception will follow at the
church.

All friends and relatives are
invited to attend the wedding and
the reception. Only out-of-town
invitations will he sent

Camera Club plans coming events
Murray -Calloway County Camera Club had a general business
mtvting on Monday. Feb. 4. at Calloway County Public Library.

Work vval..,started on the Third
Annual Photo-Contest to be held in
January 1992. Suggestions for
!77rovemeill of juding criteria and

Lodge elects new officer-

of displaying were given and
discussed.
Plans were made to have a group
field trip to Shawnee National
Forest in southern Illinois.
A treasurer's report was-given. It
was decided to wait on purchase of
4 Slide projector and/or paper safes,
and to concentrate on fundraising.
The next gencreal meeting will
he Monday. March 4. at 7 p m.
This will be a meet and sight-sec at
the Diuguid House Bed and Breakfast at 603 Main St., Murray, courtesy of the owner/operator and
camera club member. George
Chapman.
The next Newcomers' meeting
will be Thursday. March 14. at 7
m. at Calloway County. Public
Library.

Best selling records
for week released
Best selling Top Ten and
Country-Western records of the
week of Feb. 17 have been rLit.iasci
as follows'
Murray Lodge No. 105 Free and Accepted Masons recently elected
new officers who are Enoch Kaiser. master, Randall Scott. senior
warden. Charles Tutt, junior warden. and Ray Newsome, secretary.
They are pictured with all new officers for the year 1Y91. Several new
members have been added during the year of 1 4090. The lodge is
working on plans for a scholarship program started three years and is
accepting contributions from the membership for the scholarship so
that this program may be followed as it was last year. A dinnerprogram to honor Masonic widows will be May 10. All area Masonic
widows are..insited for thistrcrgram with the exact place and .time to
be announced later, according to Roy Harmon. publicity chairman.
The lodge meets regularly each first and third Mondays at 7:30 p.m.
at the lodge hall on Highway 121 North, Coldwater Road.

Lisa Shirnkus and
Lindy Suiter to marry

DATEBOOK
Story Hour theme released
"Teetb." (stories about the dentist) will be the theme of Story Hours on
Tuesday. Feb. 19, at 10:30 a.m. and Wednesday, Feb. 20, at 10:30 a.m.
and 3:3ri p.m. at Calloway County Public Library, according to Sandy
Linn. Youth Services Director at the library. Story Hours are for children,
3 to 8. Parents and Twos will be at 9:30 a.m. on Tuesday and Wednesday.
For information call 753-2288.

Bingo games to be.Tuesday
Bingo games, sponsored by Knights of Columbus, will be Tuesday.
Feb 19, at 7 p.m. at the new K/C building on Squire Hale Road, between
Johnny Robertson RoJd and Oaks Road. The doors will open at 6 p.m.

Free checks on Tuesday
Free blood pressure checks will be given Tuesday. Feb. 19, from 12
noon 'to 2 p.m. at Murray Seventh-day Adventist Church. This is a free
serice of the church, located on Sycamore Street at South 15th Street.

Financial aid applications due
Financial aid applications for Murray State University students- planning to attend classes this summer are now available and arc to be filed
no later than Friday, March 1. Applications can be picked up in the Student Financial Aid Office in Sparks Hall. Johnny McDougal, director of
student financial aid, said "students must complete an aplication separate
from the one they filed for the regular school year. Even students currentgrants or loans or who arc working under the student employiy
ment programs need to complete a separate summer-term application."
Two five-week summer terms arc scheduled June 3 to July 3 and July 8 to
Aug. 9.
iCont'd on page 7'
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More BIG Portraits!

Ms. Lisa Shimkus of Paducah
and Lindy. Suiter of Murray
announce their engagement and
approaching marriage.
The bride-elect is the daughter of
Ms. Shirley Shimkus of Paducah
and Don Shimkus of Fort Wayne.
Ind.
The groom-elect is the son of
Suc and Harry Allison and Gcarl
and Jeanette Suiter, all of Murray.
He is the grandson of Mrs. Melba
Sinter and the late Elroy Suiter and
of Mrs. Faye Jewell and the late
Orvis Fielder, all of Murray. He is
the great-grandson of Mrs. Beulah
Fielder of Murray.
Ms. Shimkus is a 1982 graduate
of Livingston County High School.
She is a self-employed hairstylist
with Broadway Attractions Beauty
Salon at Paducah.
Mr. Suiter is a 1976 graduate of
Murray High School and attended
Murray State University. He is
associated with Holton. Mclugin
and Haverstock Insurance Agency
and of Kopperud Realty, both of
Murray.
The wedding vows will be
exchanged in a private ceremony
on Friday, March 29.
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Fiction, non-fiction
books named for week
Best selling books for week of
Feb. 17 have been released as
follows:
FiCTI(rsi
1 "Heartbeat," Danielle Steel
2 "Cold Fire." Dean k Koonu
3 "Forgiving," LaVyrle Spencer
4 "Battleground," W E B Griffin
5 "The Plains of Passage," kin M Auel
6 "The Secret PlIgnm," John lc Carrc
7 "The Witching Hour," Anne Rice
8 "The Old Contemptible..," Martha Grimes
9 "Durk," Judith Krantz
10 "Magic Hour," Susan Isaacs
tt`i-FiCTIOS
1 "Financial Self Defense,'• Charles Givens
2 "Wealth Without kisk,-(-hada Givens
3 "Forever Fit,'' Out
4 ''llornecorning," John Bradshaw
5 "And the Sea Will Tell," Vincent Buglios:
6 "Make Room for Danny," Danny Thomas
7 "PDR 1991," FA Barnhart
8 "Light Her Eire," Ellen Krcidman
9 "The Prue," Daniel Yergin
10 "The Civil War,'" Geoffrey C Ward
(Counesy of Waidenhooks)

British public say
want queen taxed
'LONDON (AP) — The' British
public favors taxing Queen Elizabeth II and it's particularly
unhappy with her daughter-in-law,
the Duchess of York, better known
as Fergie, according to a new opinion poll.
The poll published Sunday in
The Mail said 70 percent believed
the queen should pay taxes. In
1990 Fortune magazine listed the
monarch as the world's fourth
wealthiest person with an untaxed
personal fortune of $11.7 billion.
The poll also found that 48 percent of respondents thought some
members of the royal family
abused their positions and 74- per- -cent surveyed pointed at the
duchess, wife of the queen's second son, Prince Andrew.
Fergie has often been out of
favor for her party-going, her
"Budgie the Helicopter" books
and her taste in clothes and home
architecture. A publicized donation
of blood last week apparently failed to bring the public around to her
side.

Comedian Winters
and wife buy house
THEATRES
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the Enemy (R)

Three 8x/Os

Calvert R. Colson was honored at a special luncheon in celebration of
his 73rd birthday on Jan. 6. Present were 35 members of his family
and friends. His wife is Sirs. 011ie C. Colson. His five children are
Fran Faith, Bobby Colson and wife, Beverly, Rita Elkins and husband. Tony, Freda Rickman, and Asa Peal and husband, Ricky. He
has seven grandchildren and one great-grandson.
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Offer Begins Wed.. Feb. 20--5 Days Only!
Studio Days & Hours: Wed., Feb. 20-Sun., Feb. 24
Daily: 10 a.m.-7 p.m.
Sunday: Studio Opens with Store to 5 p.m.
Studio Location: Murray
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Hun-y! Limited Time Offer!

Paint & Decorating Confer

King Ralph
(PG)

T

MONTECITO, Calif. (AP) —
Comedian Jonathan Winters and
his wife. Eileen, have bought a
6,000-square -foot French
Normandy-style house with an
ocean view and guest house in this
community near Santa Barbara.
Winters, 65, who plays the father
of a high school principal in ABCTV's new comedy series, "Davis
Rules," paid about $2.5 million for
the 3-acre site, real estate agents
told the Los Angeles Times in a
report published Sunday.
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Dame Te Ata
accepts invitation
to Memphis festival
MEMPHIS, Tenn. (AP) — The
queen of the Maori people of New
Zealand, Tc Arikinui Dame Te
Atairangikaahu — Dame Tc Ata
for short — has accepted an invitation to the Memphis in May International Festival.
To tell you the truth, I don't
know why she's coming," festival
spokeswoman Lucy Shaw said. "I
think she liked us. I think it's that
simple."
The visit by Dame Te Ata, sixth
in line of direct descent from the
first Maori king, who was crowned
in 1858, comes after Shaw and
other Memphis dignitaries visited
New Zealand in March.
"We hit it off so well," Shaw
said last week. "She was so warm
and so excited about New Zealand
being honored and about our apparent concern and attention to her
people's culture."
The monthlong festival features
art displays, concerts, parties and a
barbecue contest.
The first Maoris landed in New
Zealand in about 950 A.D. Of
Polynesian ancestry, they comprise
13 percent of the 3.4 million New
Zealanders.
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Christopher-Brown wedding April 27

Alpha Mu #4760 Epsilon Sigma Alpha International accepts donations for Fashion Show/Silent Auction Fundraiser for St. Jude's
Children's Research Hospital, Memphis, Tenn., from three local
firms. In top photo, Margaret Terhune, chapter president, accepts
donations from Wilma Billington, left, Bank of Murray, for a $50 F.
Bond, and John Williams, right, Peoples Bank, for two Mint silver
dollars; and in bottom photo, Mrs. Terhune accepts a donation from
Bruce Thomas of Hopkinsville Federal Savings Bank, Murray
Branch. The event will be Saturday, Feb. 23, at 2 p.m. in Community
Room of North Branch of Peoples Bank. The public is invited.
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J. Cathryn Christopher and Wilham M. Brown announce their
engagement and approaching
marriage.
Dr. Christopher is the daughter
of Maurice Chnstopher of Murray
and the late Mrs. Juletta
Christopher.
Her grandparents WC7C the late
Bascom and Ruby Eaker and the
late Arthur and Frances
Christopher.
Mr. Brown is the son of Mrs.
Luethell Meacham of Cadiz and the
late George Brown.
His grandparents were the late
Lethal and Ida Martin and the late
Isaac and Daphne Brown.
Dr. Christopher is a graduate of
Murray High School and Murray
State University where she was a
member of Alpha Omicron Pi sorority. She is an alumnus of the
University of Louisville School of
Medicine where she was a member
of Alpha Omega Alpha honor society. She completed her residency at
the University of Louisville Affiliated Hospitals. She is an American
Board of Internal Medicine Certified internist practicing in Murray.
Mr. Brown is a graduate of
Rome Free Academy and Murray
State University where he was a
member of Pi Kappa Alpha fraternity. He is a member of the International Brotherhood of Electrical
Workers and is employed by the
Tennessee Valley Authority. He
resides on Lake Barkley, Cadiz.
The wedding will take place on
r'

J. Cathryn Christopher and
William M. Brown to marry
Saturday, April 27, at First United
Methodist Church, Murray.
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A reception will follosA at MurCountry Club
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An All-American National Pageant, sponsored by Metroplitan Pageants,
Inc., will be Saturday and Sunday, March 9 and 10, at the Sheraton Airport, Memphis, Tenn. Divisions for girls are 0 to 18 months, 19 to 35
months, 3 to 4 years, 5 to 6 years, 7 to 9 years, 10 to 12 yers, 13 to 15
years, and 16 and over; and for boys of all ages. Each one's beauty fee is
paid and each will receive a special discount if one enters before March 1.
For entry forms and More information call 753-9866.

Hall shower will be Sunday
A household shower for Mr. and Mrs. Eddie Hall will be Sunday, Feb.
24, at 2 p.m. in the Fellowship House of Bell City Baptist Church, located
on Highway 97 between Tri City and Bell City. Mrs. Hall is the former
Martha Rhodes. Their home and all contents were destroyed by fire on
Feb. 5. All types of items are needed and the public is invited to attend.

Louis Douthitt, Certified Public Accountant, will donate his services to
assist senior citizens and disabled persons with help in preparing their
income tax forms. Douthitt will he at Weaks Community Center from 9
a.m. to 3 p.m. each Tuesday until the April 15 tax deadline. For an
appointment call the center at 753-0929.

Oaks' ladies schedule luncheon
Ladies of Oaks Country Club will have a luncheon on Wednesday, Feb.
20, at 12 noon. Reservations should he made by Monday, Feb. 18, by
calling Joanne Honefanger, 759-1337, or Irene Woods, 753-3139. Other
members of the committee are Mary Wells, Murrelle Walker, Laura Parker, Nancy Rogers, Ann Doran, Deanna Randolph, Trecia Ray, Vicki Singleton, Faye McConnell, Kathryn Wright, Mary Lawson, Sheri Ross,
Sandra Friend, Betty Atkins, Anna Lou Coleman, Laverne Claxton,
Beverly Fridy and Claudine Epps. Bridge will be played at 9:30 a.m.

Tharpe reunion to be March 23
Plans are underway for the second Tharpc School reunion for all class
members who attended Tharpc School. The event will be Saturday. March
23. from 3 to 9 p.m. at Brandon Spring Group Camp in the Land Between
the Lakes. This will be an informal affair sr) dress casual and bring your
family. The cost will he $8 per adult, 54.50 per child, 10 and under, and
free to children, 2 and under. Reservations with amount due must be
received no later than Friday, March 8, to assure your dinner reservation
featuring buffalo. Please mail your check or money order along with the
number of adults or children attending to Lillian Gatlin Stanley, Rt. 3,
Box 98A, Guthrie Rd., Paris, Tenn., 38242, or Ronetta Dill Crutcher, Rt.
2, Dover, Tenn. 37058. "We arc sorry but no admittance will be made
without dinner as we are renting the building and the $8 meal cost
includes the rent for the facility,- said Stanley. For information call
1-901-642-9356.

Singles will meet Tuesday
The Singles Organizational Society will meet Tuesday, Feb. 19, at 7
p.m. at Murray-Calloway Chamber of Commerce building. "Survival for
Suddenly Single" will be the subjeci.of inc_diseussion, This is a nonprofit
support and social group for all single adults whether always single,
separated, divorced or widowed. For more information call Pamela,
753-7638, Jeanne, 753-0224, Mary, 1-527-0115, or Margaret, 1-247-2249.

Y.M.C.A. plans an overnight
The Murray Family Y.M.C.A. is planning an overnight for Friday, Feb.
22, from 8 p.m. to 8 a.m. Saturday, Feb. 23. The child will spend the
night at Murray State University Carr Health Building with activities
planned by the American Humanics students along with the Y.M.C.A.
staff. There will be swimming, music, basketball, bowling, games and
refreshments for all children. It is open to all children in the fifth through
seventh grades and the cost will be $8 each. Each child should bring a
towel, swimming suit and a sleeping bag. A Y.M.C.A. membership is
required to participate in any Y program and a youth membership is $.5
per year. To pre-register for the overnight or for additional information
call 759-YMCA (9622).

Loy, 85, will receive an honorary Oscar at the Academy Awards
March 25.
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Desert Storm
T-Shirts
Starting At
$899

Cancer Support Group will meet Tuesday, Feb. 19, at 3 p.m. in private
dining room of i Murray-Caltoway County Hospital. This will be an open
discussion meeting. For more information contact Nancy Rose R.N. at
762-1389.

Free lecture will be Tuesday
A free lecture on "flow to Land the Perfect Job" will be presented
Tuesday, Feb. 19, at 7:30 p.m. in Curris Center Theater, Murray State
University. Jerry A. Stanley,Columbia, Md., a Murray State alumnus who
earned his B.S. in management in 1974 and his M.B.A. in 1978 will be
the speaker. He also earned a Master's degree in Finance from Loyola
College and is a Certified Public Accountant. He is founding partner of
J.A. Stanley & Associates, a management consulting and accounting firm
in Maryland and also serves as controller for Bowie, Md., State University. The public is invited to hear Stanley speak.

New Spring Nancy Frock

Cotton Blend Dresses
Starting At $2239
Nursing Home Gowns & Dusters
20% Off Reg. Prices
Small-XL • Reg 14.99-20.99

990 MOVIES
Every
Da I

RENTALSALE
CENTER

Monday-Saturday

204:1F

Yoir S,

733-8201

Mur f ay _

Kenlake tournament scheduled
sponsor. a..U.ST A Sanctioned Tournament
Kenlalee_. Tennis. Center.
on Saturday and Sunday, March 9 and 10, starting at 9 a.m. each day.
There will be both male and female age divisions (ages 12-18) with prizes
awarded. For more information call Kenlake Tennis Center at 474-2211,
Ext. 2106, by Saturday, March 2.

UDC will meet Wednesday
J.N. Williams Chapter of United Daughters of the Confederacy will
meet Wednesday. Feb. 20, at 1:30 p.m. at the home of Charlotte Barker.
Dr. Harvey Elder will he the speaker. All members and interested persons
are invited, according to Mary Davis, chapter president.
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FREE SLICE OF HOMEMADE
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WITH ANY DINNER OR STEAK AFTER

Our Dinners start at $3.95 - Offer Good Thru March 11
753-8080 - Pvt Party ko-

Prayer breakfast on Tuesday

1•441

41101.
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First United Methodist Church will have its first Lenten Prayer Breakfast on Tuesday, Feb. 19, at 7:15 a.m. at the church. The Gleaner/
Friendship Sunday School Class will be in charge.
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Select the
'UP Perfect Gift
Through Our
Bridal Registry
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Loy's papers, presented at a
reception Saturday in Palm Beach,
Fla., are the archive's 1,500th
acquisition.
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Cancer group to meet Tuesday

Myrna Loy's papers donated
BOSTON (AP) — The private
papers of screen star Myrna Loy,
who starred in the "Thin Man"
film series of the 1930s and '40s,
were donated to Boston University
for its 20th Century Archives.
University officials called the
acquisition a "milestone."

The Young At Heart of St. Leo Catholic Church will meet Wednesday,
Feb. 20, at 12 noon in the Parrish Center. Following a potluck luncheon, a
Valentine program will follow. Each one is requested to bring prictures
when they were sweethearts of days gone by or their wedding photos.
Hosts and hostesses will be Mr. and Mrs. John Whelan, Mr. and Mrs.
Max Canady, Ms. Margaret Fret/ and Ms. Millie Nall.

KICKS OFF
SPRING!

Couples Currently Regi.sterecl:
Crystal Russell - Chris Cowart

With

Jill Humphreys - Jamie Vance
Jane Rose - Charles F. Zupetz
Regina Dowdy - Mark Duncan
Stephanie Stephens - Lauren Balmer
Laurie Lovett - Mike Presley

presents

25% Off
Early
Spring

Charles Capps Ministries
Sunday, Feb. 24th & Monday, Feb. 25th at 7:00 P.M.
Charles and his wife, Peggy are
based in England, Arkansas. In
addition to a nationwide radio
ministry, Charles has authored
many books including the best
seller; THE TONGUE, A
CREATIVE FORCE.
616 Waits, Jottcon Blvd.(10th and Ohio)
Paducah, Ky.(502) 444-6503
esuno,

Groups

Open

Monday-Saturday 9:30-5:30

%s
121 By-Pass, Murray 753-4541

Winter Merchandise Up to 80% Off
Universiiy Square, Hwy. 641

N.

753-7441
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Community events listed

r Whitfield

h

Monday, Feb. II
West Kentucky Oncology Nursing Society will meet at 6 p.m. in
Administrative Board Room, Western Baptist Hospital. Paducah,
Prepared Childbirth Class will be
at 7 p.m. in Education Unit of
Murray-Calloway County Hospital
Weight Control Group will meet
6
at p.m. at Glendale Road Church
of Christ.
Boy Scout Troop 77 will meet at
6:30 p.m. at First Christian Church.

Dr. Truman Whitfield, second right in top photo, talked about "Body
Language" at a meeting of Singles Orfanizational Society held at
Murray-Calloway County Chamber of Commerce. Whitfield, associate professor at Murray State Lnisersity, discussed the myths and
ideas people apply to nonverbal communication. Other members of
the SOS are shown talking with Whitfield in photo b, Allen Morris.
OfTicers of the SOS are, bottom picture, from left, Margaret Welch,
publicity director; Jeanne Fleming, vice president; Lou Farmer, secretary: Pamela Dawes. president. and Joe McKinney. treasurer, in
photo by Joette Black. The SOS is a non profit support and social
group for single adults whether always single, separated. divorced or
widowed. The purpose of the group is to proside positise social interaction and self-growth for single adults. It meets each Tuesday at 7
p.m. at the Chamber of Commerce and includes members from Calloway, Graves, MarshalL Trigg. Carlisle and Fulton counties, and from
parts of Tennessee. Illinois and Missouri. All single adults are invited.
For more information call Pamela. 753-7638, Jeanne, 753-0224, Mary.
1-527-0115, or Margaret. 1-247-2249.

Special study groups will meet at
10 a.m. and 7 pm. at First Christian Church.
Desert Storm Support Group will
meet at 7 p.m. at Apple Tree
School. For information call
-51.9356.
Calloway County High School
Class of 1971 will meet to plan a
20-year reunion at WOW Building.
Third and Maple Streets. For information call 759-1854 after 5 p.m.
Suburban Homemakers Club will
meet at 7 p.m. at home of Sue
Adams.
Parents Anonymous will meet at
6 p.m. For information call
751-0082.

Fret Smoking Cessation Program, "Fresh Start," will start at
5:30 p.m. in board room of
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
To register call 762-1384.
Bingo for Water Valley Volunteer Fire Department will be played
at 6:30 p.m. at Water Valley Community Center,
00

Murray Professional Secretaries
International will meet at 5:30 p m.
at Hong Kong Restaurant.
Murray Lodge No. 105 Free -and
Accepted Maasons will meet at
7:30 p.m. at lodge hall on Highway
121 North, Coldwater Road.
Theta Department of Murray
Woman's Club will have a potluck

I Do Science

Monday, Feb. 1$
supper with guests at 6.30 p.m at
club house

Tuesday, Feb. 19
9:30 a.m. at University Church of
Christ.

Tuesday, Feb. 19
10 a.m. and 6:30 p.m. at Grace
Baptist Church.

Computer course will be offered
from 6 to 9 p.m. in Room 209N of
Business Building. Murray State
University. For information call
762-4159.

Free blood pressure checks will
be given from 12 noon to 2 p.m. at
Murray Seventh-day Adventist
Church.

Career Fair will be from 10 a.m.
to 4 p.m. In Curtis Center ballroom. Murray State University. Foi
information call 762-3801.

Murray Optimist Club will meet
at 6:30 p.m. at Homeplace
Restaurant.

A free lecture on "How to Land
the Perfect Job" will be at 7:30
p.m. in Curris Center Theater,
Murray State University.

Tuesday, Feb. 19
Dexter Center will open at 9:30
a m.. Hazel Center will be open
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. and Vi'eaks
Center will be open from 9 a.m. to
4 p.m. for activities by' senior
citizens.
The Singles Organizational Society will meet at 7 p.m. at Chamber
of Commerce building. For information call Pamela, 753-7638, or
Jeanne. 753-0224.
Murray Christian Women's Club
will have a luncheon at 12 noon at
Seven Seas Restaurant.
Quilt Lovers will meet at 6 p.m.
at Calloway County Public Library,
Wadesboro Homemakers Club
will meet at 11 a.m. at Sirloin
Stockade.
Murray Art Guild will meet at 1
p.m.
Morning Coffee Break will be at
9:30 a.m. at Martin's Chapel
United Methodist Church,
Murray TOPS (take off pounds
sensibly) will meet at 7 p.m. at
Southside Manor Recreational
Room. For information call
759-1625.

The impulse to take life strivingly
indestructible in the race William James

Ladies' Bible Class will meet at
9:30 a.m. at Glendale Road Church
of Christ.
Ladies' Bible Class will meet al

BOBBY WOLFF
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-It took a lot of cards in the
wrong place to lose that game.
complained South Did he have a
valid beef'
South was his own worst enem!.
making his big mistake early in the
play When East covers the spade 10
with his king. South should duck instead of impulsively winning the
trick South wins the spade return.
and after drawing trumps he loses
the club finesse as before This time
East cannot reach West in spades
for the crucial diamond switch
South ruffs East's spade exit and

BEST FOOD IN MURRAY
BEST PRICES!
2 Eggs, Sausage Or Bacon, 990
Mon.-Fri.
Biscuits & Gravy or Toast
6 a.m.-I1 a.m.
Full Salad Bar Plus
Dessert Bar

Best Luncheon
Buffet
Mon.-Fri.
II a.m.-2 p.m .

$299

One Meat, Six Vegetables,
Cobblers, Corn Bread Sticks, $345
All Prepared Daily Country Style!
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Cancer Support Group will meet
at 3 p.m. in private dining room of
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Health Express of Murray Calloway County Hospital will be
at Dexter Senior Citizen Center
from 9 to 11 a.m. and at H & H
Grocery at Brewers from 12:30 to
2:30 p.m.

He,rpoono Group Mp•ting.

711G14SIS

"Introduction to Aviation and
Right Training," a free community
education course will be at 6:30
p.m. on Murray State University
campus. For information call
762-4159.
Calloway County High School
Laker basketball teams will host
Lyon County. This will be Senior
Night.
Murray High School Tiger
basketball teams will play at Marshall County.
1'1 HID SF 10;1(4:

SNAP

Alpha Mu #4760, Epsilon Sigma
Alpha International will meet at 7
p.m. at home of Helen Campbell.

SPECIAL NEEDS
ADOPTION PROGRAM

1-800-432-9346

Ministry of Visitation will be at

KENTUCKY CABINET FOP HUMAN RESOURCES

By Abigail
Van Buren
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DEAR KIDS: I received'a surprising number of letters from
grown and some not yet grown)
children voicing the same sentiments. Read on:

All You Can Eat

-v
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Events at St. Leo Catholic
Church will include Picture-taking
from 3:30 to 9:30 p.m , and Education meeting at 5 p.m.

'UHF:

The bidding
East
North
West
South
Pass
2+
Pass
1•
4 IP
All pass
Pass
2•
Opening lead Spade four

•
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Luncheon Salad Bar
Special
Mon.-Fri.
11 a.m.-2 p.m.

Events at First United Methodist
Church will include Prayer Breakfast at 7:15 a.m. and Mothers'
Morning Out at 9 a m.

Bingo, sponsored by Knights of
Columbus, will be at 7 p.m. in KIC
Building, Squire Hale Road.

•10 9 3 2
NIO

Mothers' Day Out will be at 9:30
a.m. at First Baptist Church.

Administration of GED test will
begin at 8 a.m. in Counseling and
Testing Center, Ordway Hall, Murray State University. For inforrna
Lion call 762-6851.

Events at Calloway County Public Library wilt include Parents and
Twos at 9:30 a.m. and Story Hour
at 10:30 a.m.

THE ACES ON BRIDGE
IS

Music Department of Murray
Woman's Club will meet at 7:30
p.m. at club house.
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111-AH ABBY Spf•akinv if sta. mg together tot the 'Ake of the kids.
I think an parents probably hold
the record Thvy split up ;it least
:lozen tuner-in my recollection They.
v.pre. actually divorced twice during
their first 15 year- of marriage, but
got married again My mother said
she'd rather live with the devil she
k new than the devil she didn t know .
Theirs was a very poor example of
what a marriage should be
They had all kinds of esClises for
getting back together after they split
There were four daughters Arid tAll
in our family, arid my mother
•
kept reconciling because she thought
every father owed it to his daughter
to walk her down the aisle After
each wedding, there was a big fight
and Father moved out of the house
/
for a while.
Deep down, we kids always had
the feeling our folks tried to stay
together for our sakes, which laid a
terrible guilt trip on us. If I could
give young couples one piece of ad'.ice, I would tell them not to have
any children until they were absolutely certain-they could get along
with each other. Staying together
tOr the sake of the kids is a big

mistake. A lot ofcouples should split
for the sake of the kids. And stay
• If you print this, please don't say
where it came from.
()NE OF THE KIDS
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Es er.s•thing .sou'll need to know about
planning a weddingran he found in Abby's
booklet.-How to 11av 4' a Lovely wedding.'
order, aend a lony. husineswaize, selfaddressed envelope. plua check or money
order for 11.1.95 t$4.50 in Canad•i to: Dear
Abhy. Wedding Booklet. P.O. Box 447,
Mount Morris, III. di 054. 'Postage is
included. t

Linda'Weddings
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CUSTOM MADE DRESSES FOR
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MSU's TV-1 1 begins spring season

h School
will host
tie Senior

Murray State University's television station, MSU-TV 11, began
full operation this week for its
spring 91 season, which includes
four program types: "Newscenter
II," "Newsline," "Newsmakers"and "Sports Overtime."
"Ncwscenter 11" is a 30-minute
live newscast airing Tuesdays and
Wednesdays at 6 p.m. Besides an
overview of news, weather and
sports, The "Newseenter 11" format includes special segments
devoted to in-depth looks at the
environment, education, health,
government, arts and entertainment, commentary and campus life.
News anchors include Jenna
Newton of South Fulton, Tenn.,
Lisa Nussbaum of Jackson, Mo.,
Kendra Johnson of Morganfield
and Chris Stacey of Paducah.
Sports anchors arc Jamie Crady
of Eddyville and Steve Schwetman
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of Metropolis, Ill. Reid Howell of
East Prairie, Mo., is chief weather
anchor and Rick Stone is back-up
anchor.
For a convenient five minute
analysis of news, weather and
sports, MSU TV-11 airs "Newsline" on Mondays and Thursdays, 6
p.m.
News anchors are Jamie Wall of
Johnston City, Ill. and Emily
Brown of Hampton. Anchoring
sports is Marie Crim of Metropolis,
Ill. and anchoring weather is Kim
Hancock of Hopkinsville. News
back-up anchor is Janice Fulps of
Owensboro.
"Newsmakers" is a 30-minute
show devoted to people and issues
that make the news. It airs at 6:05
p.m. each Monday after "Newsline." "Newsmakers," now in its
third season, is hosted by Kelly
Hults of Buchanan, Tenn., who is

Sheila Clough Crifasi (left) public relations teacher at Murray State University, shows Renee Amberg of
Union City, Tenn., how to get to the proper file on one of the new computers in a newswriting class. The
Department of Journalism, Radio-TV purchased 16 Macintosh Computers to be used in classes that
require excessive typing such as writing for public relations, editing and news%riting.

'Shoreline Hike' set for March 2

Elliott to be featured in MSU performance

bigail
Buren

Nationally known trombonist
Doug Elliott will be featured with the
Murray State University Symphonic
Wind Ensemble in its second performance of the spring semester Friday.
Feb. 22, in Lovett Auditorium.
Elliott is the trombone soloist with
the U.S. Air Force Bands in Washington, D.C. As a professional freelance
trombonist in the Washington area, he
has performed with entertainers such
as Frank Sinatra Tony Bennett, Barry
Manilow, Julio Iglesias and the
lemptations. He has performed at the
Kennedy Center, Wolf Trap and has
played for numerous radio commercials and television specials taped in
Washington. He toured nationally
with productions of "South Pacific"
and "Seven Brides for Seven
Brothers."
He will perform "Fantasy" by Paul
Creston and "Annie Laurie" by Arthur
Pryor with the wind ensemble. "Both
works are great audience favorites
and highlight our artist to the fullest,"
.!ccording to Dennis Johnson,director
ot bands at Murray State.
The concert is one of the highlights
of the 43rd annual Quad-State Senior
High Band Festival Feb. 21-23 at
Murray State which will attract more
than 350 musieans from 60 high
schools in six states.
Also featured at the concert will be
Berry Kidd of Reidland High School.
an alto saxophonist who is the QuadState Sololist of the Year. Ms. Kidd
will perform the "Introduction and
Samba" by Maurice Whitney.
Featured selections by the wind
ensemble inlcude "Fierlicher Einzug"
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by Richard Strauss; "Molly on the
Shores" by Percy Grainger; "Loch
Ness" by Johan de Meij; "March"
from "Symphonic Metamorphosis"
by Paul Hindemith: and a "Suite"

from "Henry V" by William Walton.
Donations will be accepted at the
door with proceeds benefitting the
Murray State music department scholarship fund.

The second annual "Shoreline
Hike" clean-up of Land between the
Lakes is about to happen. The turnout
for the 1990 clean-up was inspiring.
Over 1(10 volunteers of all ages turned
out to help collect litter along the
Kentucky and Barkley Lake shorelines to help restore the area to its
natural, beautiful state.
The 1991 goal is to clean a greater
expanse of the shoreline, especially
the Northern and Southern areas
where both the lakes get heavy use. To
accomplish this goal we need to
increase 1991 participation by recruiting volunteers from all parts of the
region.
Volunteers arc needed for the
March 2 "Shoreline Hike." While no
particular skills are necessary, volunteers should bring a sack lunch,
protective shoes, and gloves. Re
gistratic.in for the hike will begin at 8

Local schools dominate Governor's Cup
By MARIANNA ALEXANDER
Murray (Amigo, & Times Staff Writer

Local middle schools dominated
last weekend's regional Governor's
Cup Academic Tournament, sponsored by the Kentucky Academic
Association.
The second region boasted
another "very spirited, very close,"
tournament, with a difference of
three points between Murray
Middle School, the champions
earning 19 total school points and
Calloway County a close second
with 16 points, according to information from regional tournament
manager, Roy Weatherly, principal
at Murray Middle School.
First place winners in the categories of math, social studies, science, language arts, English composition, future problem solving
and quick recall were: Andy Rose,
first of Calloway County Middle
School in math; Andrew McKinney, first of Adairville Middle
School in social studies; Kcisa
Bennett, first of Murray Middle
School in science; Keisa Bennett,
first of Murray Middle School in
language arts and Misty Miller,
first of Bremen Middle School in
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also senior producer.
"Sports Overtime," is a 30-minute show featuring all aspects of
sports from campus athletics to
professional athletics, is back on
air for its second season after a one
semester hiatus. The show can be
seen on Thursdays, 6:05 p.m. following "Newslinc." Schwetman
and Cray host the show, with
Schwetman as chief producer.
MSU TV-11 also offers Racer
Radio, a calendar of events shown
on Telext, and shows from NCTV,
a syndicated video service carrying
programs of interest to college
audiences.
MSU TV-11 is a station devoted
to bringing news, weather and
sports to cablevision patrons in
Murray and Mayfield. The station
is located on the sixth floor of the
Price Doyle Fine Arts Building at
Murray State.

English composition.
Local students commending honors were Tracy Pervine of Murray
Middle School, third in math; Tom
Richter of of Calloway County
Middle School, second in English
composition and Lori Cook of
Murray Middle School, third in
English Composition.
Calloway County Middle School
finished first in the category of

future problem solving, with Olmstead Middle School ranking second. Murray Middle took top honors in quick recall competition,
with Calloway County second.
First through fourth place winners in individual categories will
advance to the state tournament.
held in Louisville, March 10-11. as
will the top two teams in future
problem solving and quick recall
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We Want To Be
Your Place!

*Big Breakfast Specia - E4eryday $1.85
*Country Ham Breakfast Special - Sat & Sun.
*Weekday Noon Buffet vr/Salad Bar *Big Sunday Noon Buffet w/Salcd Bar 7.5?;.8c6c _

;party Roor-

$3.95
$3.95
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FAIN INSURANCE
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Illeffnar
Life
Auto
mew
Health
Home
.
,Business ---- Annuities
A tradition in sertice
since 1981
'iC12
Tracy D. McKinney

Fain

according to police.
A state trooper and a Cadiz
police officer pursued Wood's
Toyota 4-wheel drive pickup truck
after thcy saw it run a stop sign at
high speed.
The seven-minute chase involved
two state police cars and two city
police cars, according to reports.
The chase ended when a state
trooper stopped Wood's pickup by
using his cruiser. The car was
severely damaged, according to
police, while Wood's truck sustained minor damage.
No injuries were reported.

Read the
want ads daily

C-dbrri
'ocntat.Je t

Nine-mile chase ends with arrest
of Cadiz man, damage to cruiser
A nine-mile chase in Trigg
County Sunday ended with the
arrest of a Cadiz man on seven
criminal charges, according to a
report from the Kentucky State
Police.
Stacey Dean Wood, 21. was
arrested and charged with firstdegree wanton endangerment, driving under the influence, operating a
vehicle on a suspended license,
resisting arrest, resisting an order
to stop, driving on the wrong side
of the road and failure to signal
after his car was stopped by a state
trooper who used his car as a moving road block around 12:10 a.m.,

litter and refuse. Trash bags are being
provided by the GLAD Company and
several prizes will be awarded. Boats
I]] he provided to carry volunteers to
the most difficult to reach clean-up
p!a•:.
\V )n't you join the hike for a day of
fur: and accomplishment?
For more information, call the LBL
Association (5024 924-5897 or (502)
759-9309 You can make a differ-

a.m. at Fenton Lake Access Area. The
hike is from 8 30 am.-noon. A picnic
and special activ ities will begin at
12:30 p.m. The Land Between the
Lake:, Association l.131,A) will provide the drin.k, tor the picnic and
special activities for the afternoon.
The LBL Assoc iat:on is a Membership organization of Vi):',;ilteefS, citizens, and private ha-,:nessec, indepen
de.nt of th;..:4..r.1a(-;.c. Va1e Au
thority (I VA;. The Al‘i-Oilation
formed for the pL:rpose of ilthpro..
promoting and wisely cievelopin
'[VA's Land Be:,,.een h [ale,
LBLA, LBL .
pick
tens are planning

614 South 4th Street Murray, Ky.

Coming Soon...

Premiere
I lealth and Fitness Club
University Square

759-9999
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1991
Dakota L.E.

Jeep Cherokee

Sport 4X4

#1 001 1 3
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318 V-8 - Automatic -Air Conditioning - Tilt - Cruise Power Windows - Power Locks - Sliding Rear Glass Chrome Bumpers - AM/FM Cassette - Deluxe Seat Two-tone Paint - Too Much to List
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CALL TOLL FREE
1-800-748-8816
Noel N. Hatman
Finance & Lease Mgr.
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ITZ90090
922.14
1.000.00

318 V-8 - Automatic Transmission - Air Conditioning Tilt - Cruise - AN,1)FM Stereo - Chrome Bumpers - Full
Size Spare - Cloth Bench Seat - Full Carpeting - 6x9
Chrcrre t'.1irrors - 770 Warranty
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d
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2400 East Wood Street

Paris, T
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642-5661

title Itcerne

4 0 -P3wi-r -ech Six - Automatic - AM/FM
Cassette - Aluminum Wheels - Sport Striping - Air
Conditioning - Console - Gauges w•Tach - Tilt
Steering - Spare Wheel Cover
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Example

"Whatever it takes,
we want to be your car & truck company'
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Fact. Reb.

1-800-748-8816

Rick Searcy
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Nerves of steel keep Racers cool against Tech

011

Sports Writer

By DAVID RAMEY

The Associated Press

Lodger I Thwire Last SW. EdMot

Murray State's Poprye Jones (right) battles Tennessee Tech's Rod Manuel for position during second half
action in Murray's 7244 win um the Golden Eagles in Cookoille

COOKEVILLE, Tn. — Nerves of steel kept the Murray State Racers
cool, and the Racers kept Tennessee Tech cold as Murray moved closer to
its fourth straight OVC crown Saturday night in a 72-64 victory at the
Elbcn Center.
The Racers can clinch a share of the league title, and the right to host
the conference tournament with a victory tonight at Tennessee State. TSU
defeated the Racers 75-73 in Murray earlier this season.
Saturday's victory over Tech was the 20th of the year for the Racers,
and Murray took the victory by keeping a high-powered Tech offense in
low gear. and by keeping their composure when the Golden Eagles tied
the contest midway through the second half.
"We have to be very proud of our guys," Racer coach Steve Newton
said. "We had excellent concentration all week long, and we kept our perspective on what we had to do."
The Racers jumped to out to a 13-4 lead behind six points from Popcyc
Jones and five from Paul King. Murray built a 14-point edge in the frist
half, but Jones, who led the Racers with 20 points, sat down with two
fouls with 11:22 left and the Racers had to settle for a 39-30 egde at
halftime.
Jones used a behind-the-back dribble and score to put the Racers up
41-30 to start the second half, but keyed by a 3-pointer from Mitch Cupples, Tech closed within four.
After Van Usher sank a "3" to cut the lead to 51-49, Frank Allen buried
a 3-pointer for the Racers to put the Racers up by five. Wade Wester
-answered with a 3-pointer for Murray, and after an exchange of scores.
Maurice Houston tied the contest at 56.
Allen drilled a 3-pointer to key a 13-6 run that put the Racers in command for good. Jones scored off a pass from John Jackson. Jerome Rodgers answered with a slam dunk for Tech. but King drove and scored with
a jumper on the baseline and Coble scooped up a pass from Jones and
scored to give the Racers a 65-60 lead with 2:15 left.
Tech then sent the Racers to the foul line nine times, and the Racers
connected seven, with Allen hitting five-of-six to put the contest away.
Allen's key 3-pointers gave the Racers enough cushion to keep Tech at
bay.
"I had to step up and make them. They told me to step and stroke them
if 1 got the chance," Allen said. "On the backside, my man is going to
help on Popcyc and that forces mc to step up and knock that shot down."
Allen's key 3's and most of the -Racer -offense in the closing minutes
came after Murray showed enough patience to run their offense and come
up with the score.
(Cont'd OR page II)

Lady Racers' control of Golden Eaglettes
falls apart in second half for 116-91 loss
By DAVID RAMEY
ledgaf & Timm Aso Sports Edor

Murray slate's Angie VSaldon looks for help during Murray's 116-91
to Tennessee Tech Saturday night in Cooke
•

COOKEVILLE, Tn. — For a half, the Murray State
Lady Racers appeared finally to have the Golden
Eaglettes of Tennessee Tech rattled.
The Lady Racers owned an eight-point lead in the
later stages of the first half, but Tech rallied to tic at
halftime and in the second half showed all the reasons
why they have dominated the Ohio Valley Conference
the last two years.
Tech posted a 116-91 victory in a run-and-gun
affair, and the Golden Eaglettes clinched their second
straight OVC regular-season title. Tech has won 26
straight OVC games, including two straight OVC
Tournaments where they have defeated MSU in the
finals.
"1 was really pleased in the first half," Lady Racer
acting head coach Kelly Breazeale said. "We came out
relaxed and executed our offense. They came at us
with a lot of pressure but Allison Gallimore and Julie
Pinson did a nice job of handling ii"
The Lady Racers put four in double figures, led by
21 from Pinson. Michelle Wenning tossed in 17, while
Gallimore conunued to spark the Lady Racers with 13
and Tawnya Pierce had 11.
Wenning. Pierce and Pinson led the Lady Racer
charge in the first half, and the Lady Racers stayeet-in
the hunt. They took a 49-41 lead with 3:53 left in the
half. when Pierce sank four free throws on two techi-

nal fouls utistled on Tennessee Tech coach Bill
Worrell.
Tech rallied behind Angela Moorehead's 21 firsthalf points and a 3-pointer by Mitzi Rice at the buzzer
tied the game at 57 at halftime.
Tech then opened the second half by outscoring the
Lady Racers 28-4 in the first 1(1 minutes of the period.
"They just come at you with so many weapons,"
Brearale said. "They come from inside, outside and
from every angle."
MSU also was hampered by foul trouble early in the
second half, which left the Lady Racers undermanned
against the Golden Eaglettes.
"They just overwhelmed us," Breazealc said. "This
was a verrniotional game for us. We sure had a
great effort."
Moorehead led the way for Tech with 32 points.
Rcnay Adams, who leads the country in field goal percentage, was 11 -of-12 from the floor and tossed in 27
points. Rice had 20 as Tech set an Elben Center
record for scoring.
The Lady Racers shot 54ruerit frm the floor,
while Tech was hitting 52 perc nt. MSU was 25-of-33
from the free throw line, but after shooting 23 free
throws in the first half, shot just 10 in the second.
Tech hit 82 percent from the stripe and also outrebounded the Lady Racers 41-27.
-The -Lady ---Racers;--now-847• and--3-7-- in-- the • OVC,
travel to Tennessee State tonight before closing the
season Saturday by hosting Middle Tennessee.

Lady Lakers feel sting of Todd County's Laura Brock
c. '7.01 Report
.41
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Central Saturday night
The Lady Rebels posted an
victory after Laura Brock
In two 3-pointers to break
(pen a tie game and spark Todd to
'fie victory.
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SHOW 8 SELL
LOCATION:

aducah Off-Price Mall

"She didn't do anything, then all
of a sudden, bang," Lady Laker
coach Pete O'Rourke said. "She
just started hitting and we couldn't
stop them."
Calloway got out to slow start,
but rallied to a 34-all tie at halfume. But a slow third quarter put
the Lady Lakers back into a hole.
before Valerie Shelton helped Calloway climb out.
Shelton tossed in 24 points, a
career-high for the Lady Laker
freshman.
"She did a good job, especially

in the second half," O'Rourke said.
"She's taken a lot of pressure off
of us."
The Lady Lakers tied the game
at 55 before Brock hit two 3-pointers and another shot that was
almost a 3-pointer to break the
game wide open.
The Lady Rebels. one of the top
teams in the Second Region,
improved to 19-4 on the year. Calloway fell 8-10, but O'Rourke felt
the competition did the Lady Lakers a lot of good.
"We played against a good

3200 S. Beltline Hwy., Paducah, KY
An Open Invitation To hear

WHEN:

Fri., February 22 - 10 a.m.-9 p.m.
Sat., February 23 - 10 a.m.-9 p.m.
Sun., February 24 - 1 p.m.-5 p.m.

Cal Thomas
National Syndicated Columnist - Author of 7 Books
Will Speak On

basketball team and we were in
control at times," O'Rourke said.
Shelton's 24 led the Lady Lakers, while Anne Paul had 14 points.
The tall junior connected on fiveof-seven attempts.
"We've got to get her the ball
more," O'Rourke said.
Monica Evans tossed in 12 for
the Lady Lakers, while Susan Lax
had eight.
NEXT: Calloway hosts Fulton
County tonight before hosting
third-ranked Graves County on
Thursday.
24 34 55 42
TOOD CENTRAL
17 34 47 ISO
CALLOWAY
Ekocli
12, Stewao 8,
To
182)
—
Central
Edrnons 18. Shomwoll, Horns 3C, taste% 2,
Snanklin, Swoons,/ 2, (ass/slog 10, Slaughler
2 Totals FG 33, FT 7/13
Calloway lee) — Shelton 24 Paul 14 Evans
12, t ax 8, WOW'3, Waldrop 3. Hornbuckle 2,
Stai1s 2, Catherson, limber Totals FG 22, FT
15:24
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(This Week's Special .\

Free Admission
Featuring:
Travel
Trailers
Al
Wheels
5th
Class A Motor Homes

Large Bar-B-Q
Sandwich & Fries

THE DEATH
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IN AMERICA
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Feb 23

'259

friday tfigfit Buffet
Bar-B-0 Ribs, Pond Raised Catfish
Fillets, Fried Chicken, Country Ham
Food Bar, Salad Bar
$ 95
Dessert Bar, Includes Drina

Class C Mini Homes
Pop-up Campers
Daplayestibi Wkal,y, RV Dealers Including;

Arrowhead Camper Sales
Camp-A-Rama Sales
Murphy's Camper Sales
Wilson Camper Sales
Youngblood's RV Super Center

LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) -Jack and Jennie Pelphrcy go
that extra mile for their sons.
When Kentucky is playing at
home, they drive two hours
west from Paintsville to Lexington to see John play for the
Wildcats. When East Tennessee
is at home, it's south for a
three-plus hours drive to Johnson City to watch Jerry perform
for the Buccaneers.
The Pelphreys gave their boys
athletic names.
John — known as John
Leslie at home — was named
for "my great grandfather," and
also. Boston Celtic great John
Havlicek," said Jennie. "We
like to slip that in there."
Jerry Lema combined., Los
Angeles Lakers all-star Jerry
West and "Champagne" Tony
Lema, a golf pro famous three
decades ago for celebrating his
victories by buying the media a
bottle of the bubbly.
John, a 6-foot-7 junior, leads
Kentucky with 14.7 points a
game. Jerry, a 6-6 sophomore,
is averaging 6.9 points coming
off the bench.
For most of the season, the
Pelphrcys have been able to
boast of having two teams in
the Associated Press Top 25.
Kentucky is ranked No. 16 and
East:Tennessee is No. 10.
The brothers watch the poll's
weekly shifts and give each
other friendly jabs on telephone
answering machines.
Jerry saw Auburn's Wesley
Person dunk on John "and left
a good message."
John watched a Furman player
beat Jerry on a baseline drive
and said. "The Pelphrey
defense. It's not only me, but
him, too.''
East Tennessee coach Alan
LeForce secs similarities between
the players, both small forwards.
"They both seem to be in
the right place at the right
time," he said. "They have a
nose for the ball. They're
always around it, slashing and
digging.
"Jerry's had his nose broken,
his eyes knocked and banged.
He's brought some toughness to
the program. He comes to work
every day. I just love him."
The similarities extend to the
same red hair, fair complexions
and slight builds.
"We're dead on each other,"
said John. "Dad threw the same
things at us. Where 1 went, he
was right there behind me."
John was a more serious
child growing up while Jerry
was "a clown, a jokester, a
prankster," said Jennie. "He'd
puSh a neighliCit'S car..a blCiet
away, then walk home and wait
to watch the ensuing panic."
Jack coached his sons in
Little League baseball, but had
to take different approaches with
them.
"The chewing outs from
Coach (Rick) Pitino, he's used
to that from his dad," Jennie
said of John. "With Jerry, Jack
could not do that. He'd break
down and cry. He did not like
to think you were upset with
him."
John earned Kentucky's "Mr.
Basketball" award in 1987,
which spurred Jerry "to play
better.
"1 put pressure on myself, a
pressure to go out and keep
from embarrassing myself or
him," Jerry said.
When John led Paintsville to
the 1987 state tournament. Jerry
watched from the bench.
"I sat and watched and tried
to pattern my game after his,"
(Coned OR page II)
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at Murray State Unkersity
Curris Center Ballroom at 7:00 p.m.
Monday, February 25, 1991
Admission Is Free
A Love Offering Will Be Received
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Chef:mut St
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round 3 under par 70 lore 11 under 278 total
over the 6.955-yard Huntingdwe course Nor
man shot a 71 for 279

Basketball — local
Murray Hit's basketball sc.hedul• for the
weak has been changed Tuesday's contest
with Hickman County has been cancelled
while Thuraday'S vied to Fulton City has been
moved back to Tuesday npht
ndey'a doubleheader with the Tigers and
lefty loom hosting Fulton County On Senior
Night will proceed as scheduled

PHILADELPHIA - Top seeded Ivan lend
finished off Pet. Senoras with three censecutrve •Cee and beat the reigning U S Open
champion 5 7, 84,64, 36 83 in the final of
the U S Pro Indoor Championships on Sunday Lend had 73 aces during the 3-hour.
19 minute match He broke service in the
fourth game of the final VAN lo lead 3 1
- Guy Forget of
BRUSSELS. Bagrurn
France beat Andrei Cheirliasov of the Soviet
Union 6-3, 7 5, 36, 7 6 (7 5) in the final of
the ATP Donnay Indoor Championship on
Sunday Forget, who upset Stefan Edberg in
Saturday's semifinals. earned $77,500
CHICAGO - Top seeded Martina P4avrattio
vs won her 11th Virginia Slims of Chicago
championship in 14 years, beating fifth
6-2 Sunday The
seeded bra Gwnson
$70,000 first prize boosted Navratilova s
career winnings to $16 78 million
SAO PAULO, &alit - Argentina's Gabna
Markus rallied to beat Portugal's Joao
Cunha Silva 4-6, 84, 6-4 in the final of the
St Remy tournament Sunday
ton McNeil defeated
AURORA, Colo
Marion Bollegrat 8 3, 8 4 in the final of the
Colorado Classic on Sunday She earned
$18 000
TIN?, Austria - Top seeded Manuela
Maleeva Fragniere beat unseeded Petra tan.
grove 84, 76 (7-1) in the final it the Grundig
tournament Sunday

- Ernie Irvan
DAYTONA BEACH, Fla
helped by Dale Earnharas continuing me
stock car race,
premier
NASCAR's
in
fortune
captured this Daytona 500 under a acuton
flag Earnhardt, who has never won the race,
spun three laps from the end last year, he
out a mile from victory
shredded a tire
Entering lap 195, Irvan's Chevrolet Lumina
stormed past Earnhardt, lee in •side by side
duel with pole-sitter Davey Allison [am
hardt's Lumina skidded and bumped Allison.
forcing Allison Lib toward the wall on the
backstretch Allison wound up against a dirt
bank in the 'Held
4Irvan coasted to victory and 6233.000. aver
aging 148 148 mph Sterling Marlin was sec
and, lollowed by Joe Pullman. Rick Mast and
Earnhardt. who was able to keep his engine
running As the leaders powered onto the
from straightaway at the end of lap 189, Kyle
Petty sent Rusty Wallace spinning into Dar
reit Waltrip, taking both of them out of the
race Defending champion Derrike Cope
spun another 100 yards down the track,
going off into the In oval grass, then sliding
back onto the track and knocking out Hut
&coition and Harry Gant frvan. from Modes
to. Calif but now living in Rockwell, N C .
earned his only other victory last August at
Brstol. Tenn
DAYTONA BEACH, Fla -- Dale Earnhardt
cruised to victory Saturday in the Goody's
300 Busch Grand National stock car race
Earnhardt who already had victories in the
Busch Clash and a 125 mile qualifying race
This week, gained his second Straight
Goody's victort at Daytona International
Speedway He led 90 of 120 laps, including
the final 27 around the 2'4 mile oval
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"We knew when they tied it up we didn't want to rush anything," Allen
said. "We wanted to come down, slow it up and force them to play
defense."
"We never lost control," Jones said. "We expected them to make a run
m twor
es,tayed poised and didn't panic and did what we had to do to stay
on
Meanwhile, the Racers were putting the breaks on Tech's high-powered
offense. The Golden Eagles entered the contest averaging 86 points a
game, and were held 22 points under their average.
"Our goal was to defend the '3', keep them out of their transition game,
and get to thc boards," Newton said.
"Murray did a great job," Tech coach Frank Harrell, who has never
beaten the Racers. "Murray made some big shots, and I'm very disappointed we didn't do the same thing. Murray shot the ball a lot better than
we did and that's probably because of their veterans against our youth."
The Golden Eagles were just 5-of-24 from 3-point land, while shooting
a disappointing 38 percent from the floor for the game. The Racers shot
47 percent from the floor for the game, and also were a sizzling 13-of-16
from the free throw line.
"Our offensive patience was a hie key." Newton said. "And we did a
nice job of hitting our free throws down the stretch."
Jones led the Racers with 20 and also pulled down 13 rebounds in just
29 minutes of play. Allen pitched in 15, while Paul King, despite being
sick, missed just one shot, and tossed in 13 points. Greg Coble had 12 and
John Jackson, the other Racer starter tossed in eight points and pulled
down seven boards.
King said he has trouble breathing in the Elbcn Center, which has a
strange lighting structure coupled with a black roof to give it a dark look.
King said he was just trying to show some senior leadership with his
offensive performance.
"I was just trying to be a senior and be a leader and try to pull everyone
together," King said. "This was a very importart ball game for us."
Tech was led by 21 from Jerome Rodgers. Wade Wester had 11 points
and pulled down 11 rebounds, but freshman Bruce Oglesby, who tossed in
21 against the Racers in Murray, did not play and reportedly left the
building at halftime upset at the lack of playing time. The Racers also
kept Tech point guard Van Usher in chock, as he was a poor 3-of-I3 from
the floor.
While the win pushed the Racers to 8-2 in the OVC and 20-8 overall,
Tech fell to 6-3 in the OVC and 12-12 overall. The Eagles and Eastern
Kentucky are both a game and a half behind the Racers.
"We've still got 80 minutes left," Newton said. "It's not over yet."

Murray will face those 80 minutes tonight at Tennessee State, and next
Saturday against Middle Tennessee. A win in either of those two contests
gives the Racers a share of the league's title, and the right to host the
league's tournament, set for March 6-7.
The 75-73 loss to State on January 19 has been answered with the Racers winning seven out of their last eight to take control of the league race.
"Since the Tennessee State game, we've been on a roll," Jones said.
"All of a sudden, we got things going and everything came together."
MURRAY STATE (n)
King 5-60-1 13. Allen 4-12 5-8 15, Adams 2-3 0-0 4. Coble 5-12 2-2 12, Golf 0-0 00 0, Gumm
0.0 0-0 0, Jones 7 14 6-6 20, Jackson 4-10 0-1 8 Totals 27-57 13-16 72
TENNESSEE TECH (64)
Houston 4-4 0-0 8, McWilliams 1-6 0-0 2, Usher 3-13 00 7, Rodgers 8-16 5-6 21, West 1-3 0-03.
Edmonson 0-1 0-0 0, Best 2-4 00 4, Cupples 1-4 3-4 6, Manuel - 20.0 2, Wester 4 13 1-1 11
Tota ls 25-66 9-11 64
Halftime-Murray St 39, Tennessee Tech 30. 3-pont goals-Murray St 5-14 (King 3-3, Alien
2-7. Coble 0-4), Tennessee Tech 5-24 (Usher 1-4, W051 1-2, Guppies 1.4, Wester 2-8, Manuel 0-1
McWilliams 0-5) Fouled out-None Rebounds-Murray St 37 (Jones 13), Tennessee Tech 37
(Wester 11) Assists-Murray St 11 (King, Allen 3), Tennessee Tech 11 (Usher 6) Total foulsMurray St 13, Tennessee Tech 15 A-7,484

The Associated Press

II

Second -ranked Ohio State got
last-second heroics from James
Jackson and Treg Lee on Sunday to
win its Big Ten showdown with
Indiana in a dramatic double overtime game.
Lee's 10-foot baseline jumper
with four seconds left in the extra
period was the game-winner in the
Buckeyes' 97-95 victory that gave
them a one-game lead in the conference over the fourth-ranked
Hoosiers. It was a duplicate of a
shot from the other side that tied it
in the first overtime.
Jackson, meanwhile, helped
erase a 5-point Indiana lead in the
final minute of regulation with a
steal and a basket that tied the
game with a minute lefLdn_iegula-.
tion and made the pass that set up
Lee's winning basket.
He finished with a career-high
30 points for Ohio State (22-1
overall, 12-1 in the conference).
"We didn't get the kind of help on
Jim Jackson that we needed at the
end of the game,'' Indiana coach
Bob Knight said.
Ohio State coach Randy Ayers
saw things from a more general
perspective.
"That was a tremendous game.
I've never been involved in a better
one," Ayers said. The game had 24
lead changes, 22 ties and neither
team led by more than six points.
Indiana (22-3, 10-2) was led by a
career-high 32 points by frcrshman
Damon Bailey. Calbert Chcaney,
who fouled out at the end of regulation, had 26 points.
Therwin ran Ohio State's home
winning streak to 13 and stopped
Indiana's road streak at eight. The
Hoosiers, who lost to Ohio State in
Bloomington 93-85 on Jan. 21, also
had a six-game overall winning
streak broken.
In other games Sunday, Georgia
Tech beat No. 6 Arizona 62-56;
Houston upset No. 24 Texas 82-73
and No. 20 LSU beat Alabama
88-81 behind a monster perfor-

mancc by Shaquillc O'Neal.
In Saturday games, Wake Forest
shot 60 percent in the second half
to upset No. 5 Duke, 86-77 and No.
1 UNLV remained unbeaten with
an 86-74 win over No. 12 New
Mexico State.
No. 3 Arkansas buried TCU
97-61; No. 7 Syracuse beat Boston
College 106-85; No. 8 North Carolina beat Maryland 87-75; No. 9
Southern Mississippi beat Honda
State 62-58 and No. 10 East Tennessee routed North Carolina Charlotte 96-80.
In other games, it was No. 11
Kansas over Kansas State 69-67;
No. 22 Pittsburgh over 13 St.
John's 94-83; No. 14 Utah over
BYU 81-74, No. 15 UCLA over
Stanford 89-86; No. 16 Kentucky
over Mississippi 89-77; No. 17
NebrBki•tiver'Oki-Aroma 105-93;
Seton Hall over No. 18 Georgetown 63-50; No. 19 Virginia over
Clemson 57-47; No. 21 Oklahoma
State over Missouri 71-56; No. 23
Mississippi State over Georgia
70-64, and No. 25 Princeton over
Yale 59-54.
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said Jerry. "It was really fascinating how slow he was and
how easily he went around
people. My being as slow as I
am, I thought maybe I could
learn something."
Jerry had hoped to follow
John to Kentucky, but he didn't
get many offers from colleges.
"Word was he was too slow,
he didn't have the range to
play out on the floor, and he

AP Top 25
Now the Assoosted Pies. TOp
tared the
emelt
I UNt v (2.24), beat LC Sento Barbara 211 71 oast
No 12 Ni. Meow Stale 81174
2 Oho Sew (22 11 bee hectsgan 11146 bear
thiscorien 73 71 beet No 4 Indiana 9196 201
3 Arkansas 125,2) bell limas Tech 67 69 beat
Team Christen 97.64
4 Indiana (22 3i lost to No 3 Ohio State 97 95
201
5 Duke /2 Si beat Davidson 74 39 lost to *aka
,Forso 85 77
• 6 Anion§ 1205) beet Arizona State 71 so .;411 to
Glory' Tech 625$
7 Syracuse 122 3i beat Providence 101 63 best
Boston College '0655
8 Norm Citroens (194j bear Wake F arse 85 70
bee heerylend 57 75
9 southern lesaiswas 119-3i beat Iktionso Stale
Sr 62 most to South Aatiame 9255 ter Sou* Car
o1na 625$
10 East Jenrette's* Stale /23 3) lost to Furman
10493 beat liberty 90'49 beat NC Chariot,.
95I0
ti Kansas 119 Ii bein Alleacun 74 70 beat Kan
sea State 6967
12 New Meow State ill3; ter JC Santa Barba
ra 13744 beat Fullerton Stale W 74 loat to No 1
UNL V $614
13 St buns (17 61 beat Boston College 66 60
lost to leo 22 Pittsburgh 94 53
14 Utah (24 2i beat *yoning 77 72 beat Brigham
Young 51 74
15 UCLA its 7) Iola to Calslooka 82 79 teat Stan
lord 116.116
16 Kentucky 116 Si teat ienneeles W 74 bear
Msaisepia 69 77
Ti Nebraska 121 Ii beet Iowa Stale 65 57 teia'
Clillariorna 105 93
15 GeOrgrown rtS-11 Iced to COnnact3cui si 55
lost to Soon Mal 63 50
19 Vilna 1 19 7i beat faired $457 oast Cern
son 5743
20 LSu 117 l twat Auburn 9e-$1 peat Alabama
$581
21 °Mahone Slate '18-5t bee °Stallone 77 74
best 1Assoun 71 56
22 Rmalaurgh '18 81 to.. to Soon mall 83 73 bee,
No 11 St Johns 9483
23 l'Asasepp Stale 11751 Own 1.4terseppi 54 77
teat Georgia 7044
24 Texas 11741 beat Roe 65 64 lost to rauslon
82 73
25 Pnriceton Its 21 beat Brown 7961 bear vale
1,9 54

Auto Racing
DAYTONA BEACH Fa IAP) - Beeuns of Sur
day's Daytona SOO NASCAR Voce car race with
staring powlon in menthess hometown type of
car We Competed reason out it any money won
and tenner'S average speed in non

wasn't big to play underneath,"
said LeForce, who discovered
Jerry was worth the risk.
"There's really been a lot of
luck for both of us," said
John. "All the things that happened here gave me a chance
to play. Jerry not being able to
come here (Kentucky) provided
a lot of opportunities for him,
WO.
"So, we've been very
fortunate."

Larry Krouse Insurance
759-9888
105 N. 12th (Next to McDonald 's

BASEBALL CARD,
COMIC BOOK 8 COIN SHOW
February 23, Saturday
9 a.m.-6 p.m.
National Guard Armory

PURDOM, THURMAN
& McNUTT
407 Maple St.

Hardware

Al Pon,,potor
Ay Hord.vore Stores

FEBRUARY 91

•

753-4451

Power Strip
Sponge Mop
1"
—

Seca.. auto
Innuranc•
.L. Companie•

State Auto Insurance
A tnind you cat depend on

Entry
Lock/Deadlock
Choose from thumb turn inside
key outside entry lock, or single
cylinder 1 - deodbolt Boit, feature

o polished

brass finish

Planning Fair

Family Gard
Smoke Detector

Saturday, February 23
10 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Outpatient Surgery Center

Early home fire detection with loud
Includes 9 volt
alarm signal
battery

Whether you're beginning or starting over. . .
consider a career in nursing Nurses are advancing into exciting new areas
of healthcare and have opportunities to grow You'll have an opportunity to
discover the rewards and challenges of nursing Area representatives from
the schools listed below will be eager to answer your questions about a
career as a nurse

Adults Belong in College

Murray State University s continuing education program 'Adults Belong in
College' will otter information about financial assistance. admissions,
housing, and other college necessities to make the transition back to
fhool an easier one for you
.
\s

•

•

A

Reposer rng

N-U 1,• -I4N-G

Murray

•

'1 Admission
Tables still available, call: 753-5117

For car, home, business and family .. quality
insurance protection designed to meet your
specific needs Plus attractively low premiums
and closeby independent agency service

0

v. Seven Seas

With slaw. rolls or hushpuppies
choice of potato

1 Z Ernie tvatl Rada% N C Chernael I aim
na 200 1233 000 14514$
2 1121 StwIng Marin Cotuntia Tenn lord
Thunderbolt 200 $133 525
3 (14) Joe %Amen F,ankin Tern Oicismobia
Cutlass. 200 $I 1 I 450
4 (71 RIO Mast Plfxatbridge Bathe Vs 05*MO
tax Cutlass. 200 $100 900
5 14i Dale Earnhardt Dooke PvC Chettt.44/1
Lunn.. 200 S113 450
6 /17) Dale Jarrett Conorkir NC Font Thunder
dycd 1913 $74 900
7 (35) Bobby Win Jr hantsburg h
Gesrno
lobe CAlase 196. 150 025
Ford Thun
(27) Alan Kuivoclu Ctianonk N
embed 199 $62410
9 191 Ridgy Rudd Cresapealie vs Chevrons,
Lorena 199 $52.600
10 (201 Bobby Hamilton Noarohle t•r1h Cal
senates Cutlass 199 $43500
It (28) Cock Tnoie iron Station NC Ponta,
Grand Pin. tea $39525
12 1401 Eddie Ekerschese San Anionic 'eras
Oldsmobile Cutlass 195 1.31 550
13 131) Terry Laltionle Archdans PvC OtOSMOrAtio
Cullom. 195 134356
14 (30) Chad Little Charlotte NC Ford T1.un4er
lord 194 $29540
'5 (1)()ivory Allison I-keys:ern Ala ..f ord
Ointsrd 197 crash $77350
16 161 Kyle Prey legn Pont lid C Pontiac r;rant
Prig 197. crash $41_,S60
17 13111 lackey Gibes Glencoe A. 1,...crac
Grand Pris 197. 124 560
16 1351 Robby Gordon Los Sneers F
dertird 196 $21140
19 /31 Rschard Pony Randleman N
Grand Ph, 195 $43 120
20 1291 Pr. Barkdoll Fhwain, 4”1
Cutlass 194. 124 150
21 (18) law% Wren JarnesoArm N
dertard 193 $31955
•,,,
22 141i Bran Bodice na•rsbwg N
kepi 193. 123 400
23 (21) Jim Se.ni• Neosdah Wis Ponta, (1.•.rc
Pny 107 621 845
24 1101 Dane Waits') r,a,
411,
Lunina 190 125 440
25 t111 Harry Gant Tarioniew 5
Camas. 190, cretin 126 355
26 l33i Danko Cope Cretans 5,1 1.•.0...•
',Lonna 189 crash $28 150
27 lii Rusty Wallace Corconl N ". a
Cat11.0 Ph, 144 Ctigh 526 41:
25 (151 BrII Non Daiirsom-As Ca
derbod. 188 528 6410
29 (5) San Strickiin Cawra 44 Bui,s Hey. 'it'
crash. $33565
30 1371 Ted aabsgrave Franow Ii
Grand Pm 160 $19 71C
'I
31 1241 Ken Schrader Concorc 5
.
..901191
176 $22330
N C 'cnt
32 Oa Geoff Bodine
lord ISO tones $251%
33 (26j eici, *Iwo CA:0,4CA N
37 121.545
34 (341 Morgan Shepherd Con.y.tir
Thunderbird 70 piston
4VC

A FRIEND YOU CAN DEPEND ON

Hopkinsville Community College
Murray State University
Paducah Community College
University of Tennessee at Martin

Mon.-Wed. Specials

F ,tur? illtf,ro

1001C P
52711 5415,

- —COUPON '

Whitefish Fillet $3.79
Chopped Steak $3.79
Grilled Chicken $3.79

(401)(1 ro-,(414)(if

Hwy. 121 N.
(Cont'd from

For details contact
Lyn Ryan, R N
Nurse Recruiter

(502) 762-1319
40A/1111% 60 75 100
35513 14 IS 16

•

,
•
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DES MOINES. Iowa
Rudy Washington, a founder and for
mer president of the Black Coaches Associa
lion, says he has been the target of racial
slurs On the road the season, a newspaper
reported Saturday The first year coach told
The Des Moines Register he was called nig
ger," by tans at Indiana State and was subjected to racial insults at games at Southern
Illinois and Southwest Missouri State Drake
and the other schools are in the Missouri Val
ley Conference Washington is the only black
coach in the league. but not the first "He's
accusing the whole league of being racist,
but he'll have to substantiate his charges,"
conference commissioner Doug Elgin told
The Register ' I realize this has been a very
tough year for Washington and he team His
program is really the pits " Drake, which has
lost 10 straight games. is 6-17, 3 9 in the
MVG
RANKIN, Pa -- New Orleans Saints running
back Craig Heyward sustained a gash in his
scalp when he Scuffled with ponce, who
arrested him outside a nightclub in Allegheny
County Police said they used force Saturday
to subdue the former University of Pittsburgh
player, who they said refused to cooperate
when they toed to tow his cat According to
police, the trouble began outside the MVP
ounge in Rankin Heyward and Saints teammate Mike Simmons allegedly used their car
to push away an unoccupied parked car so
they could have room to park The two men
left upon the arrival of police, who found
them in their car a short distance away.
According to Heyward, 'They said, 'You're
under arrest' I said, In- what?' They said,
'You're just under arrest • So I turned
An officer sprayed Hayward with
wound
mace, the running back said The police said
they had to use force when Heyward vowed
his vehicle was not going to be towed arid
that nothing else was going to happen Hey
ward was arraigned Sunday and faced a
hearing Wednesday on charges of leaving
the scene of an accident, reckless driving.
public intoxication and resisting arrest

coach

SAN DIEGO - Jay Don Blake, who threw
away his putter earlier in the week, claimed
Iris first PGA Tour title Sunday with a two
stroke victory in the Shearson Lehman
Brothers Open Blake threw his old putter
into a pond at Palm Springs. Calif while play
ing with some friends last Monday He shot a
5-under par 87 Sunday at Torrey Pines for a
20 under 268 tote He earned $180.000 Bill
Sander shot a 66 for 270 and won 8108,000
his biggest payday in 14 winless years On the
Tour Defending champ Dan Forsman was
third at 271 and Ben Crenshaw fourth at 272
Both were in the hunt until Blake rolled in
decisive birdies on the 15th and 17th hoists
NAPLES, Fla - Lee Trevino sank a 12 loot
putt on the 18th hoe Sunday or his sixth bir
die of the day and beat Dale Douglass by
one stroke in the Senior PGA Tour's Aetna
Challenge Trevino shot a bogey free 66 on
he par 72, 8.682 yard South course at the
Vineyards to overtake Douglass, who shot a
68 Trevino finished at 205 to earn 667,500
Mike Hill and Gary Player shot 68s and
shared third at 210
Six time gonna,
MELBOURNE Australia
Greg Norman bogeyed the last two holes
Sunday, allowing fellow Australian Peter
Senor to take a one-stroke victory in the
Australian Masters Norman led by two
strokes enter an eagle on the per 5 Seventh
hole. and was stilt ahead by a stroke when he
bogeyed No 17 to tall into a tie He hooked
he tee shot on No 18 and his nine-foot par
putt spun out Senior paired the hole to cab
tufo he first Masters title Senior shot a final
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Golf
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gotx1 t'overaige.
good prier-

(Coned from page 10)
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Come in out of the dark with G E
inside frost bulbs Choose from 40,
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Your Ad
Could Be
Here

LEARN 70[ARNE

dr'

TRACTOR TRAitER
sow nese. Sc..
•
Off PrGpot *W.
BEM UMW/

ALLIANCE
••••
••

Non-Smoking
Woman
WU sit for SO(
Or elderly Have
great references

Call 753-2355
or 753-2048

Call
753-1916

Legal
Notice

I

ftew

Winos

If not home, leave
message I wilLreturn your call

City of Munay
•th and Poplar Streets
Murray, Kentucky 42071

753-3678

Sealed proposals for the furnishing of all labor, materials. equipment and
services for cleaning. repairing and painting existing standpipe storage
facilities will be received by the City of Murray, at the office of the City Clerk
until 2(X)p.m CST Time Much 20. 1991, at which time at said office they will
be publicly opened and read aloud
The program of work for which BIDS are to be submitted consists of the
cleaning and painting of an existing standpipe storage tank as set forth in the
Specifications
The Contract Documents,consisting of Advertisement for Bids. Information
for Bidders. BID. BID BOND. Agreement. General Conditions, SUPPLE
MENTAL GENERAL CONDMONS. Payment BOND. NOTICE OF
AWARD, NOTICE TO PROCEED. CHANGE ORDER. DRAWINGS.
PECIFICATIONS, AND ADDENDA. may he examined at the following
at
kW Engineers. Inc
1 Corporate Drive
'import. KY 40503

THE FAR SIDE

By GARY LARSON

Growers
Mini Warehouse
second 4 rape
Storage Bays
Available

ADVERTISEMENT FOR BIDS

F W Dodge Corporation
2525 Harrodsburg Road
Suite 230
One Paragon Centre
Lexington, KY 40504

Builders Exchange of
Louisvilk
c`lc Dutchman's Lane
iss mile, KY 40205

025

Associated General Contractors
1930 North 13th Street
Paducah, KY 42(X)1

Personals
NEW in Hopiunsville The
Magnolia Home Provides
home environment for
those needing limited ars
sistance and care This
beautiful and spacious
home provides privacy as
sistance and companion
ship The Magnolia Home
is not a nursing home yet
provides home care for its
residents 502 885 6470

Copies of the Specifications and Contract Documents may be obtained at the
•!ice of Murray Utilities. Andrus Drive. Murray, Kentucky 42071, upon
eipt of $25 00 for each complete set of documents Payment for documents
not refundable
Hids shall be accompanied by a certified check or bid bond in an amount
.al to foe percent(Woof the hid to insure the execution of the contract for
.c h the hid is made. In case the bid is not accepted. the check or bid bond will
retained to the bidder, but if the hid is accepted and the bidder shall refuse or
4lect to enter into a contract with the City of Murray. Kentucky within ten
• days after the time he has been notified of the acceptance dins bid, the said
...ck or hid bond shall be forfeited to the City of Murray. Kentucky as
_related damages for the failure so to do.
No bidder may withdraw his bid for a period of Ninety (90) days after the
ssmg time scheduled for the receipt of bids.
The City of Murray, Kentut ky reser% es the right to waive informalities and to
reject any and all bids

A CAREER Nationa
wholesale iewelry co
seeks rep for local area
No direct sales whIs only
40 801< per year
713 782 1881

CITY OF MURRAY. KENTUCKY
William N Cherry, Mayor

AGENTS earn $550Ni/K at
home processing phone or
ders People call you to
order 1 800 732 3221 Est
B 973 24 HRS

020
lieges
TRANSFER your home
movies as video tapes Call
nna Darnel 759 9246

The crew of the Starship Enterprise encounters
the floating head of Zsa Zsa Gabor

Fish Day
Its

THE AMAZON RER 15

THE Ot410 RNER 15 TkrEEk.
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Court

$100 REWARD for arres
and conviction of whoever
vandalized a 955 Cat
Loader, 1mile E of Wiggins
Call
Furniture Co
753 3151

kW, 1411t0

.

to

on 5th St.

$160.00 per month
Call Ted Delaney
753-1916 for more
information.

Drage WI IN
( .). )

DIRECT Sales Represen
tative MultiVision Cable TV
has position for commis
sioned direct sales person
We offer estimated income
$201< plus great work at
rnosphere career oppor
tunities and bonuses You
must have good communication skits solid work eth
ics and strong dosing abet
ity Contact Joe Veasey at
527 9939 E0E3A F

orricE SPACE
FUR RENT

No age lima to ape/yr it
your present policy is
over 10 years old it
may not cover some of
the newer treatments
such as chemother
apy For free informa
tiors call

Re-'. 3 Be, 337 C
Han sb,,,g Atiwsas 72432

VCR Service
.xii Brand Ward-Elkins

Jerry McConnell

Insurance
753-4199

753-1713

00 *GS Ciao.
, 60
,
..00-

GARFIELD
ANC) THEN Ti4E.RE ARE
PE0PLE LIKE ov•E

CROSSWORD PUZZLER

YOU'RE
CitOw9
1 Agreement
5 Fairy tale
giant
9 Scottish cap

12 Tat Mahal site
part
14 Lawyers org
15 Long for
17 Empowers
19 Destined
21 Morays
22 Foal
24 Hypothetical
force
25 Paid notices
26 Simian
27 City
officials
29 Note of scale
31 Dance step
32 Preposition
33 Father
34 Mountain
13 Violin

15E ETL E, YOU'RE
5LiPPO5ED TO WEAR
A TIE ON
aciARP DUTY

coast drivers

Answer to Previous Puzzle

36 Reply
38 Limb
39 Disencumber

MARCH
RETIRE
AN
PA
I T
-- 0

40 Alternative
word
41 Corner
42 Nourishment
44 Supplication

So

46 Begs
48 Wear away
51 Goiter s need
52 - Hunter

ER

54 Stupefy

ETNASJI
N E E'D'E D

E.V
A P E
E N A
L A V A
0

ST
s
0

SITS
EMENDS

SITES

DOWN
5 In respect to
6 Avaricious
7 Tear
8 Greek letter
9 Stories
10 Cain killed

1 Remuneration

2 Mature
3 Babies
beds
4 Fortunetebino card

article

16 ser
N
p ieac
gve
ale
ive
18 Resting
20 Groans
22 Sleeveless

him
1 1 Church

23 Semic
tprire
lec
akious
0

1

25 S
strion7arac
2
111
1

e

t

0
2

3

2i

vul
2

1
II

27 Intellect

Musical
II28 drama
Golf cry

29
siog
ypintigangirl
30 Eg
ntgaebies
34 O
veg
rae

l

2

if

9

$

3

THE PHANTOM
3

Uii

3

2

3

I
I
I
II
I4 ll
I

stant
36 A
msosrie
37 To become

4

3

unfavorabie
39 Lassoes
4 1 Brief

1

4
5

s

3

9I
4

1

5

S

3

5

7
ilU

Ii

4

8

0

Hwy 121N and Purchase
Parkway, Mayfield, Feb 21
I 6pm

A

IR 0 U G H
E,N E M

Experience..4,
rectnt gratis and tiainees At
tend seminar at Holiday Inn

A

.1

0

A
RE
N
ATE

55 Abstract
being
56 Great
Wogs
57 Anglo-Saxon
slave

pass
35 Spanish

BLONDIE

SUNTAN booth 753 3488

BEDROOM furniture 1
dresser with mirror night
stand and twin bed $225
Peach/grayWhite twin
comforter wrth 2 peach bal
loon valance $40 full size
peach wicker headboard
$40 girls 12in bike with
training wheels $15 30in
avocado electric stove
good condition, $75
759 1293 atter 5 30pm
STOVE refrigerator couch
and chair 753 0178

Antlquis
OLD ORIENTAL RUGS
Wanted any size or condi
bon Call 1 800 4417740

WANTED OTR coast to
ACROSS

FTWEIMTITE9711

NEED money to pay winter
bills' Flexible hours free
gift with interview
753 0171

EXPERIENCED grill cook
Apply in person Maiesbc
Royale Holiday Inn, SHEET metal apprentioe
Murray
needed for local heating
firm 753 8181 for
'EXTRA INCOME '91- and air
more informabon
Earn $200 $500 weekly
mailing novelty gift items
TELEPHONE sales people
For more information send needed 753 6565 be
a stamped envelope to Inc tween
10am 4pm
P0 Box 602139 North weekdays
Miami FL 33261
TELEPHONE SALES
Help wanted gymnastic earn extra cash weekly
cheerleading and or aer- making morning or evening
obic instructor for local bus
phone sales No aspen
iness part time 753 6705 ence necessary Cheerful
enthusiastic personality
JOB Opportunities in Aus
helpful Ideal for students
Vela Openings available in
retirees and homemakers
several areas will train For
Hourly wage plus bonuses
info call 708 742 8620
Call Judy 759 1226
ext 1126
UP to $15 hour processing
mail weekly check guaran
teed Free details write
SD. 12610 Central Suite
255 TKY Chino CA 91710

CANCER
INSURANCE

Fish Wagon, Inc.

COUNSELOR 10 month I WILL keep and care for a
lady or husband and wile in
renewable appointment
Responsibilities will include my home in Hazel Exper
general mental health ionced and good refer
counseling positive mental ences 192 8510
health educatton and ca
WILL babysit in my home
reer counseling The suc
753 9826
oessful candidate will pos
sess strong helping skills
WILL babysit in my home
training to work with sec-tens day or night References
of rape. courtship violence
available 753 1182
and sexual harrassement
and appropriate educa
Donal background arid an
100
ability to present programs
Business
to groups Requirements
OpporIunily
masters degree in mental
ENTREPRENEURS Ge
health counseling peychol
ogy, social work or related yourself in possession o
the facts while the timing 15
behavior science area Ex
pertence with providing right You can t afford to
Call
mental health services to miss this one
800 395 8537
both traditional and non
tradibonal college students LOCAL vending route for
from diverse social and sale Call immediately+
ethnic backgrounds is re
1 800 477 1116
quired A clinical pracbcum
is highly desirable The
successful candidate must
140
also be either certifiable as
Want
a psychological associate
To Buy
or clinical social worker
under Ky certification ANTIQUES by the piece or
statues or be certifiable by collections Call 753 9433
after Spm
the National Board of Corti
hed Counselors, as a na
CASH for mobile home
Donal certified counselor
tires $7 $12 each We will
Such credenualling will be remove 527 2932
expected within 18 months
USED and antique turns
of !natal employment Sal
ture glass tools quilts
ary is compeOtive down
dent upon qualifications 901 642 6290
Starting date Aug 1, 1991
Send letter of interest Vita,
and 3 current letters of re
commendation to Dr Bill
Allbritton
Director
Counseling and Testing
2 FORMAL prom dresses
Center Murray State Uni
1 aqua 1 black lame Will
varsity, Murray Ky 42071
sell cheap Size 7
Applications will be ac
753 5474 atter 3pm
ce
fillod
ptedmusnutil E
tho
eEposition is
BABY items tor sale' Crib
mattress stroller, walker
car seat 753 3507
CARPORT salesman
502 247 7831
GOLD/brown velvet couch
excellent condition upright
13 IMMEDIATE OPEN
piano washersdryer heat
INGS NEED a lob" A exchanger for wood burn
GED' Hope for tie future' ing fireplace 2 prom dres
You may qualify if 'You do ses 753 5447 after 5pm
not have your GED or high
school diploma 'You are MII.1.10NAIRES MILbetween the ages of 16 8 LIONAIRES PANG 21 We are an E 0 E This Bt. Rti'S CANDY IS BACK
proect is funded by the IS MURRAY. Charlie's
Western Kentucky Pnvate Safe] Pharmacy
Industry Council JTPA
SE 5035/C ROYAL type
Call JTPA Out Of School writer Originally $1400
7 5 3
9 3 7 8 , Excellent shape $700
8a m 11 30a m
759 4700

43 Unlock
4
4
2 D
:
E m
eaty
45
7 Zudmpurr°un
49 Press for
payment
50 Opp of WSW
53 Concerning

HEALTH
INSURANCE
PROFESSIONALS
NEEDED
TO MARKET
OUTSTANDING
NEW MAJOR
MEDICAL
e o
PfR
f(
e)
r:D CT
+Top commissions.
+Six months commission advance on submitted APP business.
+Leads available.
.
c)
:90
feeasssociation dues
+Free Major Medical
and Life Insurance for
you and your family.
(Must qualify.) .
Best
+A.M
A-r-c
Superior rated company+Convention
trips.
(Must qualify.)
pote
+U
nnhumalted
income
i
+Vested renewals
If you are interested in
an unparalleled opportunity for career
growth in the Health
Insurance
Industry.
call
Ronnie Taylor
502-7BI-7270
9 a.m.-12 Noon
502-749-5404
12 Noon-5 p.m.

210
Firewood
A1A Firewood Seasoned
oak $25 delivered
492 8254
FIREWOOD for stove and
furnace Seasoned and
greenwood Cut to your or
der 753 9808 474 8086
A FIREWOOD for sale
437 4667
FIREWOOD for sale Also
tree service 436 2562,
436 2758
WOOD for sale 753 9745,
759 9739
220
lAtalcat
BABY Grand piano Re
built new keys $2400
437 4432
FENDER PA system with 5
mikes
After 4pm
489 2630
SNARE drum with stand
practice pad sbcks case
$75 753 0530

4 s8 UTILITY
750 9593

trailer

$150

ELECTRIC border TUG/ 1
beg capacity 110 or 210
volt $300 100h heavy duty
cord $50 extra 753 9400
FABRIC BARGAMS - 99t
sale! 991 tale' 99e saki
Country Remnants Hwy
68/641 Draffenville. Ky
(next to Bonanza, Marshall
County) lOwn-5prn, Mon
Sat

stia

020
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Imes

'lion
ittd

and care for a
rid and wile in
Hazel Exper
good refer
1510
in my home

in my home
References
3 1182

%RIMY

VEURS Get
iossession of
D the bming is
an t afford to
one Call

krig route for
immediately ,
16

CLASSIFIEDS
270

I

WOODEN storage build
ings 8x16 starts at $1095
10x16' $142450, 1224'
$2395 Other Wes avail
able Acree Portable Build
irigs 5022477831

int
Buy

y the piece or
;all 753 9433

nobile home
Dach We will
2932

antique furni
tools. quilts

Sale

rom dresses
ck lame Will
Size 7
o 3pm

or sale Crib
)1Ier, walker
3507

Business
Sorties.

Services
Offered

12460' WINSTON 2br 1
bath Must sell $3500 or
best offer 492 8321.
492 8343

1989 14x80 3br 2 bath,
mauve/almond interior
$14,500 759 9501

1976 OLDSMOBILE Runs
well Ideal work car $550
OBO 489 2874 before
6pm

1986 ESCORT wagon
blue Excellent condition
$2000 753 0814

Moba•
Homes For Rent

APPLIANCE REPAIRS
Factory trained by 3 maior
manufacturers Most parts
in stock on my truck All
work and parts warranted
Ask for Andy at The Ao
dranoe Works 753 2455

FULL electrical services
Installation/repair
Residential/commercial
753 7724

14'x70' 3 BEDROOM, 1
bath, mobile home Gas
heat oontral air, storm won
dows, curtains, refrigerator,
dishwasher, garbage dm
posal Underpinning service pole, axles Excellent
condition 753 0023

AKC registered Siberian
Husky puppies Blue eyes
red/white and black/white,
male and female Call
492 8561

24h PERRY travel trailer,
self contained skirted in
sulated, underpinned Ex
cellent condition, brick patio, privacy fence See at
Grogans Trailer Court 94E

REPOSSESSIONS
2 14'wides Take your
choice 3lar, 2 bath real
nice Make approximately 2
back payments and move
in Gateway Mobile Homes
527 1427

eed

or stove and
asoned and
ut to your Of
474 8086
for sale

or sale Also
436-2562,

le 753 9745,

2BR trailer rent $200imo
also small cottage
$100imo 436 5005
SHADY Oaks 2 or 3br,
electric or gas Walking des
tance to college 753 5209

Herd Boars, "F- 1" Cross
and Purebred Gilts

RETAIL space lot rent nex
to the Gold Gallery in Ben
ton Call Tom 527 3372
TWO office suite
Maple 753 8964
320
Aeloirrtih
R:it
itS
1BR furnished Close to
university and hospital
Some utilities paid
753-8756 or 753 4012
1BR furnished near can
pus $200/mo 753-0800 or
759 4577
1BR upstairs apartment,
stove and refrigerator furn
ished 753 6148 after
5 30pm
2BR 2 bath with carport
Microwave Northwood
$350/mo 759 4406
2BR house or 2br apartment near downtown
753-4109
2BR apartment in North
wood $260/mo 753-3964
2BR duplex 2 baths with
utility room Appliances
furnished with microwave
1008 A Northwood Dr No
pets Available March 1
Deposit required $450/mo
753-2905

Loin-fat and Weight per
Day Figures on All Boars
West TN Pavilion,
Martin, TN

2BR duplex Stove, refrigerator furnished. A/C
No pets $265 Call
753 9612

Show - 1 p.m.
Sale - 6 p.m.

3BR family room, fireplace,
living and dining room
Central H/A, stove and refrigerator
No pets
492-8634

CAREER OPENINGS

A BRAND new brick duplex 2br, a/c gas heat, all
appliances No pets
$475/mo 753-7688 or
7594703 nights

•

We are a local company with openings available for
responsible, career-minded individuals We have a long
history of growth and are offenng unlimited potential and
advancement for the right people The starting salanes
will be very competitive with outstanding fringe benefits.
We have positions available for people with any of the
following skills and backgrounds: computers/data entry.
communications/telephone skills, and Spanish speaking
expenence
All replies will be very confidential.

CONDOMINIUM - Ground
floor unit with garage low
utilities wheelchair accessible 753-3293
EXTRA nice 2br duplex,
central H/A appliances
furnished Very clean Coleman RE 753 9898

SEND RESUMES TO:
P.O. BOX 1305, MURRAY, KY 42071

FURNISHED 2br apartment with carport. central
H/A 753-6609

JOB FAIR

NEW 2br duplex Appliances. energy efficient
owner occupied 1821
Ftdgewood Dr 753-7457

"YOU'RE HIRED"
Yes, That's What You can Hear From:

SMALL 2br furnished
apartment $190/mo Also
efficiency $145/mo Water
paid No pets 753-5980

EXPERIENCED TRUCK DRIVERS OR
STUDENT DRIVERS WELCOME
Sponsored by. Tri-State Semi DriverTraining with JTP A
Attention: Laid-off or out-of-work? If you are
serious about becoming a professional truck driver,
come hear IRA explain how you can qualify for
KY Displaced Workers Program.

See You At:
Holiday Inn, Mayfield, KY
Hwy. 121 North at Purchase Parkway
Thursday, Feb. 21, 1991
1-6 p.m.
For more information call, Tri-State SemiDriver Training
(618) 997-8150 (Call Collect)
Day & Night Classes Now Forming

TAKING applications for
section 8 rent subsidized
apartments 1, 2 & 3 bed
rooms Apply Hilldale Apts
Hardin, Ky or call
502-437-4113 EHO
310
Houses
For Rent
2BR house in country
$285/mo 753 6633 or
759-9219
38R, garage with opener,
refrigerator, stove, dishwasher. disposal Electric
heat/air $400/mo plus deposit 753-0038

Resident Training Middletown, Ohio

3BR house 905 N
Murray 492 8225

lest

piano Reeys $2400

,ystem with 5
fter 4 p m
with stand
sucks case

MOUS
trailer $150

irder mixer 1
110 or 210
ft heavy duty
a 753 9400

GAINS 99t sale!
flints Hwy
•
Ky
nia, Marshall
5pm, Mon

500

2BR duplex in Northwood
Appliances furnished
$285/mo 759 4406

Saturday, March 2

HAVE an obedient, well
mannered safe dog You
train classes or we train
Professional certified train
ens serving Murray for over
12 years 436 2858
REMODELED & new
hours Peg's Dog Grooming 753 2915
.130

DUPLEX apartment in
quiet residential area near
University 2br, appliances
$275/mo Call 753 8096 or
753-2633

PTL, CRST, DEE'S
TRANSPORT & TSL

I Seasoned
delivered

280

2 12'svide Take your
choice, only $1,495
(Needs some repair)
527 1427

TN ALL-BREED
SWINE SALE

th 753 3488

TAL RUGS
1ze or oondi
)0 443-7740

SWANS
Offered

SHARP copiers Authorized dealer for sales service supplies parts and
rental units Local company Call 1 800 248 4319

ROYAL type
sally $1400
lape $700

orator, couch
30178

Used
Cars

NEW 1991 14x70 Clayton
3br, 2 bath You must see
the quality and decor in this
beautiful home Only
$13,900 at Gateway Mobile
Homes 527 1427

IRIS MIL•
PA'(;.
DY IS BACK
V. Charlie's
icy

furniture 1
mirror night
[n bed $225
white twin
2 peach bal
$40 full size
• headboard
in bike with
Is $15 30in
ctric stove
lion, $75
or 5 30pm

Used
Cars

MUST sell 1985 14x70
mobile borne on rented lot
in Coach Estates 3br,
1'4 bath unfurnished ex
cept stove and refrigerator,
well kept $10,200 or best
offer 759 1552

velvet couch
iition, upright
ir/dryer, heat
r wood burn
2 prom dres
7 after 5pm

Ti.
Maps

Pets
8 Supplies

PRIVATE Investigator with
22 years city arid state in
vestigation experience
*Accident •Criminal
•Personal or Corporate
•Missing Persons Your
needs our specialty Call
Confidential Investigations
(502)753 2641

WANT a faster refund?
Why pay more for else
tonic filing? Our prices
start at $20 001 Call Hodge
Noel and Associates, the
income tax professionals at
753 6069 or 759 1425

530

Mobile
Homes For Sate

CLAYTON 1991 14' wide
Lots of options, only
$9,995 Gateway Mobile
Homes 527 1427

250

530

190

380

Noble
Hoses For We

MaceIlaneous

CHRISTOPHER'S COINS
now has coins and proof
sets for sale at THE BOOK
RACK in Murray. Dixieland
Shopping Center Our fine
merchandise is also avail
able at THE TREASURE
HOUSE in Murray (South
side Shopping Center) and
at the OX YOKE ANTIQUE
STORE in Hazel All 3 loc.a
bona offer silver dollars and
proof sets, a full line of U S
coins plus foreign coins and
paper money Discounts
are available through Janu
ary 31 We also buy coons
and appraise estates
753 4161

270

DISABILITY MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT INSURANCE

16th

NEWLY remodeled large
2br house Central gas
heat central air Appliances, Floored upstairs
Good location Coleman
RE 753 9898

If you are under age 65 and
qualify for Medicare due to disability we offer an excellent Medicare Supplement Policy. It pays the
$628 Part-A deductible as well as
I00% of Medicare's Part B copayment amount. This benefit is
based on 20% of the Medicare
Allowable Charge. We also pay
20% ofthe $100Part-B deductible.
Part-B benefits are paid in or out of
the hospital. The 1991 rate is
$58.75 per month.

in

Livestock
11 Supplies
PLANTATION saddle ex
cellent condition $140
753 0530
WOULD like to rent fenced
pastureland for calves Of
cattle Also have goats for
sale 753 9918 after 5pm,
753-6475 before 5pm

For more information call:

8mo OLD filly, pan Ten
nessee Walker 759 4947

McConnell
Insurance Agency

Pete
& Supplies

753-4199

AKC puppies various
breeds Shill-Cm, Lashes
Poodles, many more
815-746-5355

licipkinsville Federal Savings Building
"Fl-ee local claim service"

Real
Estate
KOPPERUD REALTY of
fees a complete range of
Real Estate services with a
wide selection of quality
homes, all prices
753 1222 toll free
1-800 251 HOME Ext
711L
AUCTION your real estate
property to settle your es
tate Call Wilson Real Es
tate 753-3263 or Wayne
Wilson 753 5086 or Dan
Miller 435 4144

460
Homes
For Sale
1100sq ft 3br, 1 bath Garage. 2 blocks from university Mid $40's 753 1404,
7536128
3 BEDROOM 24 bath tri
level, den new carpet gar
age privacy fence Owner
wants otters Coleman RE
753-9898
3BR 1/, bath brick Panorama Shores 2 can garage
many extras 753-6339
3BR 1 bath in city Fenced
backyard Low utilities and
priced in $30s Call
753 4801
3BR 2 acres, Stella area
$45000 Consider trade
with house and more land
489 2303
3BR 2 bath bock in city with
new carpet paint and wall
paper Fireplace with in
sect 2 car garage large
outbuilding Immediate
possession Priced to sell
at $72,500 759-1233
REPOSSESSED VA
& HUD HOMES
available from government
from $I without credit
check You repair Also S &
I. bailout properties Call I
505-682.7555. ext. 111435
for repo list your area
$4750 U move Corner of
S 12th and Poplar
753 4000 John
BUILDING sites and
acreage in city and county,
from $2900 up Bob Perrin
RE 759 1881, evenings
753 3509
BY Owner
brick ranch
house near hospital Two
large bedrooms den with
fireplace Large living
room/dining area Efficient
kitchen new range, bay
eating area Remodeled
bath pedestal sink Utility
room, one car garage, patio, central gas heat and
private backyard 753-3713
for appointment
CONDOMINIUM ground
floor unit with garage Low
utilities, wheel chair ac
cessable For sale or lease
753-3293
LOW Maintenance
2br
house with carport, near
university 753-3293
NEAT dean 3br brick Central H/A attached garage
14x24 brick shop with
'A bath Assumable loan
Bob Perrin RE 759-1881,
evenings 753-3509
NICE 3br cabin on lake, big
lot A bargain at $29,900
Call 753-9586 before 5pm
753 0292 after 5pm
WATERFRONT, Ky Lake
subdivision 4br 2 bath
covered deck 354 6006
min
Auto
Serek es
CAR Stereo Installation
753-0113. Sunset Boulevard
Music Murray's Alpine Car
Audio Specialist, Dixieland
Center, I block from M.SU
dorms
MATHIS Transmission and
Automotive Service 624 N
4th St 753-6374
NEW arid used tees Key
Auto Parts Hwy 121S
753 5500
455
Auto
Pads
302 FORD motor and
transmission 753-3254
.1n()

Used
Core

1978 FORD T Bird Red
with white vinyl top In good
condition $950 Negoti
able 753 7078
1979 OLDSMOBILE Cut
lass Brougham P/W white
letter tires $1900 Call
753 7146 leave message
1979 VOLVO $1600 Days
759 4512 evenings
759 1028
1981 PONTIAC Bonneville
4 door, good condition
753 5577
1981 TOYOTA high miles
40mpg Great shape
502 623 6956
1982 LYNX station wagon
Light brown with wood
grain sides $950 Negob
able 753 7078
1986 CHRYSLER LeBa
ron Only 25 000 miles
Needs some body work
Will trade
$2 750
759-1922
Lease For Less at
DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET
1991 Beretta V6. equipped
8122282 $255 35 mei'
Call Gene at 753.2617
'Pius Tax, 'Imo A License
48 Mc Closed End Lease
1987 MAZDA RX7 GXL
Blue/blue interior, 61xxx
miles electric sunroof, p/w
auto AM/FM cassette ste
reo with equalizer
$10000 753206-8
1988 HYUNDAI Excel GL
5 speed 4 door, red sun
roof air, AM,FM tape
Great gas mileage $3400
753-8642
1988 NISSAN Sentra 4
door, white PS,PB air
AM/FM stereo 753 5216

1987 GRAN Am LE 2 door
black psipb tilt air, stereo
cassette 759 4831
1988 THUNDERBIRD
turbo coupe Great shape
all the extras 49xxx miles
Phone 527 3762

APPLIANCE SERVICE
Kenmore Westinghouse
Whirlpool 30 years expen
ence Bobby Hopper,
436 5848

77 FORD LTD $100 down
Ti Cadillac $150 down 66
Ford pickup $100 down 81
Chevy Citation $150 down
86 Escort $400 down
492 8884

BACKHOE Service ROY
HILL Juitior Thorn opera
tor 30 years experience
Septic system drive tays
hauling. foundations,° etc
759 4664

GftVERNME.NIT SIEIZED
Vehicles from SI(10 lords
Mercedes Corvettes Osevys
Surplus Buyers Guide (I)
805 962 fl(XX) lixt S 11135

BUILDER new homes
garages additions remod
°ling framing decks pa
tics, solar green houses
pole barns Experienced
carpentry Tripp Williams
753 0563 after 5pm

ich
Vans

CHIM Chins Chimney
Sweeps has 10% senior citi
ten discounts We sell chim
ney caps and screens
435 4191

1989 ASTRO Van red,
sharp and cheap, 42xxx
1988 150 Ford custom van
like new, 24xxx Save hun
dreds 753 0603

COMPLETE home repair
Carpentry electric and
plumbing also appliance
repair Including refrigera
bon and A/C 753 0318

500
Used
Tnicics
1976 COMPLETELY modi
tied Chevy stepside truck
Air 350 motor. 400 trans
mission aluminum wheels
and all accessories
753-5335 after 5pm

CONTRACTOR Portable
buildings pole barns gen
eral home improvements
Quality work for less Cus
toner satisfaction guaran
teed Free estimates L E
Williams 489 2663

1978 CJ5 Jeep rag top
Madders, 6 cylinder, trailer
hitch $1600 39535O8 or
527 2821
1989 S10 BLAZER loaded
Lowered digital dash red
ground effects Camaro RS
wheels 17,000 miles
$10,000 753 7975
1989 S10 pidsup Red 4
cylinder 5 speed 38 000
miles $5000 753 7975

CARS
10 Toyota Carry ..... 187
19 Rom. Gran 1.1 1.917
19 Toyota Carnry .....
19 Toyota Ceiba GT._ 11,487
19
Toyota CorolO
bok PA At
18 Toyota Cressida.. '11.487
18 Chevy Caro... ,487
18 Toyota
18 Pall, Boone, LE
17 Cheri
17 Toyot
16 Ch, 5th Ave
16 Chevy
16 Nonai &cold DX._ '7,987
16 Pool. Butted GT.._ '5187
16 Toy. Corolla
15 Bud 41t Av
15 Pet,?ot 505
15 Dids CirBqhm........1,987
B+.4 Cent USA
'14 Olds Delta
14 Taro
11 Toyota
71 kid LeStre.,..........1)87
71 Datsun
77 Ford ITO
71 Dodge
TRUCKS
19 Toyota gab 414 M0,487
19 Ford Ranger
19 Cheri
19 Toyo0
18 Cheyy
18 Toyota knner '11,417
11 Prouth Voyager .....10,487
17 ilazda
1/ Toyota 1 Tom__ '6,987
16 i9J2U Pç
16 Ford F193 llT 414 147
15 Toyot long Bed.. 1,987
10 Toyota Pi:kup
10 Ford Custom 414....'1,981
79 Jeep
Aubrey Hatcher
B Calvert • Greg Bradshav.
Tom Thurman
Chris Bearden. Bus

KITCHEN CABINET RE
MODELING with wood
grain formica all colors
Free estimates Wulff s Re
covery. kAurray 436 5560
A LICENSED electrical
contractor JAMES C GAL
LIMORE ELECTRIC Commercial and residential fast
courteous and efficient ser
vice 759 1835
LINDA S Cleaning Service
would like to clean more
offices Currently serving
the Murray area 436 2270
MAG S Errand Service of
fers housesitting grocery
shopping postal arid bank
ing needs etc 753 9630
Mon Fri 8 5 References
MR Chimney Chimney
cleaner 492 8561

Campers
1975 PROWLER 20ft air
awning 1976 Semi Scott
15tt with air 489 2841 alto
5Afti

Bode
Motors
1982 36 GIBSON houseboat,loaded 753-8738
530
Services
Offered
A B Masonary brick block
and stone Will do any type
of large or small Jobs Guar
antee quality work
489 2982 anytime
ALPHA Builders Carpentry, remodeling, porches
roofing concrete drive
ways painting, mainte
nance, etc Free estimates
489-2303
ANY remodeling building
painting & roofing Free as
timates References
435-4632

ROGER Hudson rock haul
mg gravel sand dirt drive
way rock 753 4545
753 6763 759 1823
SUREWAY Tree & Stump
Removal Insured with full
line of equipment including
60ft aerial trucks and brush
chipper To assure a safer
operation at a lower corn
pettier) cost Free esti
mates without obligation
Day or nite 753 5484
T C Dinh Repair and Main
tenance Plumbing and
Cleaning
Electrical
Sewer 1210/1212 Main
Street 753 6111 office
753 0606 after 5pm
VCR REPAIR Wood VCR
Service
. Center, cleaning
servicing $15 most repairs
$35 all brands 3rd Street
Almo Open 9 12 1 5
Mon Fr,, 753-0530

PLUMBING repairman with
same day service Call
436 5255

WILL do plumbong All guar
anteed 435 4169

CUNNINGHAM'S Heating
and Cooling Service Com
plate service on all central
cooling all makes and
models Call Gary at
759 4754
LICENSED for electric,
gas refrigeration Installa
bon and repair Free esti
mates 753 7203

FENCE sales at Sears
now Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimate for your
needs

520

ROCKY COLSON Home
Repair Roofing siding
painting, plumbing, con
dote Free estimates Call
474 2307

PLUMBING
Free estimates Affordable rate
Same day service All work
guaranteed 753 4200

EXPERIENCED bookk
eeper now accepting new
clients 759 4173

510

TOYOTAS COST LESS
IN MURRAY

GENERAL Repair plumb
ing, roofing tree work
436 2642

OUAUTY sewing and alter
awns Reasonable prices
References For more in
formation 753 5980 days
753 5467 nights

GUTTERING By Sears
Sears residential and corn
mercial continuous gutters
installed for your spec-Oleo
lions Call Sears 753 2310
for free estimate'
G W CONSTRUCTION,
Gerald Walters roofing
painting, vinyl siding, all
kinds of remodeling Phone
489 2267
HADAWAY Construction
Home remodeling paint
ing wallpaper, carpentry,
floor covering No lob too
small 753-4251
HAULING yard work tree
removal mowing Free as
timates 759-1683
INSULATION Blown In By
Sears TVA approved
Save on those high heating
and cooling bills Call Sears
753-2310 for tree estimate

CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
C UST OM WOOCIWORKJNG

All Types Of.

Custom Woodworking
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
•Drop by to see our showroom
o 4 Bunny Eimad.
1.4JRRAY iRee,,
?SD- 594C

4'19 S.JklBJW/

J0
,11,11111111 -

RN Circulators, Certified Techs &
LPNs with Surgical Tech. experience
needed. Full time/part time & PRN
openings. Must be able to take call.
Experience preferred. Salary competitive.
Call

Community Hospital
Mayfield, KY
247-5211 ext. 142
or 247-2300

CLIMB THE ROCK/
It's easy when you re working for The Prudential a
company listed in The 100 Best Companies to Sell
Foe , We give you the tools to start out with — top
of-the-line training and financial support And then
your drive and concern about others do the rest
Rick Martin, Manager
'rho '00 Awl CompanN• AIN
3553 Park Plaza Rd
Pirisvy end 'NI Philp 6.140
Group pkiilushed by John Wiley &
Paducah, Ky 42001
Sono in< 14.••• voo
sea
1-800-264-0950
Be a part of The Rock.°
esai
eneve

ThePrudential
011101

.....•••••

C.o.,.

(Clip This Ad ‘rom The Paper
And Save For A Handy Reference)

Poison Control

753-7588
DESIGN SYSTEMS GROUP
-Custom Home Plans
.New Home Construction
-Custom Remodeling

Commercial
and
Resiidenti al

James C. Gallimore
Electric Service
Phone
1502i759-1835

Ht. 8, Boa 1075
Murray, KY 42071

Calloway County Fire & Rescue Squad

753-6952

(502) 759-1487

Murray-Calloway County Hosplal

762-1100
Wayne Higgins Backhoe Service
Septic Tanks & Sewers
l's Anytime

DIAL CON STRI GI ION
'Co Job Too Small

Remodeling. Decks, Garages & Additions
489-2739
436-5 272

ALPHA BUILDERS

Remodeling, garages, decks, porches,concrete
chain link fences. Home maintenance.

489-2303

759-4685

753-1916
Monday-Friday 8 a.m.-5 p.m. Saturday 8 a.m.-12 p.m.

To place your ad

TOYOTA
OF MURRAY

1976 FORD truck, 1977
Jeep Wagoneer. 1977 Firebird 1981 Olds 753-2092

he,

•

•
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Dial-A-Service

753-49E'
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Junior Jam planned at MSU March 2

OBITUARIES
Alonzo Neal

t•

't

Tat

t

Alonzo Neal, 37, died Sunday at
2:50 p.m. at Western Baptist Hospital, Paducah.
He was a resident of 1205 South
Seventh St., Paducah. His death
followed an extended illness.
Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home
of Murray will be in charge of funeral and burial arrangements.

Lloyd E. Gibson
Lloyd E. Gibson, 77. died Saturday at 11 a.m. at Lourdes Hospital.
Paducah. He was a resident of 3723
Clarks River Rd.. Paducah.
He was the son of the late Walter S Gibson and Lula Barnhill.
Survivors are his wife. Mrs.
Anna M. Jeu Gibson: one son. Bob
Gibson, Birmingham, Ala., one
stepson. Jack Byasse, Lowes. one
stepdaughter. Sue White, Mt. Clemens, Mich., five sisters, Mrs.
Thelma Bagwell, Murray, and Mrs.
Mable Rose. Mrs. Nola Courtney.
Mrs. Geneva Matlock and Mrs.
Essie Poat. all of Paducah: four
grandchildren. _four stepgrandchildren; two great-graridchildrca
Friends may call after 4 p.m_
today (Monday) at Lindsey Funeral
Home. Paducah. The body will be
later transferred to Newport for
Seri!CCS.

The fa:mil) requests that express
ions of sympathy take the form of
donations to Lourdes Hospice
program at Paducah

Mrs. Bessie
Mae Sellars
Funeral rites for Mrs Bessie
Mac Sellars were Sunday at 1 .10
p.m. in the chapel of Brown Funeral Home. Mayfield. Eider Arlie
Lartmer officiated.
Pallbearers were James Wyatt,
Wayne Flint. Randy Sellars. Tondy
Sellars. Willie Sellars. Kenne.17
Sellars. Joe May and Steve LalItt!
Burial was in Highland Park
Cemetery. Mayfield.
Mrs. Sellars. 91, Farmington.
died Thursday at 5:57 a.m. at Community Hospital. Mayfield.
Her husband. W.B. Sellars, one.
daughter. Berue Russell, and her
parents. Chess and Josie Dowdy
Gore. preceded her in death.
She was a member of PTIMIIIC
Baptist Church.
Survivors are one daughter. Wilma Sellars. Farmington: three sons.
Joe Sellars. Malyfield. Cecil Sellars, Wingo, and CoY Sellars, Farmihgton: three brothers, Edgar.
Gore and Jerry Gore. Mayfield. and
Castal Gore. Farmington: five
grandchildren, six greatgrandchtldren. three great-greatgrandchildrer.

'Mechanics'
course offered
at local school
.ommunity educa5,-,..)red by the Center
(.07.•7.;:ng Ecucation/Academic
Outrca..n.Murr. State University.
-.e.L: c,r, four consecutive
..1
:n March at the Mur(:oun:y Vocational
7.

%.1

be offered on
: • ,k and 25 from 6 to 9
Ron Joiner. au:

Mrs. Corrynne Winchester
Mrs. Corrynne Winchester, 78,
of 525 Broad Si, Murray. died
Saturday at 10:50 a.m. at MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
She was preceded in death by
her husband, Harold Otho
Winchester, and one brother, James
R Wells.
Born May 26, 1912. in Calloway
County, she was the daughter of
the late Amos L. Wells and Ruby
Scruggs Wells.
A retired employee of Food Services at Murray State University,
she was a member of Martin's
Chapel United Methodist Church
Mrs. Winchester is survived by
one nephew. James R Wells Jr..

Hazel. one great-nephew, Jay
Wells, Lexington: three cousins,
Elaine Holcomb. Pattie M. Moody
and Camell Wells, all of Murray.
Services were today at 11 a m. in
the chapel of Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home. The Rev. Torn Cary
officiated. Music was by Martin's
Chapel Church Choir with Ralph
Robertson as director and Ricky
Cunningham as pianist.

Stock Market
Report

Benton, and Mrs. Jean Record,
Paducah, three brothers, C.H.
Dunigan. Wingo, Billy Dunigan.
Benton, and Jamie Dunigan.
Murray.
The funeral will be Tuesday at
11 a.m. in the chapel of Roth Fun eral Home, Paducah. Lake Riley
will officiate.
Burial will follow in Sharpe
Church of Chnst Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral
home after 5 p.m. today (Monday).

Stanley to give lecture Tuesday
The public ,s invited to attend a
free lecture "How to Land the Perfect Job" to be presented at 7:30
p.m. in the Curns Center Theater,
Tuesday evening. Feb. 19.
The speaker will be Jerry A.
Stanley, Columbia, Md., a Murray
State alumnus who earned his B.S.
in management in 1974 .and his
M B.A. in 1978 He also earned as

Authorities only
starting investigation
Authorities are still unsure what
cuused the destruction of May.
fields Tackett Lamp Co. Friday.
according to Mayfield Fire Chief
Larry Bruce.
The investigation into the fire -is
still in the initial stages." according
to Bruce. "I have no idea what
started the. fire."
A state fire marshall is expected
to Join the investigation Tuesday,
Bruce said.
The 33-year-old business was
destroyed Enday night after fire
wis. reported there around 6.49
p m.. Firefighters remained on the
scene well into the next morning'
but were unable to save the structure. according, to reports.
The 40,000-square-foot building.
ated on Lee Street between 11th
12th streets. was the home of
_workers who manufactured
mps and shades.
One fireman was reported
injured during the fire when he
slipped on some ice and dislocated
his shoulder, according to reports.

master's degree in finance from
Loyola College and is a C.P.A..
He is a founding partner of J.A.
Stanley & Associates, a management consulting and accounting
firm in Maryland an also serves as
controller for Bowie State
University..
While a student at Murray State.
Stanley was letterman on the Racer
football team. He is a member of
Kappa Alpha Psi fraternity. His
wife, Donne Jones Stanley, a 1977
MSU graduate will accompany him
to Murray.

Prices as 01 10:00 AM

Ms. Oaken will then be honored
with a reception at the Peoples
Bank branch at 12th and Chestnut
from 4-6 p.m. The reception is
being sponsored by friends and
supporters.
The public is invited to attend
the reception.

Local tobacco floors list totals for week
Dark-fired dealer tobacco sales
in Murray for the week ending Feb.
15 reached a total of 700,992 lbs.,
making the total for the year
2,846,260 lbs., according to a
report.
The average price for the week
was reported at $185 per hundred
pounds. Prices in Mayfield for the

Today's
report
was not
available
due to
the holiday

week averaged $186 per hundred.
Association advances totals for
the week were 2,500 lbs. with an
average price of $163 per hundred
pounds. Season average price is
$165 per hundred.
Total sales for Murray floors are
listed at 2,893,044 lbs. at $189 per
hundred pounds.

Call me about...
*Medicare Supplement
*Nursing Home or
*Health Insurance

Holton, Melugin &
Haverstock Insurance
753-3415

; 5 y1 t

-

Lindy 1 Sui/cr-

211 S. 12th St.

Informahon Available
Upon Request

C-7
C7
-..

To help you
select a new or
better used car
or truck see...

414 Main SI.
Murray, Ky

I I(,f)
41t.

Telephones out
at Murray State
The 3.400 teiephones at the Murray State University campus may
be out of service for up to a week
as a result of lightning damage
Sunday- afternoon, according to
information from Jim Debocr,
Director of Communications at
MSU.
. University crews and South Central Bell personnel arc attempting
to find alternate means of communication for the campus.
Murray State residence halls are
equipped with with radios for
emergency communications. An
effort is being made to have at
least one telephone line open for
each dormitory and building on
campus. said Deboer. Persons calling the university will hear a busy
signal. he added.

other forms of student financial aid.
Lunch will be provided, and all
Junior Jam visitors will be given a free
pass to an afternoon movie at a local
theater.
Anyone who plans to attend should
call the Office of School Relations
toll-free at 1-800-272-4MSU.

Mary Ray Oaken, candidate for
Kentucky State Treasurer, will be
in Murray all day Thursday. Feb.
21, according to a campaign
spokesperson.
She will speak at the Murray
Rotary Club at noon at the Seven
Seas restaurant.

Henry 0.(Hank) Dunigan
Henry 0.(Hank) Dunigan. Paducah, died Saturday at 6:30 p.m. at
Western Baptist Hospital, Paducah.
Born in Marshall County, he was
the son of the late Hamson and
Cleo Dunigan.
Survivors are his wife. Mrs. Lou
Norman Dunigan: two sons. Norm
Dunigan. Sarasota. Fla, and Steve
Dunigan. Paducah: two grandchildren: four sisters, Mrs. Alice Monson, Decca. Mich., Mrs. Elizabeth
Brumlow and Mrs. Nola Parker.

campus and visit faculty in their
particular areas of academic interest
and talk with MSU students about
campus life.
Information will be provided to the
students and their parents about attendance costs, accredited programs,
career opportunities, scholarships and

Oaken scheduled for Murray visit

Pallbearers were Hillman Coles,
Charles Tidwell, Bill McClure,
Ralph Robertson, Ronnie Pool and
Jot Pat Winchester.
Burial was in Murray- City
Cemetery

HILLIARD
),LYONS

Preston Barrett

investment
IS you.

Nfrw Yooll Arnamotan and aw.dwarta Saoci
I •d+antrs and SIPC
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Cv*Pk41‘44.4

getalt You

Super Mom's Deli

frle44411.
OUR PRICES-----UNBEATABLE
OUR SERVICES
UNBELIEVABLE

SPECIAL

Charlie s Safe-T
Discount Pharmacy
Giendaie at Whitneil

753-4175

Hours. Mon.-Fri. 9-7; Sat. 9-5:30

(
;.ourse
peginners
rocedurein mainta,n,ni
checking belts:
(JCL water.etc.):
: A:per blades, ores (pres:ar. Lnanging flats), and
.es ,:stening for and

Junior Jam, a program at Murray
State University to acquaint high
school juniors and their parents with
the campus and its programs. is
scheduled Saturday. March 2.
Sponsored by the Office of School
Relations, activities for the day will
begin with registration at 9 a.m in the
('urns Center. Guests will tour the

Ham & Cheese Sub
(Before the Need Arises. .

P1us...2'/4 oz. Bag Chips
and 16 oz. Fountain Drink

:he course is S40.
necessary due to a limit
7624159 or
:(..f.J.side
.nformation

Special Good
Feb. 16-22

HOG MARKET
Today's
report
was not
available
Due to
the holiday
NOTICE
WE HAUL WHITE COLDWATER
GRAVEL AND DIRT

K&K STUMP REMOVAL
Mechanically Removed
24' Deep Free Estimates

Treated Cross Ties
435-4313 Bob Kemp
Of

435-4319 Bob Kemp Jr

Videos & Money
Orders Available
Keith York. Kelvin York and James Coleman

Ask Us About
Forethought Funeral Planning
COMPLETE FUNERAL ARRANGEMENTS

Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home, Inc.
Efficient, Dedicated Service
..
713
South Fourth St.

Modern Facilities
753-680y

dikt

11AM/
SUPERAMERICA.
SuperAmerica Group, Inc

WE ACCEPT
THESE
CREDIT CARDS

SA
1234 567 890 10123

VISA
ti

Credit Cards May Be Used
For All Purchases
Excluding
Lottery and
Subsidiary of Ashland Oil, Inc.
Money Orders

.801 Coldwater Rd., Murray
2

ti 2
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Leadership
fora growing
planet
NATIONAL FFA WEEK FEBRUARY 16-23
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FFA SECTION

Calloway FFA chapter celebrates National FFA Week
The Calloway County Chapter of
FFA joins nearly 8,000 chapters
across the nation in celebrating
National FFA Week, Feb. 16-23.
Officers of the Calloway County
Chapter arc: President-Tripp Tibbetts; Vice-Pres.-Crystal Stallons;
Secretary-Tern Burkeen: Treasurer-Laura Green: Reporter-Justtn
Kelso: Senunel-Jusun Phillips:
Chter Sweetheart-Alestna Griffin.
Committee Chairmen are: Supers :sal Ag. Occupations-Ben Watkins, Cooperauon-Matt Garrison.
Community Service-Chris Garland.
Leadership-Monica Griffin. Earnings & Savings-Brooks Underwood:
Conduct of Meetings-Mike Winters,
Scholarship-Van Pittman: Recreation-Chris Wyatt. Public Relationslames Wood, Alumni Relations-Ed
Chapman;
Teachers of Agnbusiness Education at Calloway High are Larry
Gilbert and Jamie Potts.
fitghlights of the Past Year
Regional FFA Contests:
Justin Phillips. Superior first in
FFA Quiz Contest, David Potts.
Superior first in Nursery Production. Jason Prescott, Superior second in Tobacco Production. Brooks

Lnderwood, Monica Griffin, Chris
Garland and Julie Rhye Superior
second in Record Keeping; Kathy
Wilson,Superior second in Tobacco
essay contest; Crystal Stallons.
Superior in Secretary's litook; Kathy
Wilson, Superior in Treasurer's
Book: Tern Burkeen. Superior second in Chapter Scrapbook; Todd
Brooks. Superior second in Specialty Crops; Justin Kelso, Superior
second in Beef Production; Monica
Griffin. Superior in Creed Speaking;
Ben Watkins, Superior in Crop
Impromptu Speaking; Crystal StalIons. Superior in Beef Impromptu
speaking; Justin Kelso, Supcnor in
Horse Impromptu speaking; <Tripp
Tibbetts. Supcnor in Public speaking and Chris Wyatt, Superior in
Extemporaneous speaking.
MSU Ag. Club Field Day
Kim Tucker was high individual
scorer in Dairy Judging. Tripp Tibbetts was high individual scorer in
Nursery Judging. Nursery team
placed first. Members of the team
were Christina Parker, Jennifer
Green, Michelle Stubblefield, and
Tnpp Tibbetts. Floriculture team
placed first. Members of the team
were Lee Ann Darnell, Aleshia
Griffin, Linda Thweatt and David

Supporting
Agricultural
Education .---

iii"!•-!•

Potts.S
State Fair Results:
Jody Canter, James Wood and
Marshall Gilliam placed second in
the State Meats Judging contest.
Tripp Tibbetts, Michelle Stubblefield and Christine Parker placed
second in the State Nursery Judging
contest. Brooks Underwood placed
15th.in the State'Seed Identification
contest. David Potts has a Regional
Star Farmer Display at the State
Fair.
State FFA - Convention
The Calloway Chapter received
the State Gold Emblem presented to
the top chapters in the State. David
Potts and Darby Futrell received the
State FFA Degree. Hampton Brooks
was named as candidate for the
American FFA Degree. Tripp Tibbetts and Justin Phillips served as
voting delegates to the convention.
National Convention:
Eight members along with advisor Larry Gilbert attended the National FFA Convention in Kansas
City, Mo. in November. The members toured the Kansas City Board of
Trade, Crown Center, the Kansas
City Chiefs and Royals sports complex, attended the American .Royal
Cattle Show and rodeo, and three
sessions of the 62nd National FFA
Convention. Featured speakers at
the Convention were Joe Clark,
Clayton Yuctter and Zig Ziglar.
Hampton Brooks received the
American FFA Degree, the highest
:It:tree awarded by the FFA.
More than 387.1)00 ETA members
4.111 promote FFA, agricultural education, and the food and fiber industry during National FFA Week,
February 16-23.
FFA members in more than 7,600

"
11
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Growers Mini Warehouse
•-e

Storage Bays Available

:•••••

753-3678

Shoemaker Feed 8
Seed, Inc.
Old Concord Rd.

753-3808

Growers Loose
Leaf Floor, Inc.
Old Concord Rd.

753-3678

Uj

Washington's birthday to recognize
his leadership and committmcnt to
American agriculture. Both the National FFA Center and the National
FFA Hall of Achievement are located on part of Washington's original Mount Vernon estate near Alexandria, Virginia.
FFA is a national organization of
387,042 members in 7,634 local
chapters preparing for careers in the
science, business and technology of
agriculture. Local,state and national
activities and award programs provide opportunities for students to
apply knowledge and skills acquired
through agricultural education. FFA
members strive to develop agricultural leadership, cooperation and
citizenship.

Over 384,000 FFA members
to observe national event
Members of the 144 Kentucky
ETA Chapters will join with the
approximately 384,000 other FFA
members in the United States in
celebrating National FFA Week,
which starts February 16. Governor
Wallace Wilkinson will be asked to
sign a proclamation declaring February 16-23 as FFA Week in
Kentucky.
National FFA Week always includes George Washington's birthday in observance of his leadership
in promoting scientific farming
practices. Washington is considered
the patron saint of the FFA and has
come to symbolize the FFA Treasurer.

Our future is

a

Second & Maple

chapters across the U.S., including
the District of Columbia, Puerto
Rico and the Virgin Islands, will be
organizing events and activities to
create awareness of, and support for,
agricultural education and the FFA.
This year's theme, "FFA-Leadership for a Growing Planet," will be
seen throughout communities nationwide, not only through promotional efforts of the local members
but also thorugh a national public
service announcement campaign.
FFA activities and agriculture
classes emphasize leadership skills,
analytical thinking and the application of both to the industry of
agriculture.
FFA Week is held each year
during the week of George

well in hand
thanks to the
dedication and
commitment to
agriculture that
encompasses the
. work and ideals of
today's FFA.
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Men who molded America came
from the farms and plantations.
Former statesmen of the past like
George Washington and Thomas
Jefferson have served as models for
leadership development. FFA members today are inspired by these
same heroes of our Nation and her
agriculture. The FFA theme for
1991 is "FFA-Leadership for A
Growing Planet."
The Kentucky Association FFA
Officers for this year are: President,
James Comer,Monroe County; Vice
President, Neysa Call, East Hardin;
Secretary, Theresa Orr, Crittenden
County; Treasurer, Jay Graham,
Fulton County; Reporter, John
Charles Park, Estill County; Sentinel, Chris Schalk, Pendleton
County; KY River Region Vice
President, Brian D. Hacker, Knox
Central; Lake Cumberland Region
Vice President, Becky O'Banion,
Taylor County; Green River Regional Vice President, Richard L.
Skaggs,Elliott County; Delmer Dalton, Agricultural Education Unit,
2127 Capital Plaza Tower, Frankfort.
The Kentucky FFA Leadership
Training Center, located in Hardinsburg, Kentucky, provided an opportunity for leadership development
for approximately 1100 members
during the summer of 1990.
FFA Alumni Chapters are being
organized in many counties across
the state. The 1-TA Alumni Chapters
are giving outstanding support to
FFA members and their activities.
The ETA was organized in 1928,
with the purpose of promoting leadership, cooperation, and citizenship
among high school vocational agriculture students. America's greatest
return on investment will come in
the form of its youth. Vocational
Agriculture and the FFA arc helping
prepare young people for careers in
the agricultural industy.
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In the spotlight

• Over 1,200 FFA members, advisors and guests attended the
State FFA Convention held each June in Louisville, Ky.
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• FFA members are high school students studying Agricultural
Education to prepare for a career in agriculture.
• The Kentucky FFA Alumni Association was chartered in
1972.

a.

• - Kentucky Association FFA State President is James Corner,
Monroe County High School, Tompkinsville, Ky.

A

AGRICULTURE'S
MAIER

FF . . . The Future Ot
American Agriculture

The Calloway County FFA Parliamentary Procedure Team participated in the Regional Contest held in March at Murray State Unisersity. Members of the team are, front row, from left, Kathy Wilson,
Crystal Stallons, Darby Futrell, David Potts, Terri Burkeen, Tripp
Tibbetts, (back row, from left) Jason Prescott, Michael Palmer, Van
Pittman, Marty Johnson and Justin Kelso.

SUPPORT HIGH SCHOOL AGRICULTURE

NATIONAL FFA CONVENTION
ILA Kansas City, Missouri

J.D. Eq. Center
JOHN NINE
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Calloway County FFA member
David Potts was recognized as
the 1990 Purchase Region Star
Farmer at the State FFA Convention in Louisville.

Eight members and one advisor
of the Calloway County Chapter
of FFA attended the National
Convention in Kansas City, Mo.,
Nov. 7-9, 1990. The members
attended the National Convention
sessions, toured the Kansas City
Board of Trade, the American
Royal Cattle Show and Rodeo
and the Kansas City Chiefs and
Royals Sports Complex. Featured
speaker for the convention was
Joe Clark, former principal of
East Patterson, New Jersey High
School, which the movie "Lean
On Me" was based. Hampton
Brooks receised the American
IFA Degree, the highest degree a
member can receive in FFA. Larry Gilbert, chapter advisor,
accompanied the members of the
convention. Pictured from left
are Hampton Brooks, Laura
Green, Justin Phillips, Crystal
Stallons, Tripp Tibbetts, Terri
Burkeen and Justin Kelso. Not
pictured is Todd Brooks.

759-1617

Leading the Challenge
National FFA Week
February 17-23
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to show you what we
mean. . . .with quality
protection and service. Call us today.

PURDOM, THURMAN &
McNETT INSURANCE
Southside Court Square

Dan McNutt, AAI

753-4451
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('rystal Stations — Vice President

Tripp Tibbetts — President
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Roto Tillers

go! _I
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ready to
stock &

Sale Ends
2-28-91

•Flear tines, powered wheels!
.So easy, you guide it with
JUST ONE HAND!
•Models sized for every garden!

UP TO $240 OFF
FREE ATTACHMENT
Plus, Receive a FREE Bumper Hiller

MURRAY HOME & AUTO
Chestnut St. Murray
753-2571 or
753-4110

Hours
?ion.-Fri.. 7:30-5.30
Sat 7:30-5.00

Junior and Patsy Stallons of RL 1,
Dexter, is currently serving as vice
president of the Calloway County
Chapter of FFA. In the past three
years, Crystal has participated in
'several FFA activities and rated
superior in the Regional Beef
Impromptu Speaking Contest. She
has attended the Kentucky FFA
Leadership Training Center in
Hardinsburg, Ky., and the National
FFA Convention in Kansas City,
Mo. Crystal was also named Member of the Month.
Crystal is a member of several
other clubs and organizations. She
has been a member of the Pep Club
for four years, a Girl Scout for 12
years and is currently working on
her Girl Scout Gold Award. Crystal
has served as the president and vice
president of the Teens Who Care
and secretary and president of the
Foreign Language Club. She has
donated over 300 hours of volunCrystal Stations
teer work as a teenage volunteer at
Vice President
the hospital and approximately 100
Crystal Stallons, daughter of hours at the National Scouting

Tripp Tibbetts
President
Tripp Tibbetts is the 17-year-old
son of Dr. and Mrs. G. Walter Tibbetts, Jr. of Rt. 1, Almo. Tripp is
presently serving as president of
the CCHS FFA Chapter and sentinel of the Purchase Region of
FFA. He received his Grcenhand
Degree as a freshman and Chapter
Degree as a sophomore. Tripp has
attended Kentucky FFA Leadership
Training Center, the State Fair,
State FFA Convention and the
National FFA Convention in Kansas City, Mo. He will also be graduating as valedictorian of the
of 1991.
Tripp is a member of the Westside Baptist Church of Murray.
After graduation, he plans to attend
either the Air Force Academy or
Georgia Tech and major in Aeronautical Engineering.

Museum.
Crystal's future plans will
include attending Murray State
University and majoring in business administration.
Terri Burkeen
Secretary
Terri Burkeen is presently serving as chapter Secretary. Her
parents are Mr. and Mrs, Roland P.
Burkeen. She has one sister, Jody
Burkecn.
Terri has attended the FFA Leadership Training Center and the
National FFA Convention for the
past two years. She has also
received a superior rating on the
Chapter Scrapbook last year.
Tern's future plans are to attend
Murray State University and major
in elementary education and minor
in remedial reading.
Terri also stated that agriculture
is our future and everyone should
appreciate it.

Western Dark Fired
Tobacco Growers
Association
The most frequently asked question. • .What Does The Tobacco Growers
Association Do?
Tho program is iniondod to end boos, lump tobacco hoof pricos HIGHER then they would is* without It. Th•
program is intondod to and do*, lumps) dontostic tobocco suppilos LOWER than *soy would bit without It.
Tobacco contributions to the economy of Kentucky
direct and indirect.

We
Support
FFA!

FFA

Terri Burkeen — Secretary

FFA president, vice and secretary
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Wages $916,033,000
Jobs - 81,680
More than 90 of Kentucky's
120 counties grow tobacco.
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Justin Kelso — Reporter

Jason Phillips — Sentinel

Laura Green — Treasurer

MONDAY, FEBRUARY 18, 1991

FFA treasurer, sentinel and reporter listed
tional safety and health (OSH).
Laura Green
Treasurer
Jason Phillips
Laura Green is the 17-year-old
Sentinel
Carolyn
and
Lee
Loyd
daughter of
son of Danny and
Phillips,
Jason
Green of Rt. 1, Dexter. Laura iS a
RL 6, Murray, is
of
Phillips
Evelyn
junior and is currently serving as
Sentinel of the
as
serving
currently
Treasurer of the Calloway County
Chapter.
FFA
County
Calloway
FFA. In the past two years, Laura
Jason
years,
two
past
FFA
the
several
During
/
has participated in
activities such as FFA Creed Con- has participated in several FFA
test, various essay contests, seed activities. His freshman year he
identification contest and weed won the Freshman, Chapter and
Regional FFA Quiz Contest. He
identification contest.
Laura, along with her Record was also on the Burley Tobacco
Keeping Team, won the regional Grading Team.
and went on to the state level to
participate in the Record Keeping
Contest in 19g9. Laura also has
participated in Dairy Judging at
MSU Field Day.
Laura has attended the National
FFA Convention, Kentucky FFA
Leadership Training Center and
Forestry Camp.
Laura received her Grecnhand
Degree her freshman year, her
Chapter Degree her sophomore
year and is currently working towards her State Degree.
Laura attends the Temple Hill
United Methodist Church. After
graduation from high school she
plans to attend MSU in the field of
agriculture and major in occupa-

During the past two years, he has
, State FFA Convention,
attendedthe
the National FFA Convention and
the Kentucky Leadership Training
Center.
Justin Kelso
Reporter
Justin Kelso, the son of Johnny
and Sharon Kelso of Lynn Grove,
is currently serving as Reporter of
the Calloway County FFA Chapter.
Justin participates in various
FFA activities and contests concerning livestock. He attended the

N•N

Kentucky FFA Leadership Training
Center and the National FFA Convention this past year. Justin is a
member and secretary for the Kentucky High School Rodeo Association. He qualified to participate in
the National High School Rodeo

Finals.
Future plans for Justin include
attending Murray State University
and participating in their rodeo and
agriculture programs. Following
graduation from MSU, he plans to
join in his father's busine.

lir 1=3 1==1
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We Help You
Keep It Together

RENT IT!

Save On The High Cost
Of Buying & Maintaining
Expensive Equipment
q7:1

')
11.16

444
4.•

%we

FAST FACTS:

;rowers
/tout K.
without B.
nttsck y

13,000
0.

Trenchers
Tillers

• Throughout the week of Feb.
16-23, the 144 chapters are
planning activities to support the
theme, "ETA — Leadership For
A Growing Planet."

We Carry Almost Every Size Nail, Bolt,
Fastener, Glue or Whatever It Takes To Get
The Job Done. We Even Have Horse Shoes
& Horse Shoe Nails.
We now carry stainless steel bolts & nuts.

• Kentucky Association FFA
was organized in 1930.
• "Learning To Do, Doing To
Learn, Earning To Live, Living
To Serve" is the official motto
of the FFA.
• FFA, a youth organization
for students studying agriculture, has approximately 11,300
members in Kentucky.

Largest Inventory In Our Area!

Pressure Washers

RENTAVSALES

CENTER

•
•
N.%

John Deere Tractor

Many other
items available.
Call us
for details!

SUPPLY COMPANY
Inc.
753-3361

208 E. Main

(7*.f

•
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Brooks joins elite group
with FFA Degree honor

111Pr

CAR

-

filters

Farm
Sale
During March
Now through May 31 iciur
local FFA chapter earns rno
ney everytime you buy a
C AROUE ST heavy duty farm
filter So when you stock up
on CAROUEST filters for the
coming season be sure to
save the CAROUEST fitter
box top containing the CAR QUEST part number Your
local FFA chapter will earn
25' for each CAROUEST fil
ter box top they collect and
redeem
through
CAR
QUEST
Only CAROUEST protects
your equipment and helps
1-FA members continue the
proud tradition of farming
Stop by and stock up today'

Motor Parts
& Bearings
1109 Chestnut

753-8311

Hampton M. Brooks of Murray.
has joined an elite group of FFA
achievers. •
Brooks received the highest degree of membership awarded by the
National FFA Organization. the
American FFA Degree. Along with
1,056 other degree recipients. the
Calloway County Chapter member
was honored at the 63rd National
FFA Convention in Kansas City,
Mo.
One of the highlights of the
.convention, the American ETA Degree ceremony. included the presentation of a certificate and gold key to
Brooks as he walked across the
convention stage with thousands of
FFA members in the audience.
The American FFA Degree is
presented annually at the national
FTA convention to the top twotenths of one percent of FFA membership. Awarding of the degree is
based upon a member's Supervised
Agricultural Experience (SAE)
.7ogram in agribusiness or produc.on agriculture and on his leader,nip as demonstrated through in..olvement in FFA and community
Jctivizies

Case International 3450/3650 Round Balers

ONE-MAN BAUNG
AT ITS BEST!

Noteworthy

The American FFA Degree program is a special project of the
National ETA Foundation, cosponsored by the American Cyanamid Company, Agncultural Division. Wayne, N.J.; Case IH. Racine,
Wis.; Farm Credit System,
Washington, D.C.; Na-Churs Plant
Food Company, Marion, Ohio.
Pioneer Hi-Bred International, Inc.,
Des Moines,Iowa; and Pirelli Armstrong Tire Corporation, New Haven,
Conn.
FTA is a national organization of
387,042 members in 7.634 local
chapters preparing for careers in the •
science, business and technology of
agriculture. Local, state and national
activities and award progitms provide opportunities for students to
apply knowledge and skills acquired
through agricultural education. FFA
members strive to develop agncultural leadership, cooperation and
citizenship.
"Your achievement is even more
unique in that you are only the ninth
FFA member from Calloway
County High School since 1976 to
receive this honor," according to
Calloway Superintendent Dr. Jack
Rose. "You are in a distinguished
group indeed when one realizes that
citify 15 individuals from Calloway
County have ever received this
honor."
Brooks, the son of [lamp and
Anne Brooks, is currently farming
and attending Murray State University majoring in agriculture.

15
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CCHS FFA members Carla Paschall and Jeremy Robinson listen and
take notes on a field trip during the fall semester.

Honor
^

We're very proud
of our area FFA!
0
,
,

.
0
"
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One man by himself, can produce up to 15 to 18 tons per hour of
tightly wrapped weather-resistant round bales That's the Case IH
system tor saying you time labor and money
Make your choice from two models
• 3450 — up to 15-tons-per-hour capacity
• 3650 — up to 18-tons-per-hour capacity
• Sweep fields clean with wide low-profile pickups
• Long-life endless forming belts
• Easy bale starting with open-throat design
• Fixed bale chamber produces bales with dense outer shell

leicKeel Equipment Co., Inc
503 Walnut St

1939 N 8th St

Murray

Paducah

753-3062

444-0110

They're the future of this community...learning thru doing 'first
hand' and earning as they go!
The local FFA and our school
have given our young people th
opportunity to do something im
portant with their lives, as the
become self-assured and respon
sible adults.

The Hoke
Ccmpany,Inc.

Todd Brooks, son of [lamp and
Anne Brooks, received awards at
the annual Parent-Member
Awards Program in April. Todd
received the Junior Class Star
Farmer Award and was chapter
winner in Specialty Corps. Todd
also attended the National FFA
Convention in Kansas City, Mo.,
in November.
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FFA Members of the Month
honored for accomplishments
Each month, the FFA chapter
selects one member as FFA Member of the Month. This member has
been recognized for outstanding
accomplishments through participation and service to the local
chapter.

1989-90 chapter officers presided
at the annual Parent-Member
Awards Program in April. Pictured from left are Tripp Tibbetts, Darby Futrell, David Potts,
Crystal Stallons, Terri Burkeen
and Kathy Wilson.

This year our outstanding members are:
July — Justin Phillips; August
— Tripp Tibbetts; September —
James Wood; October — Crystal
Stallons; November -- Jason, Garner; January
Rachelle Bandarra.

trikWestside Veterinary
Clinic
Your Pet (Si Livestock Veterinarian
Calls Received 24 Hr. A Day

Dr. Robert M. Salley
Dr. Noel Thomas
Dr. Jim Hoffmann

111111111101ine mow
41111
IMO

Johnny Robertson Road

Calloway County FFA members
took second place honors in the
Nursery/Landscape Contest at
the 1990 Mid -South Fair in
Memphis. Team members from
the left are Christina Parker,
Tripp Tibbetts, Michelle Stubblefield and James Wood. The team
earned the right to attend the
Mid-South Fair in competition at
the 1990 Kentucky State Fair.

an listen and

753-6749

i/
1
4
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..61Deki
Bridles to Britches
Whatever Your Style - You're Ridin' In Sly/c.

(502) 759-4408

Hwy. 94E • Murray

p

FAST FACTS:

I CUSTOM BUILT GARAGES
Completely Erected, Including Concrete Floors,
CHECK THESE
Not Pre Fab. Carpenter Built All Quality Materials.
FEATURES:

• National FFA Week is scheduled in February to honor
George Washington, who was
an outstanding farmer as well as
a great leader.

6

I

through the hard work
and dedication
of today's youth.

We otter you: FREE Estimates, References and Location of
Garages In Your Area, And Written Warranty.

20 YEARS EXPERIENCE IN BUILDING

• The Kentucky Association
FFA has a Leadership Training
Center at Hardinsburg, Ky. Over
1,100 FFA members and advisors participated in the summer
training program at the Kentucky Leadership Training
Center.

••II•
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• FFA members are helping
make their communities a safer
place is which to live and work
through the FFA program called
the National Chapter Safety
Program.

Hamp and
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I Selicupponing 2.6
trusted rafters 2 11
0C
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C Polyurethane
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K Seal down Ong's'
under tonere..
.
.:;•11/s
L 6' or 17 overhang
D Anchor Dots
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1
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.
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II.777.
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aluminum covered
I' concrete
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la Overhead pew
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E T rested
door
6°11°M Pkalft
I
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"
.
1 111 -474—
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Itt ‘ N Steel Synelc• door
0
I‘ "',„,
F 111 Muds 16" 0 C
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G 7,16' Mande. undersaling
alliftliftru.1 covVed
P 2n10 headers
H Mason... wood or vinyl siding
0 4.4 raised curt
A 4 concrete I loot
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vinyl
Deluxe Models
with hardboard siding
$2,475
i 1.2 CAR (12x20)
1 1/2 CAR (12x20)
2 CAR (18x20)
$3,175
2 CAR (16x20)
LARGE 2 CAR (22x22)
LARGE 2 CAR (22x22) $3,475
2 1/2 CAR (24x24)
$3,675
2 112 CAR (2024)
LARGE 2 112 CAR
LARGE 2 1/2 CAR
(24x30)
(24x30)
$4,175
PLUS OFF LEVEL LOT 1 FREIGHT

siding
$2,875
$3,575
$3,975
$4,075
$4,675

YOUR SATISFACTION IS OUR GOAL

• The National FFA Chapter is
located near historic ML Vernon
in Virginia on 37 acres which
once was a part of Washington's
estate.

BEIMR BUILT GARAGE CO.
BANK FINANCING
AVAILABLE

•

•
•

,
"....NP42"..

IIIELBER, KY.-(502)674-5530
Owner, DWAIN WARREN

BANK FINANCING
AVAILABLE

Hazel, Ky.

492-8885

(conoco)
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Calloway High offers wide range of ag courses
lalio.o.ay Count) Hign School
students have the opportunity to
select elective classes in the Agricultural Science/Technology Department. Students enrolled in production agriculture classes will find
occupational experience programs a
meaningful way to apply skills developed in the classroom. Students
m horticulture classes will be pro..

v ided as many "hands-on experience activities as possible while
enrolled in the class.
The FFA is a vital component of
the agricultural education program.
Developing leadership, cooperation
and citizenship for tomorrow's agriculturalists is the main goal of the
FFA Organization. ,Leadership development is provided through FFA

403 S. L.P. Miller St. Murray
753-0212

activities in each class. The oral
communications (speech) requirement for graduation may be
achieved by completing the Agricultural Science/Technology class and
one additional credit (two, one
semester classes)from the following
courses offered for the 1990-91
school year.
Agricultural Science/Technology
-- Grade 09-10 — Credit 1 — The
purpose of this one yezr course is to
provide orientation and exploration
of vanous agricultural occupations.
The curriculum provides the pupil
opportunities to develop skills in tbe
following areas: Career opportunities, selecting and planning occupational experience programs, record
keeping, leadership development,
basic skills,in agricultural mechanics, animal science, soil science and
crop science.
.Animal Science
Grade 10-11
Credit 1/2 -- This one semester

.t.oursc includes livestock production, judging and selection, nutrition. diseases and health care. Fall
semester only.
Plant and Soil Science — Grade
10-11 — Credit 1/2 — Course
contest includes crop production
and physical and chemical properties of soil. Activities include recording keeping and leadership
training through FFA activities.
Spring semester only.
Greenhouse Technology -Grades 10-12--Credit 1/2 -- A one
kmester course designed tO develop
production, management and marketing skills involved in operating a
greenhouse. Topics dealing with
soils, growing media, plant propagation, cultural and environmental
- practices, plant pests and diseases
will be presented. Spring semester
only.
Landscaping Grades 10-12 —

Jackson Purchase
Agricultural Credit Association
Hwy. 641 North

HUTSON AG ,tifkg
SERVICE

\NE

Protect Your Farming Investment
204 W. Railroad Ave.
753-1933
Hazel KY
498-8142
1-800-626-5464
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Members of Larry Gilbert's "Machinery & Equipment Operation"
clas.s are shown with one of three tractors painted as part of their
course curriculum. Members also received instruction in tractor operation, engine maintenance and repair, oxy-acetylene welding and
small engine overhaul. Pictured are Justin Kelso, Dan Duncan, Allan
Davis, Jason Garner and Mike Winters.

a."

See Us For All Your
Farm Insurance Needs.
Farm Owners - Farm Trucks - Crop - Hail
See or Call:
Dan Shipley Bob Billington Toro Serous Robert Billington, Jr.

The Murray Insurance
Agency

Bel-Air Center

753-4751

5P ,1111131/*

Alredes-ars-isar . -*Jams& as. s.
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Credit 1/2 — A class designed to
provide experiences in the proper
location of trees, shrubs and flowers
around buildings. The program consists of site evaluation including
sketching, planning, and drawing
landscape plans; performing calculations related to landscape construction; and identification of landscape plants and their characteristics.
Floral Design —Grades 10-12 -Credit 1/2 — This one semester
class provides instruction and
"hands-on" experiences using floral
design techniques with silk, dried
and fresh flowers. Interior plantscaping, houseplant identification
and maintenance will be emphasized.
Environmental Technology --Grades 10-12 — Credit 1/2 — A fall
semester course designed to explore
career opportunities and provide
instruction in fish and wildlife management, soil and water stewardship, land stabilization and reclamation, and in the renewal of our
natural resources. Field trips to
LBL, strip mined coal field of
Western Kentucky. Westvaco Paper
Mill, and MSU Satellite Remote
Sensing Center are included. Fall
semester only.
Agricultural Power and Machinery — Grade 11-12 — Credit 1/2 --Hands on experience providing instruction in basic principles of
power and machinery operation,
maintenance, service and repairs.
Topics to be presented include engine components and functions,
power, tractors and field machinery.
Fall semester only.
Agricultural Business Manage
mcnt — Grades 11-12 — Credit 1/2
— Introduces the free enterprise
system, the study of economic principles, risk management, budgeting,
finance, record keeping, tax management and careers in Agribusiness.
Turf and Garden Management
Grade 10-12 -- Credit 112— A one
semester class covering the selection, growing habits and management of turf grasses used for lawns,
golf courses, athletic fields and
highway slopes. It includes the
design, planting and care of various
gardens such as vegetables, herbs,
roses and annual flowers. Field trips
will be utilized for demonstrations
and "hands-on" experiences.
Small Animal Health Technology
--Grades 10-12 — Credit 1/2 -- A
one semester class designed to develop scientific knowledge skills pertaining to nutrition, health, general
care and breed identification for
small animals such as dogs, cats,
rabbits and birds. A unit on horses
will include breed identification and
selection, anatomy, nutrition, genetics and reproductive management,
grooming disease control and sanitation practices. Instruction will be
enhanced by field trips and demonstrations by local veterinarians

